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RELIGION AND DIPLOMACY 

  

by 

The Rt. Reverend The Lord Runcie 

  

  
  

The very name Montgomery is likely to strike panic into me since I once dropped a rifle 

on a parade at Sandhurst when the General himself was inspecting us in 1942. 
  
Hence when your Chairman asked me if I would give this address I immediately accepted, 

before wiser counsels could prevail. Worse, knowing that it was no use wobbling in the 

presence of a Montgomery I immediately barked out my title 'Religion and Diplomacy'. 
  
I am confronted by a very distinguished gathering among whom there are representatives 

of many different religious traditions who could speak with greater authority than I about 
so many of the issues I will raise.  At the same time there are diplomats and commentators 

who will be much more familiar with many of the countries of which I will speak. 
  
I am comforted by the thought that this is a dinner discussion, so that if I tread insensitively 

or ignorantly or confusingly on your territory you will not simply smolder. You will be up 

and at me. 
  
My approach will be largely biographical; but I have a central core or theme around which 

personal reminiscences will gather. 
  
The world is a more dangerous place when religious people have no time for diplomacy - 

regarding it as soft compromise - sneering at those who for a time sit on the fence; and the 

word is a more dangerous place when diplomats, I mean the word in the widest sense of 

those who travel as representatives, politicians and commentators, have no time for 

religion an as inescapable motivation in human affairs - except the sort that provides 

inoffensive private consolation on the periphery of life. 
  
I must supply some definitions however imprecise.  Religion calls out faith in what 

transcends human experience.  There is something beyond human experience with which 
or with whom we have to do. It is more than poetry or music but it is not a fantasy. It 

enables moral qualities to prosper. With it human beings know where they have come 

from, what they stand for and what they are prepared to give their lives for. A religion will 

not survive with the support of those who are simply interested in it; but only through 

those who believe in it. 
  
Diplomacy is about understanding the facts of other cultures.  Attempting to secure at least 

temporary solutions for common human problems. A readiness to respect the beliefs and 

convictions of others and to compromise to achieve such ends.  Diplomacy is usually 
pragmatic. Religion is passionate. 
  
Circumstances have made me more a diplomat than a zealot. Here comes some biography. 

In 1945 I was a young officer who had finished the War in Germany and was transferred 

to be a Staff Officer on the ItaloYugoslav Boundary Commission.   It was an introduction 

to official diplomacy. I was fascinated by it.  We were dealing with disputed boundaries 

around Trieste.  The American delegation had an ethnic expert. The French a diplomat and 
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economist. The Russians were led by a good party politician. The British had a lawyer 

who had never been in that part of the world but knew how to ask pertinent questions. 
  
The only point on which we all seemed to be agreed was that our task would have been 
much simpler if we could have restored the Austro-Hungarian empire. A first sense of 

being hemmed in by statism. We toured round borderlands and discovered what language 

people used at home or at school or in church - whether Serbo-Croat, Slovene or Italian. 

What customs and attitudes flavoured their lives. However, one criticism which I felt even 

then was that none of our delegation knew much about religion. Yet without a sense of 

history and religion it was difficult to understand the passions of the people whose destiny 

we were ordering. 
  
Now with hindsight I see why what was apparently an intractable problem did get so 

securely settled. It was because this comer of Yugoslavia (the parts that are now Slovenia 
and Croatia) along with Italy and Austria have a common Western religious tradition. It is 

different at the other end of the old Yugoslavia. There three different religious groupings 

- Muslim, Slavic Orthodox, Western Catholic - refused to blend together. 
  
When I returned from all this to be a student again in Oxford I found myself in an 

intellectual atmosphere of moral scepticism.  My guru was the political philosopher Isaiah 

Berlin.  'Utopias' he would say 'have their value - nothing so wonderfully expands the 

horizons of human potentiality - but as guides to conduct they can prove fatal.' Or again 

'To force people into the neat uniforms demanded by dogmatically believed-in schemes is 
almost always the road to inhumanity.' Society should be tolerant, rational, pragmatic, 

progressive, humanistic and secular. 
  
I warmed to this since an enduring memory of my War was the discovery of Belsen when 

I was among the first troops there.   The holocaust teaches emphatically - irrational 

obsessions about people unlike ourselves, racism, can become unstoppable. The most 

advanced societies in culture and science can yet sink back into barbarism. 
  
The trouble with the moral sceptic is that they provoke a reaction from believers warning 

of the dire consequences of the disappearance of religious beliefs, religious institutions, 
and the moral guidance religion provides for individual and collective human behaviour. 

'The end result will be anarchy, depravity, the undermining of civilised life. Human beings 

are natural worshippers. They look beyond themselves to something which they find 

fearsome or attractive. T. S. Eliot 'If you will not have God you should pay your respects 

to Hitler or Stalin.' 
  
Another influence playing upon me was this. In 1973, largely on the basis of being able to 

read Greek I was put in charge of relations with Orthodox churches - the Holy Orthodox 

Church represented here tonight by my friend Archbishop Grigorios - which based on 

Constantinople Greek, Russian etc. and the all ancient oriental orthodox Cops, Armenians, 
Ethiopians - sometimes for us a strange mixture to understand and to disentangle; but 

sufficient to say Orthodox churches have lived at the interface of communism, the 

interface with Islam and at the interface with the state of Israel. They have also deposited 

pockets of refugees who live tight ethnic lives in this country or in America. 
  
The Orthodox are arch-diplomats; that is why they are supreme survivors: 'We were before 

the Turks. We were here before the Tartars.  We were here before the communists.' - and 

probably they are even now saying in Eastern Europe 'We were here before the capitalists 

and we will be here afterwards.' It was remarkable that after nearly 70 years of relentless 
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propaganda against religion in Eastern Europe the quiet opposition of religious people to 

the system was pervasive and effective - Orthodox in Romania and Russia - Catholic in 

Poland - Protestant in East Germany and Czechoslovakia. Yet I found there was a serious 

inability on the part of diplomats to take the faith dimension seriously as a major ingredient 
in any political analysis during the Cold War period. [Solzenitzin] 
  
This was also true in the failure of the West to understand what was happening in Iran and 

other Islamic countries. In Iran in the late 1970s Islamic revolutionary groups  over-

threw  a  self-styled progressive modernising state government which genuinely believed 

in Western style progress and modernisation. 
  
For five years I was in almost daily contact with Islamic leaders in various countries and 

realised how much we had in common in our origins. And how much we could learn from 

our differences; (I was narrowly engaged in the plight of Terry Waite and other 
hostages).  Even here there was some understanding at first when ground rules for 

dialogue were laid down between myself and the religious leadership in Iran and Libya. 
  
When subsequently we entered into the disorder of the Lebanon where there was no 

government with which to negotiate and where secular and religious interests were 

disentangleable, it was much more difficult to bridge any gap between Islamic 

fundamentalists and Western secularism. 
  
I could go round the world with you to India or Latin America, but since it is topical I say 
a word about China. I paid a visit there shortly after the cultural revolution. I was unusually 

a guest of a government organisation. Last year I paid another visit so that I could see the 

progress of Christian people in 15 years - still less than one per cent of the population but 

ten million  (government  statistics)  literate,  very disciplined, training in newly opened 

seminaries, average age 25. Quite a significant, literate element. 
  
Now the presence here is subtle. There is suspicion of foreign jurisdiction. Hence severe 

restrictions on Vatican controlled Catholics. There is suspicion of foreign money and 

dramatic fundamentalists. They keep out evangelical missions. There is a Confucian 

suspicion of the more charismatic or acrobatic forms of religion. 
  
To be frank, there is a curious kind of respect for liberal evangelical religion - simple, 

biblical services, long sermons, intense prayer, moral education and social service.  In a 

society which is terrified of disorder or corruption it meets the problem of failing Marxist 

ethics. 
  
How is this viewed by foreign analysts - either as a human rights agitation or an 

insignificant activity. Possibly another example of the blindness which springs from 

underestimating the religious ingredient. 
  
At this stage I bring forward an major ally in the drum I am trying to bang.  A name that 

will be familiar to many of you here.  Professor Sam Huntington of Harvard whose 

rumblings on this subject have quite recently taken the form of a bestseller The Clash of 

Civilisations and the Remaking of World Order. 
  
The faultlines of our humanity, he asserts, no longer run through ideologies nor even 

economic interests. They run through civilisations - Western, Islamic, Slavic-

Orthodox,  Hindu,  Buddhist,  Confucian, African - nation-states may be chief players but 

what puts them in conflict is cultural clash.  He takes religion seriously. 
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1.  It effects the relative importance of the individual and the group of rights and 

responsibilities. 
  
2.     The nation-state is becoming weaker. It is too big for small things and too small for 

big things. The United Nations is wedded to the vision of a universalistic culture. In much 

of the world religion has moved in to fill in this loyalty gap - often in forms labelled 

'fundamentalist'. They are found in Western   Christianity,   Judaism,   Buddhism, 

Hinduism and Islam.  The people involved are generally young, college-educated, middle-

class technicians, professional and business peoples. The religious right in America or 

Israel or India or Islam in the Middle East are obviously well characterised in this sort of 

leadership. 
  
3.     The West is at the peak of material power and political influence. So there is great 
Westernisation among the generality of the non-West but less among the elites.  In the 

past elite have been educated and influenced by Oxford or the Sorbonne while the 

populace remained indigenous. Now the relationship is reversed. American culture styles 

and habits are popular among the masses -Coca Cola and T-shirts. The elites are 

counselling traditional values especially old-fashioned religion. A provocative quotation 

from his work 'The image of an emerging universally Western world is misguided, 

arrogant, false, and dangerous.' 
  
This may look a gloomy forecast. In fact Huntington's short-term proposals would fortify 
a group like this.  He believes that the principle responsibility of Western leaders is not to 

attempt to reshape other civilisations in the image of the West -which is increasingly 

beyond their ability - but to preserve and renew the unique qualities of Western 

civilisation. Neither globalism nor isolationism, neither multi-lateralism nor unilateralism 

will best serve our interests.  Our interests will be most effectively advanced if we adopt 

a policy of co-operation between Europe and America that will protect our culture. 

Religion is important but it will reinforce cultural clash if it is only conceived as 

strengthening cultural loyalty. 
  
It has always been my contention that bad religion is not cured by no religion but by the 
sort of religion that could combine conviction with a recognition of goodness and even 

sanctity in those with whom we were in regular disagreement. Let me put my hopes in a 

very crude way. Judaism has its emphasis in the moral law. In days of dilemmas created 

by medicine or information technology we need their ethical seriousness. Islam has its 

focus on the otherness of God and the need for obedience to his Will. When so much is 

trivialised and cheapened we need its sense of reverence and awe.  The Eastern faiths of 

Hinduism and Buddhism have been concerned about living in harmony with ourselves and 

the natural order.  We need that if we are not to destroy ourselves. Christians are unique 

in seeing the divine through the humanity of Christ and love paid out in the currency of 

justice and freedom. 
  

Now there are three qualities which seem to be shared by religious people and there are 

some efforts that have been made in the last ten years which need to receive more 

comprehensive support and to be less the preoccupation of the enthusiasts and fanatics. 
  
1.     The whole movement for the care of our common earth and a realisation of the 

dangers of losing reverence for life, for other people and for God's world. Such reverence 

for believers is only held secure in reverence for God. Rather high sounding language like 
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the campaign for global survival or for  Global  Governments  have  nevertheless 

generated a good deal of co-operation right across the religious spectrum. 
  
2.                                                                                                                 The second 
emphasis is resistance to the idea that competition is the main-spring of human activity. 

Religious faith does not allow us to be content with an idea that self-interest is the soul 

driving dynamic of human progress. Co-operation is given depth by the religious sense of 

communion.  In 1986 the Pope summoned a gathering of religious leaders as Assisi. It was 

a movement that seemed not to achieve much but its image has penetrated further than 

you might think. In this country I have to say that one of the most fruitful areas of religious 

co-operation has been the Council for Christians and Jews. I am very pleased that it has 

enlarged itself in part by the creation of a Christian Jewish Muslim Forum. 
  
   3.    Religious people introduce notions of penitence, 
forgiveness  and  reconciliation.    These  are important when you look at cultures that 

are full of self-justification and where leaders never apologise for anything. In South 

Africa the churches have played a big part in the movement where Nelson Mandela in 

the hour of victory turned away from settling old scores and has won the gratitude of 

those who formerly sought to crush their opponents by terror. In Uganda, Museni 

deliberately turned his back upon revenge to break the cycle of civil war. The laborious 

work of Truth Commissions in Latin America has to my mind been more affective. 
  

than war crimes tribunals in getting at what happened  and  acknowledging  responsibility. 
Willie Brandt knelt before the Warsaw ghetto. President Havel expressed sorrow for the 

expulsion of Germans from the Sudetenland in 1945. Pope John the 23rd removed 

offensive passages about Jews from prayers in the Catholic Liturgy. 
  
The achievements of ecumenism should not be measured so much by the results of 

negotiation as in the way images, symbols, small movements have changed the way in 

which we perceive each other. 
  
Let me tell you a parable.  I went to visit an international school in Addis Ababa.  The 

head teacher was a remarkable woman who had created this school. She was herself a 
believing and devout member of the Christian church. However, she had produced such 

an excellent school that it was attended by Christian, Muslim, Jew, Marxist, Buddhist - 

Addis Ababa is a great diplomatic and United Nations centre so that all the diplomats 

wanted to send their children to this very good school. 
  
At the beginning of each year she would give a talk to the children and parents. She would 

say' We do not have religious education on the syllabus. That is not because we do not 

believe in it. In fact we believe it is the most important part of a child's upbringing. But 

we rely on the children to educate each other in this regard. We expect and encourage each 

to tell the other why they believe, what they believe and what difference it makes. At the 
same time we shall create the conditions of a happy and friendly school where there is 

respect for truth and justice and love of beautiful things. With this sort of recipe we believe 

it will be more difficult in the future for those who have attended this school to kill each 

other.'  Unless something of this spirit is more widely communicated to our children 

religion will continue to be a negative force in many of the future places of conflict in our 

world. 
  
There must be a middle way between the sort of idealism which has known what was best 

for our fellow human beings and so has filled the world with misery; or the kind of social 
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engineering and problem-solving by management which has drained the soul out of our 

humanity. 
  
From a Speech at St Ermin’s Hotel  to The European-Atlantic Group on February 25th 
1997. 
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LORD RUSSELL-JOHNSTON 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY 

On: 

‘THE FUTURE OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE’ 

19 July 2001 

  

From personal experience, I am very much opposed to after-dinner speeches.  I seem to recall that the great 
Greek orator, Demosthenes, had it written into his contract that he would not be required of any and that 
Pericles had comparable arrangements.  The other thing about after-dinner speeches is that people expect them 
to be funny.  The most successful are those made by comics and I am not feeling in a very comical mood. 

Before beginning, I would like to pay particular tribute to Elma Dangerfield sitting in front of me, whom I 
remember as a flibbertigibbet in the 60s when I first became a Member of Parliament.  She does not seem to 
have changed all that much. 

I have now been President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe for two and a half years and 
I would like to say a little about one or two of our problems with which we are engaged.   

The international media, particularly the English speaking one, are prone to abbreviation, in substance as much 
as in form. When they refer to our Parliamentary Assembly, they often use the term “talk shop”, occasionally a 
“human rights talk shop” and, sometimes, in moments of editorial largesse, they would even go as far as calling 
us a “prestigious human rights talk shop”.  Whatever the term used, there is always the suggestion that what 
we do is talk, and nothing else. That in term of real political influence we are powerless. Because talk comes 
cheap, and fares poorly when compared to the military might of NATO, the economic strength of the European 
Union, or governmental infatuation with the OSCE. 

Perhaps. On a purely pragmatic level, I would be ready to accept that our resolutions would get additional 
attention if they were enforced with Tomahawks.  That our self-confidence would get more of a boost if we 
could sanction the failure to comply with our recommendations by imposing immediate trade embargoes.  If, 
overnight, we could have the power to flood a country in distress with Land Rovers and walkie-talking personnel. 

We have none of that. Occasionally, that causes frustration.  Nobody likes to talk and not be listened to, to ask 
questions that are not answered, or to make demands that are ignored. 

So what can an assembly like ours do, when its demands are met with ignorance, arrogance or obstruction? 

We can play to the audience. Raise our voice in self-righteous indignation, bang our fists frenetically on the 
table, promise that all hell will come down on those who dare not to abide by our words.  

The media would love it, at least for a while, but there are risks.  If those threats are not followed through, 
eventually and inevitably, our credibility would be undermined. If our threats are followed through, and when 
the levels of sanctimonious adrenalin are back to normal, we run the risk of seeing that the problems we wished 
to resolve did not get any better, and that, if anything, we lost an opportunity to do something about them in 
the future. 

Alternatively, we can lower our sights and settle for less. If you cannot have what you like, you should like what 
you can have. It is a popular approach among many of our governments in situations where ethics represent a 
threat to their pragmatic objectives. 

There is a rich panoply of euphemisms for doing little, or nothing at all.  We can critically engage, we can pursue 
dialogue.  We can consult - as President Bush is doing with his friends and allies on anything from the missile 
shield to global warming.  In moments of real crisis, we can organise a seminar, even a round table.  And feel 
good about ourselves. 

I exaggerate, of course, but it is to make a valid point. 
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We are parliamentarians. We talk. But these are not just words. They are the words spoken with the authority 
of the 850 million Europeans whom we represent. They are the words of people committed not to our 
governments, but to our own concept of what is right.  We have a democratic legitimacy that compensates for 
the lack of Tomahawks, euros and Land Rovers.  If governments decide to ignore our voice, they do so at their 
own expense.  In the long run, values will always win against short-sighted pragmatic interests. 

But the long run, unfortunately, often turns out to be too long for those who suffer injustice and violence, today, 
right now, as we speak.  From a safe distance, within the comfort of our homes and offices in the more fortunate 
and safer parts of the world, it is far too easy to rationalise and abstract the human suffering of others. 

Last week, under a scorching Bosnian sun, I attended a ceremony commemorating the six year anniversary of 
the Srebrenica massacre.  It was a place called Potocari. 

Five thousand women came to mourn almost ten thousand of their loved ones, husbands, fathers, and sons, some 
only ten or eleven years old, even babies, who were killed in a five-day-long spree of homicidal madness, 
committed by the Bosnian Serb troops under the command of Ratko Mladic, an indicted war criminal, who is still 
at large. 

A simple white marble stone with a brief inscription: “Srebrenica, July 1995”, was erected in the place where 
this horrendous crime took place, only a stone’s throw away from the barracks of a UN battalion, sent there to 
protect the people, or so it had been claimed. 

The ceremony passed without incident, to the huge relief of many who feared the reaction of Serb extremists.  A 
relief that was premature. Only a few hours after the ceremony had ended, a sixteen year old girl from a 
returnee family of Srebrenica survivors was killed by a sniper’s bullet, while she sat in her home watching the 
rerun of the commemoration on television. 

And while I stood there watching the crowd of weeping mothers, I searched my soul, asking myself, whether, as 
the international community, we could have done more, to prevent this, and other crimes, from happening.  

The answer is yes. We could have. We should have. It is not enough to say that we did not know that we could 
not imagine that we could not believe that such things were happening.  Sometimes, we do not know because 
we do not want to know. Yes, we did talk about Srebrenica during the long months of its siege, we warned, we 
planned, we pleaded with the Serbs and we threatened. 

There was the dramatic arrival of General Morillon, who promised to stay with the people of the town until they 
could be saved, only to leave them on their own again a few days later with a few feeble promises and shattered 
hopes.  We all know what happened afterwards.  We left this people to die, and if we did not know, that was 
no excuse, because we should have known. 

If I may add a personal postscript; last Monday I was in a place called Visoko which is about 30 kms north of 
Sarajevo where the Bosnian Commission for identification of dead persons is located for the very practical reason 
that there is a large mortuary there. 

I was taken round by the forensic anthropologist, a little Polish lady who has become an Icelandic citizen because 
she fled there during General Jaruzelski’s repression.  

She was working in a large room with trestle tables where skeletons were being formed as was also happening 
on small mats on the floor.  She explained to me some of the difficulties in making sure that they were fitting 
the right bones together.  “You realise”, she said, “that most of these people were shot twice: once in the back 
or stomach to immobilise them and make it impossible for them to escape and only later in the skull to kill 
them.  The first shot usually broke the vertebrae of the backbone and if subsequently the body was loaded on 
top of another, there was always the risk of bones becoming mixed up and this is a real difficulty”.  She was 
very practical about all this as if she was discussing gardening techniques, but perhaps that is the only way of 
handling matters where the level of cruelty has been so huge. 

We should bear the message of Srebrenica in mind when we deal with other large scale human rights violations 
that, sadly, continue to happen on our continent. 

Frank Judd knows that from first hand experience.  He is the Assembly’s rapporteur on Chechnya, a person who 
has invested a huge amount of effort, personal commitment, and, occasionally, an amazing amount of belief in 
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the inherent goodness of people.  I want to pay tribute to Frank for what he has done, and for what he is 
doing.  Because of his experience, I would also welcome his comments on my views on the matter. 

Let me; first of all, take you through a short chronology of the Assembly’s involvement with Chechnya. 

In April last year, the Assembly decided to suspend the voting rights of the Russian parliamentary delegation as 
a sanction for human rights’ violations during the security operations in Chechnya.  That only came after the 
end of a year in which the Assembly had passed repeated resolutions which the Russian Federation had 
completely ignored. 

The voting rights were restored in January this year, when it was agreed to set up a joint parliamentary working 
group on Chechnya.  The group is co-presided by Frank Judd, and Dmitri Rogozin, the leader of the Russian 
delegation on behalf of the State Duma.  On the same occasion, the Russian authorities were asked to provide a 
detailed list of the on-going investigations by the civilian and military prosecuting authorities of allegations of 
human rights’ violations in Chechnya.  A provisional list was provided in April. 

The group has so far held two meetings, in Moscow and recently in Prague.  The first meeting was largely devoted 
to the above-mentioned list, while the second focused on initiatives for finding a political solution to the 
conflict.  On this occasion, and, to my knowledge, for the first time since the beginning of the conflict, 
representatives of the Russian authorities officially met with an envoy of President Maskhadov.  This is, in itself, 
an important achievement, but its relevance will have to be proven by a concrete follow up. 

Parallel to the suspension of the voting rights, the Assembly recommended to the forty-two governments of the 
Council of Europe to lodge an interstate complaint against Russia at the European Court of Human 
Rights.  Nothing has happened yet in this respect.  Nevertheless, this recommendation remains an active adopted 
policy of the Assembly, and there has been some movement recently in the parliaments of several European 
Union member states. 

On the intergovernmental side of our Organisation, three Council of Europe experts have been working in the 
Office of the Special Envoy of President Putin for Human Rights in Chechnya, Vladimir Kalamanov, since last 
June. The Secretary General of the Council of Europe, Walter Schwimmer, reported on the results of this 
participation to the Assembly during the part-session in Strasbourg last month.  Mr Schwimmer was critical of 
the failure to investigate allegations of human rights and conditioned a prolongation of the experts’ mandate by 
immediate progress in this regard. 

This was “the state of play” at the beginning of the summer. There has been movement; there has been some 
progress. However, it is my opinion that, ultimately, progress should not be measured solely in terms of 
institutional dialogue, but, first and foremost, in terms of the tangible impact on the improvement of the human 
rights’ situation on the ground, in Chechnya, and there has been very little, if any, of that. 

In recent weeks, there has been mounting evidence of the rapidly deteriorating human rights’ situation in 
Chechnya. There is little doubt that the conduct of the Russian forces – as manifested during the recent “mop-
up” operations in Sernovodsk and Assinovskaya - was largely to be blame for this. 

Reports of new human rights’ abuses came in against a background of the Russian authorities’ deplorable lack 
of willingness to properly investigate the allegations of past abuse.  

The failure to bring to justice those responsible for crimes constitutes a blatant violation of Russia’s obligations 
as a member of the Council of Europe and a party to its most important conventions, notably the European 
Convention of Human Rights and the European Convention for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment and we cannot allow ourselves to ignore these violations. 

An Assembly delegation will visit Chechnya from 13-16 September, with a view to examining the human rights’ 
situation on the ground. A meeting of the Assembly’s Joint Working Group with the Russian State Duma, to which 
Chechen representatives, including representatives of President Maskhadov are invited, is planned for 21 
September, and will be followed by a debate on the human rights situation in Chechnya during the Assembly’s 
September part-session from 24-28 September.  

By that time, we expect to have received evidence of concrete and substantial progress with regard to both the 
present conduct of the Russian security forces and the investigations into past abuses. 
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This is where I will stop. I do not really have a proper conclusion.  I would rather find one through a discussion 
with you on Chechnya, and bearing in mind Srebrenica. 

I am not drawing any parallels between the war in Bosnia and the conflict in Chechnya, except perhaps the 
parallel between innocent people suffering violence, torture and death. 

And there is another parallel.  The one between the question I asked myself last Wednesday in Srebrenica, and 
the one we should be asking ourselves today – are we doing enough? 
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H.E. MR. PERTTI SALOLAINEN 
On: 

‘The Results of the Finnish Presidency of the E.U.’ 
31ST January 2000 

  
INTRODUCTION 

During its first Presidency of the European Union (1 July - 31 December 1999) Finland presided over the Union 

very successfully. Finland promoted the Union’s operations in an active and impartial manner, emphasising the 
transparency and efficiency of decision-making at all levels. 

The Finnish Presidency culminated in the Helsinki European Council (10 and 11 December 1999), which made 
important- even historic-decisions. The Union decided to include six new candidate States in the accession 
negotiations currently ongoing with six other countries, and also to grant candidate status to Turkey. Further, the 
European Council made decisions on the agenda, timetable and procedures of the next Intergovernmental 
Conference. Concrete decisions were made on ways to improve the Council’s operation. In addition, there was 
agreement on the development of both military and non-military crisis management. The meeting adopted the 
Millennium Declaration, which emphasises the security and well-being of citizens. 

The Tampere Special Meeting of the European Council on Justice and Home Affairs (15 and 16 October 1999) 
placed the development of an area of freedom, security and justice at the very top of the European agenda. The 
meeting adopted the “Ten Milestones of Tampere” as guidelines for future work and agreed on the follow-up to this 
work. 

When Finland took over the EU Presidency, the Treaty of Amsterdam had only recently come into effect, and its 
application was starting. Jointly with the European Parliament, a successful model was created for the co-decision 
procedure, and this model made it possible to decide on a number of legislative proposals more rapidly than before. 
The new European Parliament was just starting its work at the beginning of the Finnish Presidency. The resigned 
Commission was concluding its work and the new Commission only taking up its duties. Delay and a lack of 
Commission proposals somewhat hindered progress in Councils. Member States’ divergent views on the 
languages to be used at informal ministerial meetings could not be reconciled, but they did not hamper the work of 
such meetings. 

This summary takes a preliminary look at the progress achieved during the Finnish Presidency. The summary is 
divided into chapters according to the titles of the programme and priorities document that Finland published at the 
beginning of the Presidency. Furthermore, there will be a Council to Council based report on each project and a 
summary presented in the light of this report. 

  

I. A GLOBALLY ACTIVE AND INFLUENTIAL UNION 

The military and non-military crisis management capabilities of the EU were developed further, in line with the 

Conclusions of the Cologne European Council. The Helsinki European Council made concrete decisions on the 
military capabilities and decision-making mechanisms of military crisis management. The Helsinki Council also 
decided to strengthen the synergy and responsiveness of the non-military crisis management resources of the 
Member States, the Union and non-governmental organisations .By the Council’s consent, the Secretary-General 
of the Council and the High Representative of the Common Foreign and Security Policy was also appointed 
Secretary-General of the Western European Union. 

Finland advanced the preparation of the European Union’s Common Strategies: the Helsinki European Council 
adopted the Strategy on Ukraine, and a progress report was presented on the preparations for the Strategy on the 
Mediterranean Region. Moreover, Finland introduced the Strategy on Russia pursuant to its work programme and 
submitted a report on its implementation to the Helsinki European Council. 

Finland made efforts to strengthen the EU’s human rights policy and especially its consistency and transparency. 
In October 1999, the EU adopted its first Annual Report on Human Rights. On 30 November and 1 December, it 
arranged the first Annual Human Rights Discussion Forum for representatives of the Member States, the EU 
institutions and civil society. 

The OSCE summit in Istanbul on l8 and 19 November achieved in all essentials the objectives set for it by the EU. 
The objectives were approved by the General Affairs Council in October. The summit adopted the European 
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Security Charter and a political declaration. Also at the summit, the negotiation partners in the Treaty on 
Conventional Armed Forces in Europe signed the adapted Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe. 

As for UN activities, the Finnish Presidency coincided with the follow-up meeting to the Cairo Population 
Conference, the ECOSOC Meeting and the autumn session of the 54th UN General Assembly. All of them were 
successful. During the Finnish Presidency the EU also clarified its objectives concerning the UN Millennium 
Assembly and the follow-up meetings to the Beijing Conference on Women and the Copenhagen Conference on 
Social Development. The EU started to prepare for the high level conference on financing for development, to be 
held in 2001. Moreover, the EU drew up election criteria for the election of directors general for the UN agencies. 
The EU strives to promote the application of these criteria to increase efficiency and transparency in the different 
UN agencies. UN specialised agencies held a number of conferences and meetings, where EU coordination was 
efficient and the EU’s interests were advocated in its relations with third countries. 

Preparations for the third WTO Ministerial Conference: At the General Affairs Council on 19 July the Commission 
presented its communication concerning the forthcoming WTO negotiation round. On 26 October the Council 
endorsed conclusions concerning the WTO Ministerial Conference in Seattle, and thus the EU had, for the first 
time in its history, an officially approved negotiating position before entering into multilateral trade negotiations. At 
the Seattle Conference the General Affairs Council, which was assembled all the time, managed to maintain the 
unity of the EU, and on 3 December, after the negotiations had broken down, it endorsed conclusions concerning 
further work. The conclusions include a request to the Commission to issue a communication as a basis for future 
work. During the Finnish Presidency EU coordination within the OECD was considerably intensified. To prepare 
for the UNCTAD X Conference, the Council endorsed in October conclusions on the EU’s objectives. EU 
cooperation on arms control was successful in many important international fora. The first report on arms exports, 
complying with the EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports, was adopted. A number of projects were approved to 
implement joint action on small arms (the project on Cambodia and Mozambique, extended financial support for 
the Albania project). As part of the implementation of the Strategy on Russia, the EU approved joint action on the 
introduction of an EU cooperation programme concerning the arms ban and disarmament in Russia. 

The comprehensive political EU dialogue was implemented, as agreed, at all levels? (approx. 120 meetings at the 
levels of Heads of State or Government, Ministers, high officials and experts). Summits were arranged with Ukraine, 
Russia, Canada, the United States, China and the EEA Member States. 

During the Finnish Presidency, the implementation of the Kosovo peace plan and the reconstruction in Kosovo 
began. The Union adopted a central role here, deciding on the establishment of the Reconstruction Agency for 
south-eastern Europe and on a substantial EU contribution to the UNMIK operation. The stabilisation of south-
eastern Europe also started: the Stability Pact was put into practice on the basis of the Sarajevo summit, and Mr. 
Bodo Hombach, the Special Representative of the EU, was elected coordinator of the Stability Pact. 

The EU also supported consistently the democratisation process in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY). 
During the Finnish Presidency, the EU launched the Energy for Democracy Initiative, supported the democratically 
elected government of Montenegro and its reform programme, granted humanitarian aid to Serbia, lifted the flight 
ban and oil exports ban in Montenegro and Kosovo and enhanced its relations with the democratic opposition in 
the FRY both bilaterally and jointly with the United States. 

Within the political dialogue related to the EU’s stabilisation and association process for the Western Balkans, 
meetings were arranged at ministerial level with Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, the Former Yugoslavian Republic 
of Macedonia (FYROM) and Croatia. To prepare for the stabilisation and association agreements related to this 
process, the EU begun to draft a negotiation directive concerning the FYROM and a feasibility study concerning 
Albania. The candidate proposed by the EU, Mr. Wolfgang Petritsch, was elected as the High Representative 
supervising the implementation of the Dayton Peace Agreement in Bosnia-Herzegovina. During its EU Presidency 
Finland participated in the work of the management group of the Peace Implementation Council. On 21 December, 
the Council approved the provisional application of the agreement with Macedonia on trade in textile products. 

The EU started implementation of its Common Strategy on Russia by, inter alia, strengthening the political and 
economic dialogue between the EU and Russia as well as action against organised crime, and by approving the 
EU’s support for the cooperation programme concerning the arms ban and disarmament in Russia. In the Chechnya 
crisis Finland led the unified action of the Union, emphasising in particular the importance of humanitarian aid for 
the civil population and of persuading Russia to agree to a political settlement. In its declaration adopted at the 
Helsinki European Council the EU clearly condemned the Russian action in Chechnya, which was in contradiction 
with Russia’s international commitments, and decided on some concrete measures. 

During the Finnish Presidency the Council adopted a new regulation on technical assistance for the New 
Independent States and Mongolia (the TACIS Regulation). 
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Cooperation Council meetings were arranged with Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and 
Uzbekistan within the framework of the relevant Partnership and Cooperation Agreements. Joint Committee 
meetings were held with Turkmenistan. The planned Cooperation Council meeting with Moldova was frustrated by 
the government crisis in Moldova. On 21 December, the Council approved the provisional application of the 
agreements on trade in textile products with Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Tadzhikistan, 
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Belarus. On 17 December, the Council approved an agreement with Kazakhstan 
on import arrangements regarding steel. 

The Helsinki European Council requested the Commission to prepare an Action Plan for the Northern Dimension. 
The Conference of Foreign Ministers on 12 November created a political foundation unifying the Union and the 
partner countries. Transatlantic summits approved the statements steering the cooperation. 

The EU-USA summit in Washington on 17 December approved separate statements concerning the World Trade 
Organization, south-eastern Europe, Chechnya, cooperation on small arms, cooperation in northern Europe and 
the treatment of dialogues between non-intergovernmental bodies. The summit also adopted a report prepared at 
the level of high officials on the achievements of the past half-year period and the priorities for the next session. As 
for the implementation of the economic partnership programme, the summit agreed on the launching of negotiations 
on reciprocal recognition arrangements to be concluded in three service sectors and three sectors of technical 
barriers to trade. In the fisheries dispute that had strained the EU-Canada relations, a political settlement was 
reached on 2 September, and at the same time a declaration concerning cooperation on small arms was issued. 
The EU-Canada summit in Ottawa on 16 December adopted separate statements on an action plan for cooperation 
on small arms and cooperation on Northern regions, and also a statement on the information society and electronic 
trade. 

The EU supported the Middle East peace process both politically and financially. It contributed to the signing of the 
Sharm-el-Sheikh Agreement. During the Finnish Presidency, the EU prepared and adopted a new tripartite action 
plan for the coordination of international aid for the Palestinians. The Finnish Presidency emphasised the EU’s 
interest in mobilising all elements of the peace process. 

High level visits strengthened contacts between the different parties and encouraged all parties to benefit from the 
favourable atmosphere. The EU strengthened its contacts with the United States in order to coordinate the activities 
concerned. The mandate of the EU Special Representative was extended. The EU improved its relations with Israel 
by establishing an EU-Israel forum and enhanced its capability to make a constructive and positive contribution to 
the peace process. The proposal on the EC-UNRW A convention for the Palestinian areas was approved in 
September. 

Also in September, the EU lifted its sanctions against Libya, except the ban on arms exports. Libya announced that 
it would join the Barcelona process. The EU Troika, led by the Finnish Minister for Foreign Affairs, visited Algiers 
for the first time for regular dialogue meetings at ministerial level. The preparations for the EU Strategy on the 
Mediterranean Region advanced considerably during the Finnish Presidency. The EU-OIC dialogue started with 
its first meeting at the level of high officials in Helsinki in December. The Finnish Minister for Foreign Affairs led the 
EU delegation at the EU-GCC Joint Council in November and at the Ministerial Meeting in Dubai. 

The Euro-Mediterranean stabilisation agreement was dealt with at two ad hoc meetings on the basis of the 
guidelines adopted at the Conference of Foreign Ministers in Stuttgart. The agreement will be approved at the next 
Conference of Foreign Ministers during the French Presidency. On 12 December, the Council approved by written 
procedure the provisional application of the agreement with Egypt on trade in textile products. 

The EU supported the referendum on the position of East Timor and the related election monitoring. During the 
crisis that followed the referendum, the EU strove to influence the parties so that they could find a peaceful solution, 
e.g. by imposing a ban on arms exports to Indonesia in October. The EU was the largest donor of humanitarian aid 
to East Timor. The EU promoted the democratisation process in Indonesia by issuing statements that supported 
democratic developments and by backing the positive democratisation which led to the election of a president and 
the setting up during the autumn of a new government representing nationa1 unity. 

On the basis of a Commission communication, the EU endorsed conclusions concerning the Korean Peninsula, 
which determine EU policy in respect of South and North Korea. Relations with South Korea will be strengthened 
and extended. The EU is prepared to review its relations with North Korea provided that North Korea behaves 
responsibly in matters related to the security of the region and takes measures to respect human rights. 

The EU condemned the military coup in Pakistan, sent a delegation to the country to clarify the situation after the 
coup and issued an appeal for the restoration of democracy in Pakistan as soon as possible. In October, the EU 
extended its sanctions against Myanmar by six months and opened ‘a dialogue, which included human rights 
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issues. On 21 December, the Council approved by written procedure the provisional application of the agreements 
with China on trade in textile products. 

The EU adopted a joint position on its support for the Congo cease-fire agreement and peace process and decided 
to grant aid worth EUR 1.2\million for the non-military activities of the joint military commission supervising the 
implementation of the cease- are agreement. During its Presidency, Finland efficiently prepared the EU-Africa 
summit, endeavouring to find a solution acceptable to both parties to the question about participants. 

The Trade, development and Cooperation Agreement between the EC and the Republic of South Africa, as well 
as the correspondence concerning its partial provisional application, were approved by the General Affairs Council 
in July and signed on 11 October, and the regulation on its application was adopted by the Council on 17 December. 
On 28 December, Italy announced that it would not ratify the agreement, which probably means that it will not be 
possible to implement the agreement even provisionally. 

During the Finnish Presidency the EU and the Sudanese Government revived their earlier critical dialogue, which 
aims at assessing political and societal developments in Sudan, with the particular objectives of bringing to an end 
the civil war in the country and establishing permanent peace. 

During the Finnish Presidency a follow-up process to the Rio summit was launched by the EU and the Latin 
American and Caribbean states. The EU also adopted negotiating instructions for the association agreements to 
be concluded with Mercosur and Chile, and negotiations were opened. In November, the EU concluded its 
negotiations on a free trade agreement with Mexico after nine negotiation rounds. 

Towards the end of the year the Commission presented a proposal on the revision of the EU’s import arrangements 
in respect of bananas. 

Preparations for the third WTO Ministerial Conference: In July the Commission presented its communication related 
to the forthcoming WTO negotiation round. In October, the Council endorsed the conclusions concerning the 
Ministerial Conference in Seattle. In December after the failure of the Seattle Conference, the Council endorsed 
conclusions concerning further work, and also requested the Commission to issue a communication. 

The negotiations on a new EU-ACP convention resulted in a political settlement during the negotiation round at 
ministerial level on 7 and 8 December. At the General Affairs Council from 6 to 8 December, the EU Member States 
reached agreement on a IX European Development Fund to finance the new EU-ACP Convention. 

The EU ensured the European Investment Bank’s lending to third countries for the years 2000-2006 at the level of 
EUR 2,63 billion per year by granting a guarantee from the Community budget. A final decision on the guarantee 
was made by written procedure on 22 December. 

  

2. AN ENLARGING UNION 

Effective promotion of the enlargement process was one of the priorities of the Finnish Presidency. In this respect 
the EU successfully achieved its goal. 

Eight negotiating chapters were opened in the accession negotiations. Of these, the EMU chapter was closed 
conditionally with all six negotiating countries (Cyprus, Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Slovenia). 
Progress was made in the following open chapters: free movement of goods, company law, competition policy, the 
customs union, external relations, the audiovisual sector. The external relations chapter was closed with Poland 
as was the chapter o1)the free movement of goods with the Czech Republic. In addition to the chapters opened 
during the Finnish Presidency, reports concerning a revision of the legislation related to the agricultural chapter, 
the budget, financial supervision and structural policy were dealt with. Two meetings were held at deputy level and 
one negotiation meeting at ministerial level. 

In Helsinki the Council decided to open negotiations with six countries (Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia, Bulgaria, 
Romania, Malta). 

The Helsinki Council also agreed on new principles for the negotiation procedure, permitting differentiated 
progress. The main principle is that each candidate State will progress according to its own merits and have an 
opportunity to catch up with other States already negotiating. Monitoring was given more weight. 
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The EU approved revised accession partnerships for ten central European countries. The first accession 
partnerships for Cyprus and Malta were approved in the relevant Working Party and referred to COREPER. The 
adoption of the regulation on pre-accession assistance for Cyprus and Malta was referred to the Portuguese 
Presidency, because the required statement of the European Parliament was delayed. The Council cannot approve 
accession partnerships until the regulation has been adopted. 

The European Conference convened at Foreign Minister level in connection with the General Affairs Council in 
July, to discuss the situation in the Western Balkans. The Conference gave the Helsinki European Council a factual 
report of the Council on the work done by the Conference so far .The Helsinki Council decided that the future of 
the European Conference would be reviewed in the light of the evolving situation and the decisions taken in 
Helsinki. The French Presidency intends to convene a meeting of the Conference in the second half of2000. 

The accession negotiations with Cyprus progressed as expected. The problematic division of the island was not 
discussed. The Helsinki Council stated that a political settlement of the Cyprus problem would facilitate the 
accession of Cyprus to the European Union. If no settlement has been reached by the completion of accession 
negotiations, the Council’s decision on accession will be made without a settlement being a precondition. In this 
the Council will take into account all relevant factors. 

Turkey. The Informal Meeting of Foreign Ministers at Saariselkä reached unanimity on reconstruction aid for Turkey 
following the earthquakes there. In October, after an interval, a meeting was arranged for political dialogue at the 
level of heads of political departments (the Troika). In November, decisions were made on the opening of 
negotiations with Turkey on free trade in services and public procurement. 

The Helsinki Council confirmed the status of Turkey as a candidate State destined to join the Union on the basis 
of the same criteria as applied to all other candidate States. Like other candidates, Turkey will benefit from a pre-
accession strategy to stimulate and support its reforms. 

Long-term prospects for enlargement.  At the beginning of September, Finland prepared a discussion paper for the 
Informal Meeting of Foreign Ministers at Saariselkä. This paper, which dealt with questions concerning relations 
between the EU and European states, laid the foundations for future discussions on this important issue. 

  

3. INTERGOVERNMENTAL CONFERENCE (IGC) ON INSTITUTIONAL REFORM 

According to the Conclusions of the Cologne European Council (3 and 4 June 1999), the Finnish Presidency had 
the task of independently preparing a comprehensive report to the Helsinki European Council, for the examination 
and assessment of possible solutions to institutional questions. In preparing t4e report, Finland was to take into 
account the proposals made by the Member States, the Commission and the European Parliament. In respect of 
the Conclusions of the Helsinki European Council, the Presidency aimed at determining the agenda of the 
Intergovernmental Conference, its opening and closing dates, the level of negotiations and the status of the 
European Parliament. 

The Presidency achieved its aims very well. The Presidency Conclusions of the Helsinki European Council state 
that following the Cologne Conclusions and in the light of the Presidency’s IGC report, the forthcoming IGC will 
examine the questions that were left open at the previous IGC. These are the size and composition of the 
Commission, the weighting of votes in the Council and the possible extension of qualified majority voting in the 
Council, as well as other necessary amendments to Treaties, arising as regards the European institutions in 
connection with the above issues and in implementing the Treaty of Amsterdam. The current Presidency holder, 
Portugal, will report to the European Council on progress made in the IGC and may propose additional issues to 
be placed on the agenda of the Conference: 

According to the Conclusions, Ministers who are members of the General Affairs Council will have overall political 
responsibility for the Conference. Preparatory work will be carried out by a Group composed of a representative of 
each Member State’s Government. The representative of the Commission will participate at the political and 
preparatory level. The General Secretariat of the Council will provide secretariat support for the Conference. 

The European Parliament’s status at the Intergovernmental Conference was strengthened to some extent 
compared with the previous conference. According to the Helsinki Conclusions, the European Parliament will be 
closely associated with and involved. in the work of the Conference. Meetings of the preparatory Group may be 
attended by two observers from the European Parliament. Each session of the Conference at ministerial level will 
be preceded by an exchange of views with the President of the European Parliament, assisted by two 
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representatives of the European Parliament. Meetings at the level of Heads of State or Government dealing with 
the IGC will be preceded by an exchange of views with the President of the European Parliament. 

The candidate States will be regularly briefed within existing fora on the progress of discussions and will have the 
opportunity to put forward their points of view on matters under discussion. Information will also be given to the 
members of the European Economic Area. 

  

4. A TRANSP ARENT AND EFFICIENT UNION 

During its Presidency, Finland increased transparency in practice by publishing in its Presidency pages on the 
Internet the dates and agendas of the meetings to be held by the Council’s different formations, COREPER and 
other Committees and Working Groups. 

The General Affairs Council on 6 December adopted Council decisions on the provision by the secretariat of 
agenda information. The Council also decided on further development of the register concerned by adding to it 
reference data relating to classified documents. Further, the Council decided that the technical development of the 
register would continue so that, as soon as possible (by 1 July 2000 at the latest), the register would identify 
previously published documents, which would then be made available through the Internet. 

Finland aimed at advancing in the Council the legal document concerning transparency referred t~ in Article 255 
of the EC Treaty. Because the required Commission proposal was n9t presented by the tUN1 of the year, the 
Council could not deal with the Proposal on the transparency document at all during the Finnish Presidency. 
However, Finland endeavoured to improve access to documents within the framework of the existing provisions. 

The Conclusions of the Helsinki European Council underline the importance of institutional transparency and state 
that progress was achieved during the Finnish Presidency, especially in the area of access to documents and rapid 
communication using advanced information technology. Moreover, the European Council welcomes the 
Commission’s intention to table its above-mentioned proposal in January 2000. 

According to both the Vienna Conclusions and the Cologne Conclusions, the Helsinki 

European Council had the task of dealing with the development of the whole Council and submitting to the 
European Council concrete proposals on the development of the Council’s operation. 

The Trumpf/Piris report, dealing with the Council’s operation in an enlarging Union, laid the foundations for the 
discussions during the Finnish Presidency on developing the Council’s - operation. The report dealt with problems 
concerning the Council’s structure and operation and proposed a great number of solutions to them. 

Finland launched the consideration and implementation of the Union’s reform projects. Right at the beginning of its 
Presidency, Finland announced that it would, at all levels; endeavour to improve the Council’s operation by making 
concrete proposals that did not necessitate separate decisions. Proposed reforms were, e.g., the introduction of 
more efficient working methods, the use of modem technology (especially the Internet), increased transparency, 
limiting the length of the European Council’s Conclusions and increasing their focus on operational issues, 
concentration on substance, avoidance of protocol-dominated events, and avoidance of “ronds de table”. 

The Helsinki European Council endorsed the Presidency’s report on operational recommendations for the creation 
of an efficient Council for an enlarging Union. The report contains 55 recommendations for the development of the 
Council’s operation to make it more efficient, consistent and transparent. 

The Conclusions underline the importance of substantial changes in the Council’s working methods. 

The Council, the Presidency and the Secretary-General/High Representative will be responsible for ensuring that 
the recommendations are adopted. The recommendations should be implemented as soon as possible. 

The new Commission started its work efficiently after having been approved by the European Parliament. Finland 
aimed at advancing the already launched administrative reforms of the Commission and encouraging its President 
in the internal development of the Commission. 
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In the Helsinki Conclusions the European Council recalls its commitment to support reform of the Commission’s 
administration, especially financial and personnel management, in order to enhance efficiency, transparency and 
accountability and thus ensure the highest standards of public administration. The Commission will present a 
comprehensive programme of administrative reforms in early 2000. The European Council calls for rapid 
implementation of these reforms. 

Cost-effectiveness, transparency, accountability and gender equality were underlined in the reports on the 
remuneration and pensions paid by the institutions, which were adopted by the Council, and in the Council’s and 
the Commission’s related statements. The same objectives were emphasised in the report on the implementation 
of gender equality in the institutions, which was endorsed by the Presidency and the Council. The Commission 
announced that it would present on 1 March 2000 a communication on the institutions’ remuneration and pension 
issues in parallel with the forthcoming White Paper on the administrative reform, and make proposals concerning 
remuneration and pensions. The proposals concerning gender equality are part of the personnel management 
reform. 

The European Council considers the establishment of the Union’s Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) an important step. By 
June 2000, the Commission will present a communication with a view to further improving protection of the 
Community’s financial interests. 

5. A STABLE, COMPETITIVE AND EMPLOYMENT-CREATING ECONOMY 

The Finnish Presidency aimed at strengthening competitiveness and employment in the EU by improving the co-
ordination of economic, employment and structural policies and by boosting the functioning of the internal market. 

Economy 

The Vienna European Council asked the ECOFIN Council to prepare a report for the Helsinki \ , European Council 
on the functioning of economic policy co-ordination during the third phase of EMU. According to the Finnish EU-
Presidency Programme economic co-ordination must be improved by devising prOCedl1feS that will help joint 
monitoring and assessment of the sustainability of public finances and the implementation of structural reforms 
aimed at improving the functioning of the markets in Member States. The ‘Broad Economic Policy Guidelines’ 
playan important role here. Furthermore, Finland strove to encourage discussion among the Euro-ll and to 
formulate common positions on key economic issues concerning the single currency and the related -joint area of 
responsibility. The memorandum of the working group on the EU’s growth and competitiveness challenges entitled 
“How to respond to the employment and growth challenges of the EU’ was presented to the Commission. The 
document was unanimously welcomed in the Informal Meeting of Ministers of Labour and Social Affairs in Oulu in 
July. The most prominent objectives introduced in the document were in the report drawn up by the ECOFIN 
Council for the Helsinki European Council. The special meeting of the European Council to be held during the 
Portuguese Presidency will advance and concretise these issues. 

The Informal Meeting of Ministers of Economic and Financial Affairs (ECOFIN) in September placed great 
emphasis on the clarification of economic policy guidelines and particularly on the implementation of structural 
reforms. Economic policy co-ordination must be simplified and its transparency improved. For these reasons the 
role of the annually approved ‘Broad Economic Guidelines document must be prominent in such co-ordination: The 
Economic and Funding Committee and the Economic Policy Committee were assigned to start preparations for the 
special meeting of the European Council in Portugal (employment, economic reform and social cohesion) as 
regards the ECOFIN Council. Similarly, the Labour and Social Council has asked the Employment and Labour 
Market Committee to start preparations on its behalf. 

The Helsinki European Council welcomed the report on economic policy co-ordination and stressed its importance 
in reinforcing co-ordination of economic, employment and structural policies in order to exploit fully the potential of 
the single market and the single currency. The Broad Economic Policy Guidelines provide the framework for the 
definition of overall policy objectives and orientations. While ensuring coherence between the different formations 
of the Council, the role of the ECOFIN Council in economic policy co-ordination should be enhanced. The European 
Council asked the Commission and the Council to develop and clarify the significance, objectives and measures 
of the comprehensive competitiveness policy of the European Union in the framework of economic policy co-
ordination. 

The Member States should prepare their national programmes on the reform of commodity and capital markets by 
the end of November. Preliminary discussions were held at the ECOFIN and Internal Market Councils in October. 

The ECOFIN Council in November organised a macro-economic dialogue for the first time as a part of the European 
Employment Pact adopted in the Cologne European Council. 
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Employment 

The development of the common Employment Strategy (Employment Guidelines for 2000, the 1999 Joint 
Employment Report and the recommendations to be addressed to Member States) on the basis of the Amsterdam 
Treaty and the Employment Pact adopted at the Cologne European Council proceeded according to plan. Finland 
proposed a compromise on the politically most difficult issue, the recommendations to be addressed to Member 
States, which were adopted in the Labour and Social Council and at the Joint Session of the ECOFIN and the 
Labour and Social Councils in November. The employment recommendations to individual Member States pay 
attention to the respective recommendations contained in the economic policy guidelines. 

The Employment Guidelines were also adopted on the basis of a compromise proposal from the Presidency. The 
European Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of Regions were consulted in the 
course of the preparations and note was taken of the issues put forward by the labour market organisations in the 
meeting of the Employment Committee. The Portuguese Presidency is to prepare an interim report on the 
Employment Guidelines, which will enable the introduction of significant changes to the Guidelines. The Helsinki 
European Council 

confirmed the common agreement .reached on the Employment Guidelines. The recommendations and the Joint 
Employment Report were given to the European Council for information. 

The Labour and Social Council reached a political agreement in November on the establishment of an Employment 
Committee to replace the Employment and Labour Market Committee, as required in Article 130 of the Treaty of 
Amsterdam. Finland, together with labour market organisations, prepared a working procedure for the permanent 
Employment Committee which was adopted in the November meeting of the permanent Employment Committee. 

Taxation 

The tax package has three components: a political agreement on the rules for corporate taxation procedures (Code 
of Conduct), and two proposals for directives (a directive on the taxation of savings and a directive on interests and 
royalties). The aim was to reach a political agreement on the tax package at the Helsinki European Council, in line 
with the Conclusions of the Vienna and Cologne European Councils. 

The informal ECOFIN Council made a firm commitment to keep to the timetable set for the tax package. However, 
the Helsinki European Council was unable to agree on the content of the tax package because there was no 
agreement on the taxation of savings. A High Level Working Group was established to continue the work. The 
Working Group will provide a report for the Council with possible solutions for the taxation of savings particularly 
on the basis of the paper put forward by the Presidency and the Commission. In addition, the Working Group is to 
present a report on a comprehensive solution for the tax package. The Council will report to the European Council 
in June 2000 at the latest. 

The Vienna and Cologne European Councils encouraged continuation of work on the framework of energy taxation 
on the basis of a report by the ECOFIN Council, while taking into account its environmental effects. The opposition 
of certain Member States has hindered but not stopped work in this area.  

Internal Market 

The Finnish Presidency achieved progress in many political and legislative projects which will improve the 
functioning of the internal market. Politically, the most significant projects were the new internal market strategy 
and the report on the environment. The Internal tv1arket Council discussed the content of the Commission’s 
Communication for Europe’s Internal Market and its connections with the economic reform process launched in 
Cardiff and it adopted a working group’s report on taking environmental aspects into account in the functioning of 
the internal market. Both documents were given to the Helsinki European Council for information. The Council also 
approved resolutions on European standardisation and on promoting the principle of mutual recognition. 

The most significant legislative projects aimed at improving the functioning of the internal market and concluded 
during the Finnish Presidency were the political agreement reached at the Internal Market Council on the legal 
aspects of electronic commerce, the mutual recognition of diplomas, the directives on foodstuffs (certain sugars, 
preserved milk and fruit juices) and a common position on the directive on cocoa and chocolate. In addition, the 
Council adopted the Customs 2000 Programme and the directive on units of measurement. 
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The working groups of the Internal Market Council achieved considerable progress in the preparation of directives 
on intellectual property, utility model protection, distance selling of financial services, the posting of workers who 
are third-country nationals in another Member State and on weights and dimensions of buses. 

The entry into force of the Amsterdam Treaty enabled Finland to make use of the accelerated co-decision 
procedure. Finland speeded up internal market directives. As a result of the informal discussions between the 
Council and the European Parliament the directives on electronic signatures, cableway installations, liquid fuel 
tanks and the speedometers of two and three-wheeled vehicles were finally adopted at second reading in the 
European Parliament. Another success achieved in the informal discussions between the Council and the 
European Parliament was the direct adoption of the directive on units of measurement at first reading. 

Consumer Policy 

One of the most prominent projects in the field of consumer policy was the directive on distance selling of financial 
services. The Presidency’s objective was to reach a common position. Despite the progress achieved, this objective 
was not fulfilled because of the disagreement concerning the level of harmonisation. In place of a common position 
the Internal Market Council adopted the relevant Council resolution as a basis for further examination. 

The ministers in charge of consumer affairs discussed, on the basis of the conclusions of an EU Presidency 
Seminar held earlier in Helsinki, consumer protection and essential services. The aim was to initiate discussion on 
the necessary Community measures related to essential services. The Commission will prepare a working 
document on the concrete proposals expressed in the discussions. The Consumer Affairs Council also dealt with 
the safety of foodstuffs. The President gave a report on the conclusions of the Helsinki European Food 2000 
Seminar. 

Industrial Policy 

The Industry Council held its regular debate on competitiveness in November, emphasising the importance of 
invisible investments and services as factors in overall competitiveness. In line with the idea of horizontal industrial 
policy, the SMEs were for the first time included in the general discussion on competitiveness. A good example of 
a wider, cross-sectoral approach was provided by the Commission’s first communication on the competitiveness 
of the EU’s forest-based industries that was prepared in the Forest Industry Forum organised in Helsinki on July 5 
and the conclusions of which were approved by the Council. As sector-specific issues the Industry Council 
discussed, inter alia, the world market conditions of shipbuilding and the Council adopted conclusions on the issue. 

  

Energy Policy 

The Energy Council adopted conclusions on the harmonisation of the internal market in electricity. The Council 
also discussed the difficulties encountered in certain Member States in implementing the requirements set out in 
the directive. Following a report by the Commission, the Council discussed the access for electricity from renewable 
to the internal electricity market. The Council urged the Commission to make a proposal for a directive on the issue. 
The Energy Council also adopted a mandate authorising the Commission to start negotiations on a multilateral 
transit framework under the auspices of the Energy Charter Conference. The Council also approved conclusions 
on the northern dimension of European Energy Policy. 

In the Conference of Ministers of Energy on Co-operation in the Baltic Sea Region the members of the Council of 
the Baltic Sea States and the European Commission adopted a communiqué on the basic principles for developing 
electricity and natural gas markets and on the measures to develop co-operation in the fields of climate policy, 
energy saving and the use of renewable energy sources. The conference agreed on the organisation of energy co-
operation for the period of 2000-2002. The Commission is to report to the Council on future development of energy 
co-operation in the Baltic Sea Region. 

Transport Policy 

The Finnish Presidency achieved the objectives set for the revitalisation of European railways and for the promotion 
of environmentally friendly modes of transport and use of new technology. In relation to railways, political 
agreement was reached on opening freight transport between Member States to competition and on the rules 
allowing several railway undertakings to operate in the same railway network. The conclusions on the development 
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of railway interoperability and the removal of bottlenecks in rail transport were adopted as a part of the consensus. 
The adoption or the railway package creates conditions for the railway sector to improve its competitiveness and 
increase its market share in the future. 

The Council resolutions on short-distance maritime shipping and intermodal transport urged more efficient use of 
the railway infrastructure and an increase in the use of envir6nmentally.friendly transport modes. The Galileo 
satellite positioning project, which can be considered important from the point of view of industrial policy, was 
advanced according to plan. A trade war between the EU and the USA was avoided with the active involvement of 
the Presidency in the so-called hushkits regulation. Negotiations on the establishment of the European Aviation 
and Safety Authority (EASA) were furthered. In addition, a number of draft agreements in relation to external 
relations were advanced during the Finnish Presidency. 

Agricultural and Fisheries Policy 

The agricultural objectives set for the WTO negotiations were approved on the basis of the Presidency’s proposal 
and they constituted an important part of the EU’s negotiation mandate in the WTO ministerial meeting in Seattle. 

Debate on the promotion of the EU’s agricultural products in third countries, was concluded during the Finnish 
Presidency. This regulation is an essential part of the Agenda 2000 reform aiming at the reduction of traditional 
export aids and the promotion of export markets that function in conditions of free competition. Agenda 2000 
brought about the need to reinforce the EU’s internal information practices vis-à-vis the reformed agricultural policy. 
A decision on a relevant new regulation was made. In addition, the Agriculture Council decided to postpone the 
entry into force of the obligatory beef-labelling system. 

In order to guarantee the safety of foodstuffs Finland took measures to resolve the dioxin crises and to launch the 
revision of Community legislation on animal feed. Finland also strove to contribute to the establishment of a new 
European Food Safety Agency by participating in the ongoing discussion. The Veterinary Agreement between the 
Community and the USA was adopted and signed. Similar agreements were concluded between the community 
and New Zealand, the Faroe Islands and Andorra. A decision was made to introduce a permanent ban on the 
production of bovine meat with hormones and, in order to prevent antibiotic resistance; the Council conclusions on 
further measures were adopted on the basis of the Finnish proposal. 

In the field of plant health Finland aimed at improving the EU’s internal preparations in relation to the International 
Plant Protection Convention, which is subordinate to the F AO, and to strengthen the EU’s position in the 
aforementioned convention. A programme of measures to develop the system was adopted on the basis of the 
Finnish proposal. 

In the fisheries sector the Finnish Presidency managed to attain a decision on a Council regulation laying down the 
detailed rules and arrangements regarding community structural assistance and on the common organisation of 
the markets in fishery and aquaculture products. There was also wide agreement on a fishing quota package. 
Furthermore, the Commission’s negotiation mandate for the renewal of the fishing agreement between the 
Community and Morocco was adopted. 

6. A SOCIETY BASED ON INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE 

Information Society 

The agenda of the Finnish EU Presidency took note of issues related to the information society in its projects aiming 
at the development of legislation governing electronic commerce and communication and also in other projects. 
The informal ministerial meetings discussed prominent elements in developing an information society. As regards 
legislation, the Finnish Presidency’s objective was to achieve considerable progress with the directives on legal 
aspects of electronic commerce, distance selling of financial services and copyright in the information society. The 
processing of these issues was started in working group’s right at the beginning of the Presidency and continued 
for the duration of the Presidency. 

The directive on electronic commerce is widely regarded as an urgent matter so that electronic commerce can be 
provided with a legal framework based on the principles of the internal market and at the same time with the 
prerequisites for the utilisation of electronic commerce to promote economic growth and employment. A political 
agreement on the issue was reached in December. 

The preparation of the directives on distance selling of financial services and copyright in the information society 
proceeded well. The directive on electronic signature was adopted in the Telecommunications Council in 
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November. This was the first legislative project on electronic commerce to be finalised at Community level. The 
conditions for its rapid completion were created in informal consultations with the European Parliament conducted 
in the spirit of the new co-decision procedure.  

In line with the objectives of the Finnish Presidency, discussions on the basic principles of the review of the 
regulatory framework for electronic communications were launched at Council level. In addition, on the basis of a 
Firu1ish initiative, the Telecommunications Council had an open debate on the theme of The Information Society 
of the Future: Responding to the Challenges of Global Electronic Commerce. As a result of this debate it was 
decided that the dialogue on global electronic commerce will be continued in industry and commerce by meeting 
the recommendations put forward to governments earlier last autumn by this mostly business-led forum (GBDe). 

The Cologne European Council took note of the inter-relation between the information society and competitiveness. 
During the Finnish Presidency this theme was brought up in the Informal Meeting of Ministers of Industry in Oulu, 
2-3 July, and in the Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Forum in Helsinki, 16-17 September. In both meeting the 
innovative use of information and communications technologies was seen as one of the most important factors 
determining competitiveness. Furthermore, the significance of the information society for the development of the 
employment situation- from the viewpoint of both demand and supply -and for research and educational 
organisations can be considered as an element of competitiveness. The dimensions of employment and education, 
particularly life-long learning, were discussed in the resolution prepared and adopted by the Labour and Social 
Council. The Education Council contributed to the topic with its discussions based on a Presidency paper. 

The conclusions of the Helsinki European Council emphasise wide application of the information society, and 
particularly of the instruments provided by the information society, in global competition. In order to attain the goal 
set at the Cologne European Council (Europe has to take a leading role in the information society) Europe must 
attach greater importance to invisible investments: innovation, research and education. Emphasis will be placed 
on the demands imposed on labour markets by the information society. The conclusions also recognise the 
importance of a well-functioning electronics market and proper legislation that supports electronic commerce in the 
development of the information society. The European Council took note of the progress achieved during the 
Finnish Presidency, urged the completion of unfinished work and welcomed the e- Europe initiative launched by 
the Commission on 8 December. 

Research, Technology and Education 

The achievements in the field of research policy are in line with the Presidency’s objectives. Finland made an 
initiative to improve the efficiency of te preparation process of EU research 

Framework programmes and to set a timetable for the most important preparatory stages. The Research Council 
adopted relevant conclusions on 2 December. In its conclusions the Council expects the Commission to draw up 
a tentative work plan for the preparation of the 6th Framework Programme (2003-2006) in spring 2000. 

The Research Council adopted conclusions on intensifying co-operation between the Community and the 
European Space Agency (ESA) in the current activities aiming at the development of a new generation of satellite 
navigation services. This statement was made topical by the need to ensure smooth co-operation between the EU 
and ESA in establishing a coherent European space strategy. The strategy is to be finalised by the end of2000. 

Research co-operation with non-EU countries was broadened by signing scientific and technological co-operation 
agreements with Argentina, Australia and China. The Research Council decided that a parallel agreement will be 
concluded with Russia but it was postponed due to the aggravated situation in Chechnya. 

The conciliation of the Socrates II programme was brought to a successful conclusion in the Conciliation Committee 
in November. The European Parliament and the Council approved the positive outcome achieved in the 
Conciliation Committee in December. The Leonardo II programme was adopted during the German Presidency. 
The implementation of both programmes is under preparation in the Education Committee that gave a report of its 
work to the Education Council in November. 

Finland put forward a political initiative on new working procedures for European co-operation in the field of 
education and training (the so-called “rolling agenda”), having as an aim to make the functioning of the Education 
Council more efficient and to improve the continuity, coherence and effects of the work conducted in the Council. 
Employment and the promotion of quality of education and mobility were other issues discussed in this connection. 
The initiative was adopted at the Education Council in November. 

The debate on the role of education and training in employment policies was continued at the Education Council 
on the basis of a Presidency discussion paper in November. Prominent themes included life-long learning and 
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employability in the information society .The Education Council was given a proposal for declaring the year 2001 
the European Year of Languages. 

The Commission’s proposal to improve international mobility in education is still under preparation. Because of this 
delay, work on the initiative was not started during the Finnish Presidency. The state of play of the co-decision 
procedure of the Youth Community Action Programme was discussed at the Youth Council in November. The 
conciliation procedure is to begin only during the Portuguese Presidency. The Youth Council adopted a resolution 
on the educational dimension of sporting activities in the European youth programmes. 

Cultural co-operation and audiovisual policy 

The Conciliation Committee approved a common text on the Culture 2000 framework programme. The first 
Community cultural framework programme will be launched as planned at the beginning of 2000. The five-year 
programme will widen the scope of cultural activities in the Community .The Culture and Audiovisual Council 
adopted conclusions on cultural industries and employment. Finland took this item to the agenda in order to deepen 
discussion of employment at the Council and to make known Finnish experiences in this field. The conclusions 
emphasise that demand for new programme content has increased and that the cultural dimension of commodities 
and services is significant. People working in the cultural sector are often highly educated and the sector employs 
men and women in almost equal numbers. 

The Council also adopted a resolution on improving the free movement of persons working in the cultural sector. 
This resolution meets the objectives of the Finnish Presidency, which aim at concretising issues related to the 
music sector and taking cultural aspects into account in certain areas of priority. The Commission stated that it will 
present a study to the Council at the beginning of the French Presidency. 

The Commission gave its proposal for a Media III programme at such a late stage that it could not be taken up 
during the Finnish Presidency. It was only in December that the Commission came forward with a proposal for a 
new Media Plus programme. Ministers of Cultural and Audiovisual Affairs and the Culture Council discussed the 
WTO round. 

The Council adopted in November conclusions on the protection of minors in the light of the development of digital 
audiovisual services. The conclusions support self-regulatory bodies of the sector and urge all relevant parties to 
examine the possibilities offered by digital technology for the protection of minors. 

The ministers responsible for sport held an informal meeting on 25 October in Vierumäki, where they agreed to 
collaborate with the World Anti-Doping Agency for a provisional period of two years. The Commission gave the 
Helsinki European Council a report on guaranteeing the present structures of sport and maintaining the social 
function of sport within the Community framework. The debate will continue during the Portuguese Presidency. 

7. SOCIAL AND ECOLOGICAL RESPONSIBILITY 

The Environment and Sustainable Development 

The integration of the principles of environmental protection and sustainable development into different policy fields 
advanced according to the objectives of the Finnish Presidency. The Transport, Energy and Agriculture Councils 
adopted strategies in line with the conclusions of the Vienna European Council. The Internal Market, Developm~nt 
and Industry Councils presented progress reports to the Helsinki European Council. Furthermore, the Ecofin, 
General Affairs and Fisheries Councils initiated debate on the preparation of integration reports as stated in the 
objectives of the Finnish Presidency. The Commission prepared a report on indicators and an overall assessment 
of the Fifth Environmental Protection Action Programme for the Helsinki European Council. In addition, the 
Commission prepared, at its own initiative, a report assessing the progress achieved at the Council in taking 
environmental considerations into account. The Commission’s assessment was mainly positive. The strategies’ 
and reports prepared by the Councils make a valuable contribution in marking the beginning of the promotion of 
sustainable development. Climate issues are central in a number of sectoral strategies and reports. In addition, the 
Finnish Presidency had identified climate issues as one of its main priorities in the field of the EU’s development 
co-operation. 

The Helsinki European Council took note of the work carried out in different Council formations and charged the 
aforementioned six Councils with the responsibility of preparing comprehensive strategies, with a timetable for 
further measures and indicators, so that these strategies can be presented to the Gothenburg European Council 
in June 7001. The conclusions emphasise that the strategies should be followed by immediate implementation, 
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regular evaluation, follow-up, monitoring and deepening of the work. Adequate instruments and applicable data 
should be developed for the purposes of follow-up and evaluation. 

As regards the UN ‘Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Helsinki European Council fixed the objective 
of furthering the decisions’ of the Kyoto Protocol so that Member States will be in possession of the prerequisites 
for the ratification of the Protocol by the year 2002. Particular hopes were attached to the outcome of the sixth UN 
Conference of the Parties to the Climate Convention to be held in the Hague in the autumn 2000. Furthermore, it 
was agreed that no effort will be spared to make the next climate conference a success. 

The European Council invited the Commission to prepare the 6th Environmental Action Programme by the end of 
2000 and to produce a strategy dovetailing policies for economically, socially and ecologically sustainable 
development so that it can be presented to the European Council in June 2001. One of the aims of the strategy is 
to promote the Community’s viewpoints in the UN’s special session on sustainable development in 2002. 

In the field of environmental policy and legislation, the Environment Council generated five common positions: a 
directive on end-of-life cars, a directive on assessment of the effects of certain plans and programmes on the 
environment, a directive relating to limit-values for benzene and carbon monoxide in ambient air, a proposal for a 
recommendation providing for minimum criteria for environmental inspections in Member States and a decision 
setting up a Community framework for co-operation in the field of accidental marine pollution. The Council adopted 
conclusions on taking sustainable development and environmental concerns into account in Community policies, 
climate strategy, negotiations with non-European car manufacturers to reduce carbon dioxide emissions (JAMA, 
KAMA) and in the negotiations on the biosecurity protocol. The Council made considerable progress also with the 
directive on large combustion plants. In addition, Finland played an active part when the European Parliament 
adopted in its second reading the Council’s common positions on the directive on heavy goods vehicles and the 
directive on the consumer’s access to information on the fuel economy and carbon dioxide emissions of new 
passenger cars. 

The Finnish Presidency organised the EU-level co-ordination of a number of meetings based on international 
conventions. The most important meetings included the fifth session of the UN Conference of the Parties to the 
Climate Convention held in Bonn and the Conference of the Parties to the Vienna Convention and the Meeting of 
the Parties to the Montreal Protocol, both held in Beijing. 

The Finnish Presidency also organised an Informal Meeting of Ministers of the Environment which concentrated 
on integrating sustainable development and environmental considerations into other policy sectors. There was also 
a discussion between the EU Member States and the Candidate Countries on the environment policy measures 
particularly in relation to climate change that are to be taken at the beginning of the new millennium. Furthermore, 
the Meeting of Ministers of Housing discussed issues related to the housing of older people and sustainable 
housing, construction and urban development. 

The Informal Meeting of Ministers responsible for Spatial Planning, Urban Policy and Regional Policy adopted a 
programme for the application and implementation of the European Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP) 
guidelines, initiated debate on future co-operation in spatial planning and agreed on further steps in urban policy 
co-operation. The Conference on urban issues discussed urban development in the EU, introduced urban policy 
trends in Finland and debated the role of cities in the next millennium. The Implementation and Enforcement of 
Environmental Law meeting (IMPEL) discussed means to improve supervision of Member States’ compliance with 
environmental legislation through a more efficient exchange of information and co-operation projects. 

The Social Dimension 

The adoption of the conclusions on a common strategy on the reform and strengthening of social protection by the 
Labour-and Social Council can be considered a significant socio-political initiative. The Council decided in its 
conclusions to establish a high-level civil servant working group, subordinate to the Council, to supervise the 
development of social protection in Member States. 

The overall reform of the regulation on co-ordination of social security systems was launched by the preparation of 
a progress report for the Labour and Social Council on the basic principles of the - proposal. The Finnish Presidency 
agreed with the incoming Presidencies that these preparations will be continued in a coherent manner. The Council 
was given a progress report on a proposal to widen the scope of the regulation to embrace third country nationals. 

The Informal Meeting of Ministers of Labour and Social Affairs” had an exchange of views on actions to improve 
the position of elderly workers in the labour market. The meeting also focused on active social policy and the need 
to develop the EU’s support services on a healthier basis. 
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In its conclusions the Council committed itself to the preparation of a-new Action Programme on Equal 
Opportunities and approved the Presidency’s report on the implementation of the Beijing Platform for Action and 
the conclusions on women’ s participation in political decision-making. The Ministerial Conference on Equal 
Opportunities held in Helsinki continued discussion on mainstreaming the gender equality perspective in 
employment policies and made a sound contribution to the employment recommendations and the Employment 
Guidelines for 2000. 

The Council also made a final decision on the Daphne programme on preventive measures to combat violence 
against children, young persons and women and adopted conclusions on combating child sex tourism. 

Finland considers important the provisions of the non-discrimination article (Article 13) of the Treaty of Amsterdam 
but the actual Council work on the issue is to start during the Portuguese Presidency, due to the late arrival of the 
Commission’s proposals. The Action Programme on the integration of refugees was taken up in a working group 
but its work was hindered since the European Parliament urged the Commission to present a new proposal on the 
issue and stated its 

own intention to produce, on a different legal basis, a new proposal for a refugee fund. 

The work on working time directives (supervision of maritime workers’ working time, a directive on working time, a 
directive on working time for road transport operations) has been pursued for their final adoption. The Finnish 
proposals for a compromise on working time for road transport operations were not accepted and the work on this 
directive will continue during the Portuguese Presidency. Common positions on the amendments to the directive 
on working time and on the directive on supervising the working time of maritime workers were adopted in July. 
The common position the directive on supervising the working time of maritime workers was approved also by the 
European Parliament. The Parliament did not, however, adopt the Council’s common position on the directive 
amending the working time directive in its entirety, and therefore the Portuguese Presidency will need to draw upon 
a conciliation procedure to finalise the issue. 

Finland tried to find a solution as regards the directive on employee involvement within the European Company. 
The negotiations progressed to a certain extent but no final solution was reached. 

Finland emphasised the horizontal nature of health protection in line with the Amsterdam Treaty. In practice this 
was realised by co-operation among different Council formations, discussions held within the Health Council, and 
the Council’s conclusions on the integration of health protection requirements into all Community policies. Ina new 
development, the Council adopted conclusions on the promotion of mental health and the incoming Presidencies 
have made a commitment to continue this work. The Council also adopted conclusions on the health situation in 
the applicant countries and the increasing need for co-operation in this field. Both issues were seen as key areas 
in future co-operation. 

The Health Council held an open debate on tobacco policy. The Council adopted conclusions on measures to 
combat tobacco consumption. Finland promoted the negotiations launched by the WHO for an international 
Framework Convention on Tobacco Control and adopted the Commission’s negotiation mandate in the issue. The 
Commission’s proposal for a revision of the tobacco directive was taken up in a working group before the end of 
the Finnish Presidency. 

The Health Council was informed of the current state of the regulation proposals on medicines and medical devices. 
A decision on rarely prescribed medicinal products was also attained during the Finnish Presidency. 

The directive on minimum provisions for the improvement of the protection of workers potentially at risk from 
explosive atmosphere was adopted. The preparation of other directives on occupational safety and health 
advanced in working groups. 

  

8. AN AREA OF FREEDOM. SECURITY AND JUSTICE 

The objectives set by the Finnish Presidency for the Tampere European Council were successfully met. The 
Tampere European Council established the political guidelines for future European Justice and Home Affairs by 
giving the new provisions of the Amsterdam Treaty on justice and home affairs both political and tangible content, 
which is concrete also to citizens, to guide co- operation in the 21st century by creating a genuine area of freedom, 
security and justice. It was concluded that people and economic players should be able to enjoy their rights to the 
full. 
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The Tampere European Council presented the most important guidelines for co-operation in the field of Justice 
and Home Affairs in the form of the “Ten Milestones of Tampere”: 

1. Establishment of a comprehensive asylum and migration policy for the Union by deepening co-operation with 
countries of origin and by dealing with these issues as part of other Union policies. inter alia. the development 
policy. 

2. Creation of a Common European Asylum System. 

3. Measures to strengthen the rights of third CoUl1try nationals by approximating their status to that of EU citizens 
and by combating racism and xenophobia. ) 

4.Management of migration flows by concluding readmission agreements with countries of origin and by fighting 
trafficking in human beings. 

5.         Improvement of people’s legal protection by creating binding minimum standards, reinforcing the status of 
victims of crime and by developing provisions on cross-border litigation. 

Management of migration flows by concluding readmission agreements with countries of origin and by fighting 
trafficking in human beings. 

Improvement of people’s legal protection by creating binding minimum standards, reinforcing the status of victims 
of crime and by developing provisions on cross-border litigation. 

6.         Mutual recognition of judgements and judicial decisions was adopted as the cornerstone of the European 
area of justice. 

7.         A decision to deepen the convergence of procedural law 

8.         Crime prevention was established as a Union-level policy and priority attached to youth, urban and drug-
related crime. 

9.         Co-operation between authorities was boosted by creating a Police Chiefs’ Task Force and a European 
Police Institute, increasing the powers of Europol and by establishing a prosecutors’ and investigative magistrates’ 
body, Euro just. 

10.         Further, a commitment to a comprehensive programme to combat money laundering by improving the 
exchange of information between authorities, lifting bank secrecy and by establishing common legislation and 
creating common measures in relation to third countries. 

In order to monitor, inter alia, the implementation of the mandates given in the conclusions of the Tampere meeting, 
the European Council invited the Council to prepare a scoreboard on related work currently under way. The 
Commission introduced the first drafts for such a scoreboard to the Council in the meeting of the Justice and Home 
Affairs Council in December. 

In Justice and Home Affairs a great majority of the most prominent priorities were reached. Finland furthered work 
on justice and home affairs projects. This work of the Presidency was influenced by the changes introduced with 
the entry into force of the Amsterdam Treaty, and particularly by the practical questions related to the integration 
of the Schengen acquis. A Convention on the definition of Schengen-related matters was also approved. Issues 
related to Gibraltar were not, however, resolved in the bilateral negotiations between the United Kingdom and 
Spain. 

Finland initiated discussion on the definition of readmission responsibilities between Member States and the future 
development of Europol. The Council agreed to amend the standard readmission clauses used in Community and 
mixed agreements. A number of extensive and difficult matters were brought to a conclusion with the exception of 
the status of Gibraltar. Among the successfully completed projects was the regulation on Eurodac, the mandate to 
the Commission 

to negotiate a Dublin parallel agreement with Norway and Iceland, the decision concerning the UK’s application to 
participate in some of the provisions of the Schengen acquis. A decision on commencing negotiations between 
Europol and third countries and third bodies was agreed upon in content but not formally adopted at this stage. 
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Basing its decision on the work conducted in the Mixed Committee under the Finnish Presidency, the Council finally 
agreed to lift controls at 

Internal borders between Greece and those Member States which fully apply the Schengen acquis as from 1 
January, 2000. The project aimed at preventing possible Y2K problems in the Schengen Information System was 
successfully completed. 

The Council agreed on the field of application of interception of telecommunications in the context of mutual 
assistance in criminal matters and on provisions governing joint investigative teams, and made a commitment to 
work towards the finalisation of unresolved matters by March 2000. There was also agreement on the framework 
decision on the protection of the euro and it is to be finalised by March 2000. The regulation on insolvency 
proceedings was concluded. Political agreement was reached on a proposal for a regulation on access to 
documents. In relation to organised crime, the Council took note of the guidelines of the new EU strategy on 
organised crime as well as of the present situation regarding the report on organised crime in the EU in 1998. 

The preparation of the new Charter of Fundamental Rights proceeded well. In accordance with the conclusions of 
the Cologne European Council, the Finnish Presidency was to create the prerequisites for the implementation of 
the decision on fundamental rights by the time of the Tampere Special European Council on 15-16 October. The 
Tampere European Council agreed on the composition of, method of work and practical arrangements for the body 
entrusted with drawing up a draft Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. The first meeting of this 
body was held during the Finnish Presidency on 17 December, 1999. 

HELSINKI EUROPEAN COUNCIL 10.-11.12.99; RESULTS 

1.         ENLARGEMENT 

  

The Helsinki Summit confirmed that the enlargement Process shall continue to be efficient credible and inclusive 

Opening of new negotiations with six (6) new countries launched a new phase Bulgaria Latvia Lithuania Malta, 
Romania and Slovakia -the enlargement process consists now of 13 countries 

Historical decision about the candidate status for Turkey 

EU must herself be ready to welcome new members by end of 2002 

Review of existing negotiations differentiation was also strengthened 

The future of the European Conference will be reviewed in the light of the evolving Situation. The French Presidency 
is aiming to organise a European Conference meeting in the second half of 2000 

2         IGC 

  

The European Council welcomed the Presidency report on scope and options 

Length of negotiations (February-December 2000): Before the enlargement of the European Union, the Union itself 
must change. The Helsinki European Council decided that the next Intergovernmental Conference will be convened 
early in February 2000 and the Conference should complete its work by December 2000. 

Agenda: The next IGC will concentrate on the institutional reforms which are necessary for enlargement. The 
solutions should be durable so that they cover the next enlargements. On the agenda of the IGC 2000 will be the 
size and the composition of the Commission, the weighting of votes in the Council and the possible extension of 
qualified majority voting and some other closely related institutional issues. 

Ministers for Foreign Affairs (General Affairs Council) have the political responsibility Participation of EP was 
strengthened 
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Information will be given also to the candidate countries and EEA 

EFFECTIVE INSTITUTIONS (Council working methods) 

The forthcoming Intergovernmental Conference is not the only way to a more efficient and reformed Union. 
Changes can also be made without amending the Treaties 

The Helsinki European Council approved recommendations of the Presidency aiming at developing the functioning 
of the council in an enlarged Union into a more efficient, consistent and transparent direction 

As the Presidency, we have sought to increase transparency and better working methods by practical measures 
during our Presidency 

  

3.         ESDP 

  

The Helsinki Summit adopted -without changes -Presidency reports on developing the Union’s military and non-
military (civilian) crisis management capability 

European Council’s ten Tampere milestones Determination to develop autonomous European capacity (50000 -
60000 persons) Headline targets on deployment capability 

New political and military structures for guidance and consultation will be developed within the Council 

  

4.         EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

  

 Declaration on Chechnya adopted on 10 December 1999 

Adoption of Common Strategy on Ukraine -the implementation of the common strategy on Russia should be 
reviewed & the Council will continue the work with the common strategy on Mediterranean region and Western 
Balkans 

Renewed commitment to Western Balkans/South East Europe: “EU is determined to have a leading role in 
promoting stability, security and economic development in South Eastern Europe” 

Northern Dimension: Helsinki invited the Commission to prepare -in cooperation with the Council and in 
consu1tation with the partner countries -an Action plan for the Northern Dimension in the external and cross-border 
policies of the EU with a view to presenting it for endorsement at the Feira Summit in June 2000 

5.         ECONOMIC ISSUES 

  

The need to improve the coordination of economic-. employment- and structure policy coordination was confirmed 

Taxation Package: the work will be continued during the Portuguese Presidency Internal market, competitiveness, 
innovation and information society -Lisbon European Council ; the idea of putting more emphasis on information 
society was approved Environment and sustainable development (in June 2001 long term strategy from 
Commission) 

6.         OTHER ISSUES 
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The Millennium Declaration was approved 

Transparency: progress during the Finnish Presidency was praised, especially in the area of access to documents 
and rapid communication using modern technologies; a Commission proposal in January 2000 will issue 

Subsidiary and better law-making 

Public health and food safety 

Fight against organised crime and drugs 

  

A new stage in EU integration was heralded by EU leaders at the end of the special meeting of the European 
Council in Tampere. 

The two-day meeting had the task of developing coordination of practices in judicial and home affairs. 

This specifically covered three key areas: immigration and asylum policy, the creator of a common judicial area 
alongside the common market and currency, and the development of methods to tackle cross-border crime. 

The result was what Prime Minister Paavo Lipponen called the ‘ten milestones of Tampere’, a range of measures 
set out in the concluding document of the EC. 

Four of the milestones’ concern immigration and asylum matters, three deal with the development of the judicial 
area, and three are directed at stopping cross- border crime. 

On asylum and immigration: 

• a unified immigration and asylum policy by the Union, -common European asylum procedures, 

• measures on the rights of 3rd country nationals to make them comparable in some areas with those of EU 

citizens, 

• the management of immigration flows 

  

On the judicial area: 

• Improved access to justice across the Union through common minimum standards and rules on cross-

border litigation, -the mutual recognition of judicial decisions, -greater convergence in matters of civil law. 

  

On tackling cross-border crime 

• improving crime prevention at the Union level through following common priorities targeting juvenile, urban 

and drug-related crime, 

• stepping up cooperation through the establishment of a police chiefs’ task force, extending the mandate of 

Europol and the creation of the Euro just network, 

• special action against money laundering. 

______________________________________________ 
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TURKEY’S RELATIONS WITH EUROPE 

By 

H.E. Mr. ÖZDEM SANBERK 

The Ambassador of Turkey 

 
It is through bodies like the European-Atlantic Group that the countries of the Western Alliance share 
their ideas and carry forward the common spirit that has existed between them for the last half 
century. So I very much appreciate this opportunity to talk about Turkey’s view on the issues which 
concern you. 

What I would like to do this evening is to review some of the key features of Turkish foreign policy, 
including our relations with the rest of Europe. Naturally this includes also recent events following the 
arrest of Abdullah Öcalan. I shall also talk about our relations with Greece. I know that there is a whole 
list of topics that you would like me to discuss. Cyprus, the Aegean, Human Rights, the PKK and the 
Kurdish problem.I will try and touch on some of them in my address. 

I will not pretend to have the answers to all your questions or to have an exclusive monopoly of the truth. 
I would not presume to claim that I am right and everyone else is therefore wrong. As a wise Frenchman 
said, ‘Avoir toujours raison, c’est le plus grand tort.’ I will simply give you the Turkish perspective and 
the facts as we see them. I am not seeking to convert or to convince you. I would just like you to look at 
the other side of the story, for every story has another side. 

Turkey’s location and economic situation 
First, a little scene setting. Let me remind you of a few facts. The basic geographical fact about Turkey 
is that it lies not at the heart of Europe but on its eastern periphery. Unlike Britain we do not lie on the 
edge of a great ocean but close to the intersection of continents and near the centre of a great Eurasian 
land mass. As a result of the collapse of Communism, we find ourselves for the first time for seventy 
years at the epicentre of a new emerging political and economic reality, which in Turkey we call ‘Eurasia’ 
- the belt of countries from the Balkans to the edge of China. 

However, from the dawn of history, Turkey has always been deeply involved in the life of Europe. We 
have a multiple cultural heritage and in some ways a multiple identity, but our situation is not so different 
from that of other European countries which for reasons of history, geography, and trade look to the 
world from more than one direction. Perhaps Spain with its links with other Spanish-speaking countries 
and Britain and the Anglo-Saxon world and the British Commonwealth are parallels. For Spain and 
Britain, links with their sister countries do not conflict with their European vocation. The same is true for 
us in Turkey. 

Turkey’s identity 
As individuals, identity cannot be summed up in one word. It is the same for our nation’s identity.We 
certainly do not have, as outsiders sometimes claim, an identity crisis. Turkey and the Turks are very 
conscious of their identity and heritage. Ordinary people in Turkey do not see themselves as living in a 
land torn between east and west. They relish variety and they see their country as a land enriched by a 
multiple heritage. 

We regard ourselves as we have always done, whether under the Republic or in Ottoman times, as part 
and parcel of Europe. Currently our role there is growing again, following the opening up of our economy 
in the 1980’s. 

Turkey is a large country of sixty-five million people. Istanbul, a city of twelve million people, is Europe’s 
largest city. We are Britain’s largest trading partner in the entire arc of countries between Austria and 
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Morocco, including the countries of the Arab Middle East. We are about the sixth to eighth largest 
external trading partner of the European Union and since 1996, we have had a full customs union with 
it. 

A generation ago, Turkey was an overwhelmingly agricultural country. Today we are an industrial one 
with average economic growth of six or seven percent a year over the last three decades. The balance 
in the country has shifted to the towns and in particular to the large towns. One sign of this is that we 
now have over 20 national satellite TV channels, 300 local TV channels and 1000 local private radio 
stations. 

This process is happening very fast. The speed of transformation raises two further issues. One is 
internal. When a society moves towards becoming an advanced industrial economy as fast as Turkey 
does, there is always a price to be paid. The social costs can be high. Institutions, laws, rules, often lag 
behind the level of deve1opment of the country as a whole. Many of our legal arrangements were made 
several generations ago for a traditional Mediterranean agricultural society. They basically derive from 
the Napoleonic Code. 

Since then, the world has moved on and so has Turkish society. Other countries, including those in the 
Iberian peninsula, have gone through a parallel legal administrative revolution in the course of their 
journey into Europe, moving away from a highly prefectorial and Napoleonic system designed to regulate 
an agrarian society. We are making our transition in a part of the world where the nation-state is a more 
recent arrival on the scene. 

We remain conscious of the potential for disruption, shown for instance last weekend in the dreadful 
terrorist incident in Istanbul in which 13 innocent people were killed. A strong section of Turkish public 
opinion wants to put law and order, security and the integrity of the country first. Can you blame them? 
That is why although changes are being made, they do not always happen at the speed which everyone 
would wish. 

Turkey is surrounded by a turbulent region 
Turkey has a multi-party democracy where democracies are thin on the ground. We are doing this in a 
region of great turbulence and political conflict where both industrialisation and multi-party democracy 
are newcomers to the scene. Turkey has eight neighbouring states (Syria, Iraq, Iran, Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Bulgaria, and Greece) Other than the countries of Iran and the Caucasus, these 
are all former parts of the Ottoman Empire which achieved nationhood by breaking away from us. In 
most of these countries there are strong irredentist currents. People dream, perhaps only half-seriously, 
of taking land from Turkey. 

For the last three quarters of a century, Turkey has applied what it thinks is the answer to its internal 
and external challenges: the creation of a post-imperial nation state, stable, with a modern European 
industrial democracy at the far end of our continent. We believe that we have come a long way in this 
endeavour. 

In recent years, Turkish foreign policy has systematically tried to extend this model of democratic political 
stability, international co-operation and economic prosperity to the region around us. Turkey became an 
economic focal point in the region. 

This thinking lies behind the Black Sea Economic Co-operation, as well as behind the formidable volume 
of our trade with the Russian Federation, the Countries of the Caucasus and Central Asia, and our joint 
energy projects, the oil and gas pipeline and also behind our support for the Middle Fast Peace Initiative. 
But we recognise that this is the essential, but not central, story. 

The central story - the one which will confirm the success of our endeavours - lies in our relations with 
the countries to our west and northwest. That is why since the early I960s we have been working for EU 
membership. 

Europe’s reaction to Turkey’s drive for EU membership 
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Europe has rolled its psychological frontiers eastwards for other countries. The effects have invariably 
been beneficial for both sides. Yet Turkey’s application has not received that response. At the moment 
we are being downgraded into a ‘proximity zone’ country even though we have a full working customs 
union with the EU and a huge trade volume, not to mention three million Turks as future EU citizens 
living in different EU membership countries at present. 

This is surprising for several reasons. Turkey has many things to offer Europe. 

What Turkey can offer Europe 
First, there is a genuine community of economic and political interest between Turkey and the EU. 
Turkey is an essential strategic partner of Europe. Try and imagine the Near East, the Eastern 
Mediterranean, the Gulf, and the Caucasus without the Turkish component in the Atlantic/European 
Partnership. 

Second, Turkey is genuinely part of Europe’s common culture and heritage. Go to Turkey and you will 
find your origins from Gordian knot to cynic philosophers, from early Christians in Cappadocia to Sixth 
Council in Nicea, you are in a European cultural heritage. 

Third, our economy is increasingly our main asset. We still have some way to go in reducing the 
percentage of the population in farming and in overcoming regional income differences, and in bringing 
down prices. But many bankers and businessmen will tell you that Turkey is already the largest and 
strongest economy at the eastern corner of Europe. Our role is set to grow. 

Fourth, Turkey is the regional pivot for Southern Europe. Istanbul is the main trade centre of the area 
and may well become its main financial centre too. There is real complementarity between ourselves 
and the other eastern Europeans. 

Fifth, Turkish society is young and dynamic. It is extremely energetic and adaptable. We are a society 
which has come a long way, is still moving fast, and can be confident about its future. 

I wonder if any other applicant country has been able to make a similar detailed case about what it has 
to offer Europe. In many cases the arguments have simply been about ties of historic sentiment and 
the moral obligation of more advanced western European countries to help less fortunate ones, 
politically and economically. I do not think that is wrong. But I do feel that after all these years, Turkey 
should not have to press its case harder than anyone else and that it is at least as entitled to political 
and moral support as the other applicants. 

What are the sources of European resistance to Turkey’s application? 

Why do we not obtain this support? Well, perhaps Turkey can blame itself for not interfacing well with 
European institutions and not always going about things in the right way. We are a large country and 
incorporating us into Europe is going to be an immense task. But we have been leapfrogged in the queue 
for membership by countries with weaker democratic institutions and much weaker economies than 
ours. 

I would ask you to look at the diverse coalition of our critics and opponents inside the European Union. 
I believe that where Turkey is concerned, the EU is in danger of allowing itself to be drawn into the ethnic 
and cultural disputes of the eastern Mediterranean. Those criticisms of Turkey’s human rights record, 
for example, sometimes are very hard to distinguish from ethnic grudges. And behind those ethnic 
grudges lurk irredentist dreams which ought to have no place in the modern European scene. 

The shift in European attitudes seems to go back to the accession of Greece in 1981 and Greece’s 
decision to use its membership of the EU as its main weapon in the international arena against Turkey. 
Europe has repeatedly turned a blind eye. First, when all financial co-operation with Turkey was blocked. 
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Latterly there have been moves to reverse this, albeit unsuccessfully, but only after eighteen years. Then 
when the Turkey/EU Association institutions were paralysed. Most recently it has had nothing to say 
about the flagrant involvement of the Greek Authorities with PKK terrorism and their help to a wanted 
criminal on the run. 

Let me, by the way, tell you that my criticisms of Greece are aimed at hard-liners. I still believe that there 
are moderates, or people with common sense, in Athens who believe in compromise and co-existence 
and the brotherhood of the Greek and Turkish peoples. I regard them as friends and allies and I hope 
that eventually they will prevail. If they do, it will not only be Greece and Turkey which benefit but the 
whole of the EU. 

But until they do, l fear we shall see continuous attempts to polarise Europe against Turkey and to get 
direct European backing for Greece especially over Cyprus. If the Greek Cypriots succeed in achieving 
full membership without a genuine inter-communal settlement on the island, then things could become 
even more unstable. Then Europe would have imported an ethnic conflict into its body politic, which 
would drive a deep and permanent wedge between Turkey and Europe. 

The only way to a stable settlement on Cyprus is for a free working arrangement between the two 

communities on an equal basis and on a bi-zonal framework, something which was envisaged in the 

original 1960 Independence Constitution. The recent proposal of President Denktash, a confederation 

of two sovereign states, is a chance for all of us. These are realistic proposals to cope with a very 

complex problem. They deserve careful consideration. 

Turkey is still on a gradualist path towards possible ‘virtual membership’ 
Since Luxembourg, the political dialogue between Turkey and the EU has been in abeyance. But our 
aim is still to create deep and lasting economic, political, and social convergence between Turkey and 
Europe through a gradualist and incremental approach. We in Turkey will have to do a great deal of 
homework in areas such as bringing our legal and political freedoms fully into line with European 
standards; modernising our economy; and overhauling our administrative system. 
Perhaps in doing so, we shall achieve the substance of EU membership without the formal title: what 
some people call ‘virtual EU membership’. 
That sounds like a happy ending. And I hope that it takes place. But you have to remember that the 
people of Turkey look at the EU now as a club which has rejected them. That is not a healthy basis for 
a good long term relationship. What is more, relations are complicated by other disputes where we 
feel that Europe is on the wrong side, and indeed is even striking at our legitimate interests and even 
our sovereignty. These feelings have grown stronger in the last few months as a result of the Öcalan 
affair. 
 
The PKK and the Kurds 
 
In this context let me turn now to the question of southern Turkey, the PKK, and the Kurds. This is an 
enormous topic. I can make only a few points. 
The first is that the PKK is an ethno-centre Marxist-Leninist violent revolutionary movement. It has no 
representation among the Kurds. In the last election, the party who proposed an alternative identity 
and openly supported secession, received only one-seventh of the votes from Turkish citizens of 
Kurdish origins. The remainder voted for other parties. 
The second is that this is not an apartheid or ‘colonial type’ situation as some quarters want to portray 
it. That is the impression often given by the British media recently and it is misleading. If you are a 
person of Kurdish stock in Turkey, you have exactly the same rights and opportunities as a citizen as 
anyone else. That is not a polite fiction or a theory. It is a fact. In Turkey, everyone has a vote: one 
man, one vote. Many of the most famous and powerful people in Turkey are of Kurdish stock. 
What you do not have is the right to secession or to advocate secession. That may seem strange in 
Britain, but in fact most European countries and North American ones do not tolerate secession. 
International Law forbids any action, even peaceful action, which would impair the territorial integrity 
and political unity of a country. But in any case, another point which Europe tends to ignore is that 
only a one in three minority of Turkey’s ethnic Kurds live in the southeast. The rest are all over the 
country. Istanbul is the largest Kurdish city. 
Second, this is a problem with a strong external dimension. 
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There are two aspects to this external dimension. One of them is the role of some of our immediate 
neighbours in the eastern Mediterranean. We have been saying for many years that the so-called 
Kurdish problem was deliberately fanned by some of our neighbours. Without Syrian support, the PKK 
could never have got started or survived as a terrorist organisation.Worse still, I fear that it also relied 
on support from our NATO ally, Greece. 
The support that members of the Greek cabinet gave to Öcalan is in line with over a decade of quiet 
support for the PKK. It operated three camps in Greece. It infiltrates terrorists into Turkey from 
Greece. We caught some of them in 1994. Last year, the PKK actually opened a representative office 
in Greece. One might go beyond that to ask how the PKK can find the 20 or 30 million dollars it needs 
to operate an international television station, a question which has never been satisfactorily 
answered. 
The second external aspect lies in Western Europe where a climate of extremism has been allowed to 
develop among several hundred thousand emigrants, causing them to reject their country of origin 
and follow a radical and implacable ideology. If you arrive in London as a worker from Turkey, you will 
quickly be asked if you are Turkish or Kurdish. If you say you are Kurdish, you will find all sorts of 
special activities and organisations are available to you. The result is that a pool of radical militants 
has been created in several countries that no longer have links with Turkey. 
Media coverage of the asylum issue has attracted a steady stream of new immigrants and asylum 
seekers. Inside immigrant communities, the PKK plays a powerful and sometimes violent role. In 
London, for example, much of the Turkish community lives under its shadow and suffers from crimes 
such as extortion. I think that western societies have created a serious long-term problem for 
themselves, not for Turkey, in allowing this culture of extremism to grow on their soil. 
Inside Turkey, the picture is very different. Yes, certainly, there are tensions and serious challenges to 
be put right in southeastern Turkey. Many of these problems are economic. This is one of our poorest 
regions and it has been hard hit by the embargo against Iraq. 
After a decade-and-a-half of struggling against cruel and vicious terrorism, life in the southeast is 
definitely returning to normal as far as law and order are concerned. The overwhelming majority of 
people, and those of Kurdish stock, just like anyone else, are very angry at the brutality of the PKK 
and the enormous death toll it has claimed, most of its victims being ethnic Kurds. They know that 
their future lies as full citizens of a strong, pluralist and prosperous Turkey. 
Since the arrest of Abdullah Öcalan, the PKK has sworn all out-war against Turkey. These are behind 
the bombing incidents in the last few days. But basically it knows that it has no future in Turkey. 
Unpleasant as these attacks are, there is no doubt that they will be defeated. The PKK’s only hope is 
to use its friends in Europe to put pressure on Turkey and internationalise the problem. 
Europe has to consider its position very carefully. If Turkey, like Spain, is allowed to progress towards 
full integration with the rest of Europe, I think we shall see this issue evolve in a democratic 
framework and hopefully resolve itself in time. Isolating and pressuring Turkey will reduce the 
chances of this happening. 
Finally, I will touch briefly on the question of political Islam and the role of the Armed Forces. Political 
Islam in Turkey is not the force which it is in parts of Asia, southeast Asia, the Far East, or in North 
Africa. In these countries, it draws its support from sections of rural society in the poorer parts of their 
country and their offshoots in the big cities, and from the worldwide political Islam movements. 
However, Turkey’s middle class has grown up in an environment in which religion and personal 
politics are separate and there is freedom of belief and choice about whether to be pious or not. Many 
of the ‘secularists’ are people who actually are quite pious. But they believe in tolerance, as do, I 
would say, most Turkish Muslims. In Turkey if you say you are an atheist, no one is shocked. It is your 
private affair. 
Political Islam is important in Turkey for two reasons. Because the conventional parties are badly 
divided, the Islamists (who are very well organised) have been able to exert disproportionate influence 
with a relatively small block of votes. Because Turkish society is undergoing very rapid 
transformation, as the population is shifting from village to city, they have become an outlet for those 
who resent the change, but still they are only I in 5. 
Most people in Turkey are sure that in the long-term, their future as a secular society is assured. But 
they strongly dislike the idea of an Islamist government in the short term, especially one that tried to 
impose its agenda on society. For historical reasons, the bulwark of the middle class against political 
Islam has always been the armed forces. It is no exaggeration to say that much of Turkish society 
positively expects the Armed Forces to take the lead in speaking up against political Islam. 
Conclusion 
Turkey is a complex and rapidly changing society. It is a place where the stakes are high. If 
newspapers are anything to go by, Turkey is very poorly understood in Western Europe. But Turkey is 
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a democratic society and a strong one. It is becoming stronger and more prosperous with each year 
that passes. 
Those who are trying to alienate Europe from Turkey are not serving Europe’s interests. They are 
damaging them. I think we all need to think carefully about ways of renewing and revitalising the 
Turkish-European relationship in the interests of both sides. The problems are political and they are 
unnecessary and I hope that they will prove only temporary. 
In the longer term, Turkey has always been part of the European system and I believe that our 
interdependency will constantly re-assert itself. Both Turkey and the EU may need to rediscover that 
lesson. 
 

From an Address at a Dinner-Discussion in St. Ermin’s Hotel to The European-Atlantic Group on 15th 

March 1999. 
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Justin Glass:  My lords, ladies, and gentlemen.  We have a slightly different-from-normal format for 

us today, as I’ve explained to some of you.  We are extremely lucky and privileged to have Sir Morris 

with us.  As befits the topic and befits the way we like to think about the subjects we discuss, a 

certain quiet, thinking approach may not come amiss.  I’m slightly taking the stand for a few 

moments before I hand over to Sir Phillip to say that our normal sort of 21-gun salute affairs as I 

describe them don’t apply in terms of the rules of debate so much.  Sir Morris has very kindly 

consented to have exchanges with those of us who feel that what he has to say is sufficiently 

provocative that one question simply won’t do and you want to come back at him.  Of course, 

because the proceedings here will go forward into our journal and will go forward onto our website, 

it would be kind if you identified yourself in the normal way.  We do have Chatham House Rules, but 

here’s the catch—only if people particularly ask for them, such that everything that is said is on-the-

record.  There are one or two other little points that I will just mention before I hand over.  You’ll see 

afterwards that we’ll have coffee and that there are some books at the back.  John Coleman, who 

has been instrumental very much in this afternoon’s proceedings, has a very, very interesting book 

on an ancestor of his, the very famous Victorian historian Froude.  It’s a commentary on what 

Froude, were he alive today, might be thinking of some of the issues that Sir Morris no doubt will be 

addressing.  John has very kindly agreed that these can be taken away by anyone here who is 

interested.  They’re normally quite costly in the bookshops, but this time, as a giveaway, if you like, 

to people here, please avail yourself of those copies.  We also have another distinguished author on 

our top table here, Sir Phillip Goodhart, two of whose books, and he’ll be horrified to hear this, are 

on the back as well, one of which was rescued from Ms Elma Dangerfield’s attic and hails from some 

30 years ago, so I don’t suppose even Sir Phillip has seen it these last few decades.  They’re there for 

browsing as well—a very interesting commentary on what happened in Suez.  But I don’t want carry 

on here because I can hand it over to Sir Phillip.  We have an experimental sort of meeting today and 

I am very delighted it’s with Sir Morris and I hope it’s one that we’ll continue to do because I think 

it’s appropriate for our sort of topics. 

 

[Applause] 

 

Sir Phillip Goodhart:  Thank you Justin.  I’m not entirely sure what informality means but I suspect it 

means that if you all want to talk at the same time, the chairman can’t really stop you. 

 

Justin Glass:  We have Raymond George for that. 

 

Sir Phillip:  I am delighted that Morris is going to talk to us on advice to a Prime Minister.  All of us 

I’m sure have given advice to Prime Ministers at various times.  The difference is Prime Ministers 

frequently listen to what Sir Morris tells them.  Can I begin this informal meeting with a question:  It 

was a myth that when Bill Clinton was first announced as a candidate for the American presidency, 

you went down to Oxford and gathered up all the papers that related to Clinton’s time at Oxford and 
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put them under lock and key until the election was safely over.  So my question as Chairman is, Did 

you manage get all the Clinton Papers?  And my second question is, What’s happened to them now? 

 

Sir Morris Shock:  I hope that they’re still under lock and key.   

 

[Laughter] 

 

Sir Morris Shock:  Thank you very much Phillip.  You can understand if you give advice to Prime 

Ministers that they accept, the advice is almost certainly bad.  So I don’t expect my advice to be 

listened to.  What I’m going to try to do is to lay out some things about the groundwork on which we 

should start to try and build the sort of politics that we should need in the coming years.  Looking to 

the future, of course everybody remembers [????] events.  You just had to accept that they 

happened and Prime Ministers had to deal with of them.  But that’s not really incompatible with 

producing strategically long-sighted policy.  By long-sighted policy I mean one which, 

characteristically in the British system, lasts something on the order of 30 to 40 years—only 

Gladstone really did any better than that.  Think of the Atlee government from ’45 to ’50.  Both 

parties went along with what the Atlee government had done.  Why?  Well, because the electorate 

favoured it.  They favoured it for a very long time and the impact was very great.  It also resulted in 

the end in a big smash-up [sic] for the Labour Party.  So the cycles were totally complete.  I think we 

need now an understanding among politicians that though the problems they face seem enormous 

today, they are actually not enormous in relation to those that most of the people in this room have 

known in the past—nothing remotely like the period from 1940 to 1955, which is roughly the period 

the War in politics lasted.  For looking at the past, Churchill naturally is a good guide for that because 

he lived for so long.  I met him in the late Summer of 1956 when I was sitting beside him and one of 

the things we talked about was what was his biggest regret.  He thought for no more than 15 

seconds and said, ‘I wish that I could have done more for Ireland’.  Later, I happened to be sitting 

next to Roy Jenkins at dinner.  I told him and Roy said, ‘He couldn’t have said it’.  Of course he could, 

it was perfectly natural.  [??sic??]  He tried to organise a coup in Belfast in 1914 which actually 

stopped his being King George’s right-hand man.  But in 1922, [????]  But of course, he admired 

Michael Collins almost more than any other man he’d known.  So is history is always important.  

Here is a domestic example for Winston.  At Glasgow in 1906, just over one hundred years ago, as a 

new convert to radicalism, he advice people not to oppose the British mission [??sic??] because 

some old woman comes along and tells you that they’re specialists.  That is followed almost 

immediately by [?........?] is likely to be ineffective when utilised [?......?] and do not [?........?] 

pockets—a perfect definition of the PFI [sic] of the present day.  Of course, this example of a foreign 

policy characterises I suppose in terms of the period from 1989 [??] for the next four or five years in 

more shape in the Middle East what was begun with the remnants of the Ottoman Empire [sic] than 

anybody else.  Well, what to do about the Ottoman Empire.  We’ll still be dealing with it more than a 

century from now and that’s how long it’s been now.  Of course the country was very lucky during 

the [??????] come as you are, come as a man or woman.  You know.  And [?????????] a very unusual 

combination of being in the right place at the right time.  You can’t expect that.  And I think we do 
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underrate the other kind of Prime Ministers—Asquith, Balwdin, Attley.  Baldwin was [????????] in 

1935 when somebody approached and said ‘You ought to’ [?????????]  Baldwin wrote back and said 

‘You know’ [??????]  posthumously sent the award to [????????]  And that kind of experience, of 

course, is very rare 
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‘Legal Aspects of the Draft EU Constitution’ 

22 July 03 

  

You’re Excellencies, my lords, ladies, and gentlemen. I approach this moment with some trepidation since it is 
the first occasion on which I have acted as Chairman of the European Atlantic Group although there have been 
many occasions when I have enjoyed the community and the questioning that this group allows.  I am somewhat 
alarmed to be taking on this task in the presence of my immediate predecessor, Sir Michael Burton.  (Sir Michael 
Burton KCVO CMG, former HM Ambassador to the Czech Republic) who discharged this office with great 
distinction. I am delighted that the subject matter of this evenings discourse, entitled ‘Legal Aspects of the 
Draft EU Constitution,’ is not only a subject of great topical importance but also one with which I am very 
involved as a former member of the European Parliament, and now as an active member of the Council of Europe 
Delegation.  I am even more delighted that our speaker this evening should be a friend of long standing, Lord 
Slynn of Hadley, who has had a very distinguished career, which you will all have read about in the notice that 
was sent out.  If I may point, in terms of this evenings’ speech, to one or two aspects of his career, I would pick 
out the fact that he was Judge Advocate of the European Court of Justice in Luxemburg for many years during 
which a number of difficult and important decisions had to be made.  During his many activities in the House of 
Lords, not least as a Lord-of-appeal in ordinary, he has been Chairman of a subcommittee of the European 
Committees that have dealt with issues affecting Europe and I know that he has personal knowledge of many of 
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe.  So I think we could have nobody better this evening to talk to us 
about the legal aspects of the draft European Union Constitution.  

Lord Slynn of Hadley 

Your Excellencies, my lords and ladies and gentlemen 

It was very kind of you to have invited to me this dinner tonight. I’m delighted to be here.  I have been a number 
of times to the meetings of the group.  I’ve always enjoyed them enormously. 

One of the things that you learn when you’ve been a judge for a while is that the quality of dinner varies from 
place to place and I must say that you have given us jolly good dinners this evening.  Two of my American friends 
recently were travelling in the Yorkshire dales, and the wife said to the husband, ‘Do you know we never had 
lunch in an English pub?’  The husband replied ‘Ok, today we will find a pub for lunch.’  They saw a board outside 
a pub that said ‘Today’s special: a pint of beer, a piece of pie and a friendly word: two pounds.’  The husband 
said ‘This is fine, let’s go in’ so they went in. They sat at the bar and asked for ‘Two specials.’  The barman 
pulled the pint of beer, cut the piece of pie and went back to reading the Sun.  The husband said, ‘Wait a bit, 
we’ve had the beer, and we’ve had the pie, what about the friendly word?’ To which the barman said, ‘Sir, if I 
was you, I wouldn’t eat the pie.’ (laughter).  I don’t think there is any danger of anybody going back tonight and 
feeling that they have been served in that way. 

I was anxious about what I should talk about.  I added the word ‘legal’ to the title suggested to me. A long time 
ago, I learnt never to lead an audience to expect too much.  Especially after dinner, and when you’ve only got 
twenty-five minutes.  I was anxious not to build up your expectations. So if I said this was to be a talk about the 
legal aspects of the draft European Constitution, I thought that the timid would be frightened away by the word 
‘legal’ and the rest of you would not expect too much from me.  (laughter)  Because it is quite obvious that the 
most controversial and the most interesting aspects of the draft constitution we’re looking at are political.  And 
when they are purely political, its’ obviously not proper that a mere lawyer such as I should talk about them 
because, looking down the delegate list, it is obvious that most of you are most better equipped to talk about 
the political aspects of the draft constitution than I.  Some aspects on the other hand, are a mixture of the legal 
and the political and perhaps a lawyer may speak cautiously, timidly, about some of those.  The rest are purely 
legal and, about them, a lawyer may speak boldly but they can be of such boredom that none of you would wish 
me to speak about them tonight. (laughter) So what I’m going to try and do is stay in the middle group, with 
perhaps an occasional glance to the left, to the political ones, and to the right, the legal ones. 

The first question that I think anyone must have asked when this whole business of a constitution and a 
convention was set up is ‘Do we really not have a constitution?’  If we had one, why on earth bother with all 
that has been going on in the last 18 months or so?  If we don’t have one, how is it that we managed so well for 
50 years in the European community without one? If we’ve managed so well for 50 years, why do we bother now 
to set up a constitution?  
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There is obviously already a political dispute as to whether we do have a constitution.  Politicians don’t want to 
admit that we have a constitution because if they admit that it is a constitution, the argument is well, why 
bother?  On the other hand, lawyers tend to think that there already is a constitution.  We have already many 
very good constitutional rules. We have constitutional institutions. We have a council, originally legislative, and 
now legislative with the parliament. We have a court, which is, without question, a constitutional court.  When 
the court decides that the parliament can sue and be sued, that is a constitutional decision by a constitutional 
court.  We have a democratically elected parliament which, increasingly, has a role in legislation.  We have a 
commission, which is the executive, which spurts ideas and puts forward proposals for legislation and which is 
the guardian of the treaty.  So we have constitutional rules; we have constitutional institutions, and so it’s a 
fair question, why do we bother?  Why all this hoo-ha about a constitution?  

I think it’s very plain that the inquiry which was set up, unlike some inquiries, really was very important.  There 
were four good reasons for looking at the question, should we now have a European constitution?  In the first 
place, the existing treaties are a bit difficult to follow. To take them to bed at night to try and find your way 
around subjects of compelling interest to you just before midnight, you may find it quite difficult to find little 
bits of the treaty which are applicable to what it is you particularly want to look at.  So there is no doubt that 
some as people say there is a mish-mash in these various articles of the treaty, Rome, Maastricht, Amsterdam, 
Nice and so on.  Some people call it a mish-mash, others more politely say it is a mosaic. Even so, they admit 
that it’s not very easy to follow. So the good thing is to sort out the mish-mash.  Jack Straw, our foreign 
secretary, in a great speech said it very important that we should have a constitution like the United States 
constitution or like the UN Declaration of Human Rights to put in a trouser pocket.  It is very important to have 
a constitution of that size.  I can’t even pick this one up; but this is a draft that even Jack Straw’s pocket could 
not accommodate.  Indeed those shoulder bags, which ladies as they walk down aisles of aeroplanes swing into 
you, could hardly contain this proposed draft constitution.  

Whether you agree or disagree with what’s going on, I’m sure you would accept that it is important that we 
should stand back and review what we have done.  Are we going too fast in forming the ever-closer union of 
people?  Are we going too slowly?  Should we look and see what we have done and see what remains to be done 
and try for the future to try and get it right?  Even without the new member states coming in, it is obvious that 
we needed time to do a complete review of our institutions and procedures.  There is no doubt that the 
organisation and community the union exist.  Organisation and community and union from time to time creak 
and needs to be adapted.  So there is nothing inherently wrong in our having a review.  With the coming in of 
the new member states, it is essential that we should see what has happened. 

We began as states - Nine, eleven, fifteen, and so on, and now probably next year 25, maybe two or three years 
later 27, maybe if we emulate the Council of Europe in a few years time, anything up to 43.  So it is essential 
that there should be a serious review of the structure and the institutions of the community.  So the inquiry was 
not only a good idea, it was essential. When I hear people in the press, radio, and the street saying - because 
on the street people talk of nothing else (laughter) - that we really shouldn’t be having this sort of inquiry at 
all, it seems to me they have really missed the point.  I think the form of inquiry set up was a very good inquiry; 
it was representative; that was the first important feature, of the governments and of the parliaments of the 
various member states.  It had the institutions and most important of all, it had representatives of the incoming, 
applicant countries, the candidates for membership of the community.  Its structure was right and it has worked 
incredibly well. I thought that it would take a very long time. I thought so many of the topics were so 
controversial that, not only would there not be unanimity, it would be very difficult even to get a 
consensus.  Through their working groups and the committees, they really have worked extraordinarily quickly. 
If you agree with what they do or not don’t matter; they really have worked with a considerable degree of 
success.  What was important is that the inter-governmental committee and the heads of state shouldn’t have 
just done this on their own.  They haven’t got time; they haven’t got the width of representation. It really was 
time to hold this review.  I think it was very important. 

The review having started, the lawyers got into it immediately.  The lawyers said, ‘well you’ve got to decide, 
do we want a new constitution or do we merely want a constitutional treaty?’   The one, former, and decided 
by the people democratically, to adopt a constitution; or do we merely have a lot of Tony Blairs getting together 
and saying lets have a new treaty that all our parliaments will ratify.  I don’t think it matters very much in the 
end but to constitutional lawyers and politicians it seems to matter very much.  It’s quite interesting when one 
follows the drafts of the convention reports over the last year: they moved away from saying let us have a 
constitutional treaty, saying rather ‘here is the constitution created by the treaty.’  No longer a constitutional 
treaty, yet a constitution created by the treaty.  So they have been moving towards the idea of a real, genuine 
constitution.  That word seems to strike fear in people’s hearts. Europe and the United Kingdom don’t have a 
written constitution. What a shocking, troubling, disturbing thought that is!  When, in the drafts, the word 
‘federation’ appeared, there was not merely fear.  There was terror.  And there was anger at the thought that 
the ‘F’ word was going to come into our vocabulary.  That was a very serious concern to be taken into account. 
But it’s obvious that, as all of you would understand, a constitution, by itself, need not create fear.  Even the 
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word federation need not create terror or anger. It depends what you put into it.  That is why the discussions of 
the last 18 months have been so important. 

Let us look at the conclusions: Mr Prodi has said that the draft which has come out of the convention has showed 
a lack of ambition and vision.  Herr Brock, who ran a great campaign on behalf of Germany, said that this was 
an extraordinary disappointment.  Peter Hain, the senior British representative of the convention, said it was a 
merely tidying up operation.  The Daily Mail, I’m told, said it was a blueprint for tyranny.  You cannot go much 
further from a blueprint of tyranny to a lack of ambition and vision and a mere tidying up operation.  

So very briefly, here is what seemed to me to be important features of all this: let us start by underlining the 
fact that much that is in the draft constitution coming out of the convention is very familiar.  The articles dealing 
with the many aspects of the common market are there in full: free movement of goods, services, people, and 
capital are there; no doubt, with some modifications but essentially they are there.  Of course there are changes 
and differences. What do I see as the important ones? 

In the first place, I think the drafting of the preamble and the values of the objectives of the Union are much 
clearer than it was in the combined European community treaty and the European Union treaty.  So if we can 
get away from the mish-mash it will be easier for people to understand; I think that is critically important.  There 
is no doubt that the treaty combines very strong statements of the continuing aims of the community and the 
union: its belief in human values, its respect for law, its striving for peace, justice, and solidarity throughout 
the world and so on.  Its aim in transcending the ancient divisions between people and, in summary, its aim for 
an ever-closer union of the member states of Europe to forge a common destiny.  I think all that is very 
important.  And those who don’t like the concept of the union or community, those who don’t want to go any 
further, who want to go back, will take exception to those.  

At the same time, you will find in the draft a full recognition that member states have rights and traditions that 
must be respected.  It seems to me that one of the great things that had to be done at this stage is to outline 
the competences between the union and the member states, particularly, now that the Union has legal 
personality.  Without it, I suggest that the European community will disappear.  Those three pillars we strove so 
hard to understand will go.  It is very important that the new draft should set out the difference between what 
the Union can do, what the Union should do, what the member states can do, and what the member states only 
should do.  I think, as a lawyer, that the stress on this horrible word ‘subsidiary’ in the new draft is very 
important.  There is the recognition that some functions should be only those of the Union, and some should be 
shared.  I quote what I think is the most important sentence, that the competences not conferred upon the 
union in the constitution remain with the member states.  You will find a parallel of that in the American 
Constitution.  It’s an important phrase in the draft; those competences that are not conferred upon the union 
in the constitution remain with the member state.  Emphasis on what is called conferral, bearing on the union, 
yet keeping the rest of the member states, and on the concept of subsidiary, it is extremely important.  The 
insistence of what can be better done in the region, in the states and districts of the states should be left for 
them to do.  It is very important.  I think that the insistence on that and the insistence of the primacy of the 
rule of law, which the court itself built up, are really very important.  

Some of the things that have been drafted, to a lawyer, seem easy to swallow and to be necessary.  The co-
ordination of our commercial policy, I have absolutely, personally, no difficulty with.  Much more controversial 
are those proposals that we should try and reach a common foreign policy and a foreign security policy and a 
common defence policy.  And the proposal that we should create a foreign minister for Europe.  On the face of 
it, it seems very controversial that our own government has already made it clear, that it is not particularly or 
at all, proven.  I think we need to look at that carefully, we already have two commissioners dealing with foreign 
affairs and foreign relations.  Chris Patten is one. I think that is something that is going to cause a great difficulty 
as is the composition of the commission.  We now have one or two commissioners per state. If we have one per 
state there will be 25 commissioners.  The Nice treaty provided for 27, we’ll leave it at that, even when Bulgaria 
and Romania and the others come in.  Now the proposal is that there should be 15 commissioners and 25 states. 
Quite plainly, it won’t have any effect on the United Kingdom; it is unthinkable that the big states should not 
each have a commissioner.  What about the effect on the smaller states?  It is going to be very difficult to 
persuade people that they should have commissioners with no vote, very little voice, with an associate 
membership. And the task really, of trying and persuade the big states to follow their line.  But what other 
solution is there to getting away from twenty-five, twenty-seven members of the commission?  I see that and 
the appointment of a foreign secretary, rather foreign minister, as being one of difficulty.  

I think also there will be considerable problems with the definition of what is now a qualified majority.  We 
cannot possibly, in the community, in the union, go on seeking unanimity for everything.  On the other hand, 
one man, one vote and the table doesn’t truly represent the position in the community.  For Luxembourg to 
have one vote, with whatever it is 250,000 native Luxemburgers with maybe 400,000 people in the state...  A 
wonderful place to live,  I spent eleven years there.  But one vote. It is not quite the same as one for Germany 
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with 65 or 70 million, whatever it is.  And so we have got to work out a formula of establishing what should be 
a qualified majority.  

Well there is a lot more and I’m not going much into detail.  There are a lot more that we really have got to 
look at.  There are going to be changes in the way the legislation is conducted.  We have all grown up used to 
this wonderful word, Directive.  And every businessman I’ve met says ‘The idea of a Directive from Brussels fills 
me with horror.’  Well, perhaps that’s the reason why they got rid of the word Directive saying the member 
states have a duty in carrying it out. They just do what Brussels tells them.  But now its not going to be called a 
directive, it’s going to be called a Framework Act.  It seems to have a meaning not so very different from that 
of a Directive.  It sounds good, a framework act, telling you what is the framework in which you can operate.  But 
there will be now regulations that will either be a obligatory or will be not obligatory. 

I just want to mention two things.  First of all it seems to me that the major thing that has to be decided by the 
intergovernmental conference next year is - We must remember that everything which is recommended by 
Giscard D’Estaing convention can be overruled but the IGC next year - Two things that are very, very important, 
that is, what are we going to do with the new Charter of human rights?  We built up through Strasbourg and now 
through our own human rights act, to the UN Declaration, a strong body of judicial decisions on human 
rights.  The new charter agreed in Nice is a very much more detailed document.  Our government tells us that 
there is nothing new in it.  It is merely a showcase of our existing rights.  Well if you believe that whatever the 
government says is right, then you will accept that.  I as a lawyer, of course, would not believe anything the 
government said, because that would be contrary to the rule of law maybe.  But look at some of the provisions 
which are contained in the new draft charter of rights.  Dealing with body parts, dealing with DNA, dealing with 
the protection of intellectual property, dealing with academic freedom, things we’ve never seen in the 
Strasbourg convention, things we don’t have in our own act of human rights.  I think we need to look very 
carefully at those before we decide that the whole charter should become a part of our domestic law.  

Who is going to enforce the charter? Strasbourg? On the face of it, No. Strasbourg is Council of Europe, nothing 
to do with the European Union and Luxembourg and the member states.  Member states, well maybe, they’ll 
have to do it.  Difficult, because of the different interpretations that can be given throughout Europe.  The 
European Court? Well, it’s the regulation of the community; if it’s a treaty document of the community of the 
union, then the European Court will have to do it.  But is the European Court the right body?  The court set up 
for economic and political reasons.  Is it the right body to be ruling on human rights?  Maybe it’s the only one.  But 
that leaves another difficult question, which will have to be decided next year.  The new charter says that the 
community should accede to the European Convention on Human Rights.  Well, we’ve avoided that so far. When 
I was Chairman of the House of Lords of the select committee on the Council of Europe, we said very firmly, we 
should not in the community exceed, there are more important things to be worrying about.  Protection of 
human rights should lie with the national judges; it could lie with the Strasbourg court, but why bring the 
community into all of that.  Well they’ve changed their minds now.  They all seem to think we should do it, but 
it is a big question.  

And then finally; there are many provisions about the European Court of Justice.  There are some very interesting 
changes proposed.  I think they will make the courts more efficient but they don’t add up to all that much.  

I have violated tonight the definition of an English speech after dinner, which my German colleague of the 
European Court told me soon after I went there.  He said that an English speech after dinner should have three 
features.  There should be one joke, that’s normally the joke. (laughter) There should be one idea. Well I 
probably haven’t given you any ideas. And thirdly, most of all, I have violated the third concept, to the Germans, 
of what an English speech should be, and that is that the end should be that the end should be as near the 
beginning as possible. (laughter) For that I apologise.  

Baroness Hooper CMG, Chairman E-AG 

Well I’m sure everybody will agree that this really hit the spot.  Obviously, Lord Slynn, your chosen title didn’t 
drive anybody away because I think we have a full house and certainly what you have said to us has given 
considerable food for thought. We start the discussion, the question period, with a contribution from the other 
Sir Michael Burton, who is also a lawyer, and therefore very suitably qualified to discuss the aspects of this draft 
constitution.  He is a high court judge and he is President of the Employment Appeal Tribunal and he is also 
Chairman of the Central Arbitration Committee.  He has listened to what Lord Slynn has had to say and he is 
now going to start our discussion.  Thank you Sir Michael. 

Sir Michael Burton, High Court Judge, Opening Discussion 
Thank you very much Chairman.  I am here on false pretences because in fact, as you can see, I’m Sir Michael’s 
poltergeist and we are not supposed to be in the same place at the same time. (laughter)  We’ve given it all 
away, we normally box and cox, and I’ve had a number of friends who are here say I’m voting for you for the 
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committee. Did you get in Michael?  Well there you go. It was all thanks to my friends.  My eldest daughter got 
engaged recently, it was in the Times, and he got all the letters from the people trying to come.  (Laughter) 
Flowers and invitations and places for people to get married.  That’s the reason I am here, I’m not here because 
I have any kind of knowledge of Europe though obviously as a high court judge, and one deals with European law 
now as part of English law.  But the other reason I am proud to be here is because I picked up one of Lord Slynn’s 
cast-offs, because of course among the very distinguished positions which Lord Slynn has held over the years 
which is mentioned in what is called the potted biography (on the delegate lists), and it is pretty ‘potted’, it 
didn’t mention that he was, for a time, a very distinguished President of the Employment Appeal Tribunal which 
is still cited to us every day.  I’ve been asked in that kind of position of ignorance simply to start the ball rolling 
and clearly Lord Slynn himself has thrown out a number of topics that we are all going to want to pick up.  What 
about the position of commissioners, what about the foreign minister, what about qualified voting, and the 
European charter?  I thought that I would also just ensure, perhaps, that we should also keep in mind, given the 
international nature of your membership and a number of people who are here today not just from this country 
but Chargés d’Affaires, councillors and representatives from other countries, just to ask perhaps, what is the 
position so far as the future is concerned?  We are going to make a big change that we are altering from a union 
of the strong, or perhaps the quick, to a community of all, or almost all.  Is this constitution, which as it is 
geared now, if it’s accepted, towards twenty-five, going to cope simply with twenty-seven, as particularly, as I 
am sitting next to Chargé d’Affaires of Bosnia and Herzegovina, thirty-five.  What of those who are left out? I 
don’t think we have a Chargé d’Affaires from Albania here.  But what happens to those countries that, if Albania 
were left behind, would be picked up by extra European Organisations?  Is it going to be essential to bring 
everybody in, in our own interest?  
  
And, perhaps a different topic.  What about financial problems?  We can decide the euro, per se.  But what 
about financial difficulties of one member state that may have to be shared by others?  Is it really the case that 
Germany and Italy will have their pension funds unfunded, unlike for example in the United Kingdom, such that 
if there were a big collapses of their economies that we might all be there to pick up the pieces?  What protection 
do the member states have from that?  It seems to me that Lord Slynn has started us off from what he calls the 
legal aspects but plainly including many non-legal questions.  I hope that all of us are going to continue to learn 
from today, not simply from Lord Slynn, but also from the very distinguished people among you who I hope are 
ready to fire questions or raise topics which we can all sit and shiver as we listen to.  Thank you very much.  
Mr John Poyser, Member of E-AG 
If we are going to have a foreign minister for the EU, how is this minister going to be selected?  
Baroness Hooper CMG, Chairman E-AG 

I did agree with Lord Slynn that maybe he would take two or three questions and he would respond to all. 

Mr John Gouriet, Chairman, Defenders of the Realm 

I am very depressed at what I’ve heard this evening.  I am not un-surprised; I have to say that I had other 
thoughts in mind when I go to bed usually. (laughter) I’d like to ask you, my Lord, do you accept that there is 
an English or British constitution that includes, as its basis, the Declaration and Bill of Rights and the Coronation 
Oath in written form?  If so, do you accept the principle that no one is above the law and that both the monarch 
and parliament are limited by the rule of law to abide by the constraints of the constitution?  My third part of 
this question is, if so, do you accept that you are bound by your oaths of allegiance of office as a privy councillor 
and senior judge, to uphold the Rule of Law and the British Constitution and if so, how can such a blatant and 
serious breach of our constitution be accepted by those in high office whose duty it is to oppose the imposition 
of an alien constitution on this ancient realm, tooth and claw.  My lords and ladies, this is a question of the 
supremacy of the rule of law, or the supremacy of parliament.  I prefer to go by the supremacy of the rule of 
law. 

Mr Seigi Mandelbaum,   Member of E-AG 

Lord Slynn has not thrown up not too few, but too many questions.  Look at the American constitution and at 
what Alexander Hamilton said of it.  We are looking at the European Union; the original intention was to ensure 
that Germany and France stay away from war.  We are now some 50+ years later; we have to look at it from a 
different view point.  To think that 25 or even more countries can live under the same economic and political 
circumstances is surely a complete and utter nonsense? 

Lord Slynn of Hadley 

Regarding the foreign minister, the foreign minister is to be appointed by the European Council.  They have to 
decide by a qualified majority.  There has to more than a simple majority of the members.  I think it has to be 
two-thirds.  They changed it between Nice and the last version in the convention.  Two thirds of the state and 
that has to be more than a majority of the actual population.  So it is no use saying you’ll get two-thirds of the 
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smaller states voting and all of the big ones voting against.  So there is both a population control and a state 
control of the numbers involved.  And that has to not only be approved by the European Council, it has to be 
agreed by the President of the commission and then they appoint the minister.  So there is really, a very real 
control as to who should be appointed. 

Financial problems, yes of course there will be financial problems.  Of course, the community will have to work 
out how we deal with those.  Not just for small things, but for big things.  Yes of course, from time to time, the 
United Kingdom will be called on to help, but so equally will all the other states.  

What do we do with Sir Michael’s question about the countries that are not in the Union?  Well there are a lot 
of small states that are relatively smaller countries in greater Europe who are not applying for admission.  Many 
of them would like to come into the community.  I think we have to apply a very strict test as to their economic 
viability.  Can they satisfy the economic test?  I think equally, we have to satisfy the human rights test.  I do not 
believe that it is right that a state that cannot satisfy the human rights test of the community should be allowed 
in.  I must tell you now, having in the last four or five years spent a great deal of time in Central and Eastern 
Europe, in Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovenia, and the Baltic States, virtually all except Cyprus and 
Malta, I am very impressed by the amount of dedication that has gone into work of judges, businessmen, and 
politicians, to understand what the community demands, what it is about, and what they will have to 
satisfy.  And I am delighted with many visits I’ve made and many speakers I have met, and I am not pessimistic 
at all.  Quite the opposite - about their ability to comply with the standards of the union.  What is the position 
of the others not yet in, Albania for example, I simply don’t know because we haven’t begun to look at them 
yet.  But that is something to which undoubtedly we will have to come in time. 

As to the rule of law and the Bill of Rights, I’m sorry I made you so angry.  I think, myself, when I sat as a judge 
as member of European court for 11 years, a critical factor in everybody’s mind was the importance of upholding 
the rule of law.  And the one contribution that the United Kingdom could make to that in a very big way was to 
bring into the melting pot of ideas the traditional English concepts of the rule of law.  I don’t feel any sense of 
guilt or shame that we have failed to do that.  I once had a letter from an Indian Judge saying to me saying that 
our country has given to him his most precious possessions, the rule of law.  I think in the European Community, 
the rule of law, a very special concept, has had its effect on the community and that will continue.  

Martin Howe QC,   Member of E-AG, Barrister 

I wondered if Lord Slynn could comment a little further on the distinction between a new constitutional treaty 
and a new constitution created by treaty.  Because the European Court in the opinion judgement on the European 
Economic Area Agreement made it clear that you could have treaty texts which are identically worded but 
because the objects and purposes of the instrument they are within strongly influences the interpretation of 
them, would have different meanings, so that the European Economic Area Agreement on the one hand being a 
primarily economic instrument, the provisions in it dealing with the single market would have one meaning and 
potentially identically worded provisions of the treaty of Rome, because it is part of a body with a political 
superstructure, would have a different meaning.  This leads on to the thought in my mind, that if you have 
incorporated into a new document with a constitutional purpose, provisions which may be today we are all 
familiar with, nonetheless they are all going to be interpreted in a different way, in a new and expansive way, 
because the object and purposes of the instrument in which they are contained in has now changed.  

Robert Side,   Member of E-AG, Skills Knowledge On Line Education: 

Lord Slynn, you have in your, I thought excellent speech, indicated the very large number of administrative 
problems that remain to be decided inside the proposed constitution.  How is it possible that these are all going 
to be reconciled, particularly by the conflicts between the large states and the small states by May next year 
when the ten new members actually arrive?  We’ve been wrestling with this for many years, and the Nice so 
called treaty, simply exposed them to everybody’s view.  How on earth are these going to be reconciled? 

Mr Ram Gidoomal CBE    Chair, London Sustainability Exchange; Leader, Christian peoples alliance, the 
British Christian Democrat party 

The question that I feel has not been touched on at all is the whole issue of the roots of our democracy, in 
Britain and many European nation states, the roots of our democracy go back, have Christian roots, our 
institutions, heritage, and traditions.  When I’ve looked at the constitution, I see no reference, no mention of 
these historic roots of our democracy.  Is it political correctness that says lets not mention it at all, the “C” 
word?  And why not, and I feel, when I ran for mayor of London, the support from the other faith communities 
was immense, because they respected that very basis and what it stood for. 
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Sir John Osborn, Member of E-AG 

I was a member of this group when I was on the Council of Europe.  I was in the European Parliament before you 
were elected.  I have been fascinated with this early discussion and the questions put to you. The subject is so 
complicated that any politician putting it over to the electorate is going to have an uphill task.  I think it is such 
an uphill task that if it were to go in referendum - I think Peter Haine has rather changed his position since 
saying that it was just a tidying up operation - I hold the view that the majority of people would vote on prejudice 
and not on the knowledge from which you have had tonight from this audience.  

Lord Slynn of Hadley 

First question, the difference between a treaty and a constitutional treaty: I think, as I said earlier, that there 
may not be all that much difference in that.  The most learned professor in this area has said that the only 
difference is the way in which, in fact, it is adopted.  If it’s a lot of Tony Blairs agreeing something and then 
letting parliament ratify, that is simply a treaty.  If on the other hand, it is to be a decision of peoples of Europe 
democratically, then it might be seen as a constitution.  I doubt very much whether this distinction would have 
much effect on decisions of the European Court in interpreting the words that are used.  I accept that with 
clever lawyers like you turning up in Luxembourg, they might decide anything.(laughter).  So it’s the same as in 
the discussion about the capacity of the community to sign up to the human rights convention.  I was still on the 
court when that opinion was being worked on. I think I signed it but it may have been signed just after I was 
gone.  But it was quite clear that the structure of the community as it then was did not allow the community to 
sign up to a treaty of that kind without the treaty of Rome being amended.  That meant that, in effect, you had 
to have a change in the existing constitution.  It may well be now that things are different, and indeed to my 
surprise, the convention has proposed that the European Union should accede to the convention of Human 
Rights.  One time people were for it, then they were against it, then they were for it, then they were against 
it. I think when you are in that stage of dither; you really have to work out what is going to be done for people 
by acceding. I didn’t think there was very much to be done. Trade unionists, workers in the community will be 
protected by the court.  Everybody else will be protected by his own national court.  Particularly now we have 
the human rights act, there is no reason why British judges shouldn’t fully protect the British people as do french 
judges and others.  I think you are right; there could be differences in interpretation in the scope of powers 
given depending on the nature of the treaty.  At the moment, I personally very much doubt it. 

The second question was how on earth do we reconcile the many differences which have gone into the 
convention?  And that is a very realistic and very real question.  I have already said the Inter-Governmental 
Committee will lead to some of the proposals being set aside by the state level.  I think the smaller states may 
well gang up together for the right sort of number of people for qualified majority voting.  They will certainly 
lobby the big states to vote against some of the things like the number of commissioners, with associate 
commissioners not having any vote. I think there will be a great dispute about the number of votes which are 
recorded in the parliament.  Spain did very well at these and may not do so well next time around.  There will 
be a big fight over that.  But the history of the community from the beginning has been one of all the states 
trying to chip in. We have been more “difficult” than all the other states in discussing things, at almost every 
stage of the community.  What is important is that others should follow us in recognising the rule of 
law.  Margaret Thatcher used to say ‘we are always the last to agree, but once we have been beaten on it and 
the decision taken, we are the best and the first to comply.’  She was absolutely right. We fought our corner 
and the minute it became the law, the United Kingdom had one of the best records for implementing community 
regulations and directives, as they were then called.  I used to feel very proud in my eleven years at the European 
Court to see the record of the UK.  I had no sense of failure in the fact that we had fought our corner and maybe 
hadn’t won in the end.  We have to do the same in the future.  I’m quite sure that there will be things in which 
we will agree with the small states.  There will be things in which we will agree with the French against the 
Germans, and the Germans against the French.  That’s all part of the debate and all part of the melting pot.  The 
only thing that troubles me is that we should not, in the United Kingdom, as long as we stay in the community, 
we should just say all this is a terrible mess and we should just keep out.  Either we all stay in and fight our 
corner, or if its practical, and I doubt whether it is practical, we get out.  I think we are in and we have to stay 
in, for the foreseeable future.  I see no point in being in there and whinging the whole time.  And just saying we 
can’t fight; we must damn well fight the things we don’t like.  It is the democratic process and the Rule of Law; 
if we lose, we just have to comply. 

The third thing, and again an extremely interesting question, is about democracy, and if there is any reference 
to democracy in the draft EU Constitution.  I think you do have to start with the preamble. The beginning of the 
preamble is that our constitution is called a democracy because power in the hands of not a minority, but of the 
greatest number.  The figures on majority voting.  The preamble begins drawing inspiration from the cultural, 
religions and human inheritance of Europe, which are always present in its heritage, and so on and so on and so 
forth.  Rule of Law, convinced that while remaining proud of their own national identities and history, people 
of Europe are determined to transcend ancient divisions and united evermore closely to form a common 
destiny.  That’s the preamble, and then you come on to important things, article one describes the unions 
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values, it is very short, I will read it.  ‘The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, liberty, 
democracy, equality, the rule of law, and respect for human rights.  These values are common to the member 
states in a society of pluralism, tolerance, justice, solidarity and non-discrimination.  I think people are very 
conscious of the importance of democracy throughout the whole community.  It is our job in the United Kingdom 
to make sure they remember that.  

Dirk Van Heck, Head of Research, European Foundation 

Lord Slynn, you stressed the importance in delimiting competencies in the constitution between the European 
Union and the member states.  The article on shared competencies states that all of the competencies which 
are arrogated to the union, by its own acts, under the shared competencies - There is a list of shared 
competencies - says that, in those areas, which are listed, the union can take more power, and those left over 
will belong to the member states.  In light of the fact that the union will arrogate more power to itself, and over 
time, and the fact that it leaves the ECJ to discern the limitations in the areas in which the union has acted, 
isn’t this unconducive to legal certainty?  

Kimberlee Howard, Assistant to E-AG 

As noted earlier, the Draft EU constitution has been compared to the US constitution.  How will the states remain 
free from being absorbed into a European Super-state, while abiding by the new constitution?  Is one led to 
believe that the tendency of the future legal interpretations will lend itself to a more American model?  

Mr Darius Furmanovicious, Member of E-AG 

To what extent do you think the European constitution defines the European Union as a security organisation?  To 
what extent do you think it implies that it will become a European Super-state? 

Ms Kathleen Wilson, Member of E-AG, Former Delegate to Council of Europe 

I’m not a lawyer, but I did represent an NGO at the Council of Europe.  Lord Slynn has stressed the importance 
of the Rule of Law.  He had mentioned the proposed charter of human rights and the expectation that the EU 
will sign up to the convention.  While in Strasbourg, I was interested in the reform in the court of Strasbourg.  It 
was insufficiently resourced, and therefore there were unacceptable delays. I hear that this too is the case at 
Luxemburg? Are there practical provisions to increase the resources of the courts of Europe? 

Mr Radomir Kosic Charge d Affaires of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

My Lord, how do you see European Atlantic relations in terms of a European Super state? 

Lord Slynn of Hadley 

Fascinating questions.  I may not have written everything down and alas time is too pressing to answer in 
sufficient detail. 

Your question about the ability of the community or the obligation of the community to deal only with the things 
that ought to be dealt with at the centre: there is no doubt; it seems to me, that in the draft convention it does 
specify the things in which the community shall have sole competence.  I think that’s very important, 
competition laws and all the other things that are there.   The most important paragraph is the provision, which 
I read out; that anything which isn’t delegated to the community, to the union institution, shall remain with the 
member states.  This was not a decision of the Union, this was not a decision of the courts, this was a decision 
of the member states.  It seems to me that it is very important that if the treaty is going to be amended in this 
respect, it has to be done by the states themselves.  Therefore if the states want to give certain other aspects 
of sovereignty to the union, they may do so, but only they may do so.  And I think, I’ve experienced that, the 
court will be very, very slow to find that the community had been given, by the state, powers which were not 
very clearly spelled out in the treaty.  I think that its just, as I understand it, like the case in the United States 
constitution, anything that is not part of the federal government remains with the state.  And that’s what I said 
at the beginning, the fact that something is said to be a federation doesn’t kill you forever.  It depends what 
powers you see in it, and what powers you don’t see in it.  So, I don’t share your doubt, you may prove to be 
right, I won’t be there to see it as it won’t happen for a long time.  I think that I shall be very surprised if there 
is this arrogation of authority.  
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The super state: I don’t read the Giscard D’Estaing draft as intending to create a super state.  In my lecture I 
didn’t go into this in detail but there are many examples of provisions in the convention draft which recognise 
the importance of national states, which recognise the importance of leaving with the nation states, the various 
powers.  We have to hold on to that in the IGC but I think that most countries in the community really would 
want to hold on to their national heritage, their national powers, very much in a way that we do.  One or two 
big states don’t want that.  Don’t assume that the French are going to give everything away merely because the 
rest of the community wants to take it away. 

Questions of security and foreign policy are obviously very important.  I’m not afraid of the creation of a foreign 
minister or foreign ministry for two reasons.  One is that I think the various member states will insist on 
maintaining a considerable control over the foreign policy of the union.  They will keep much of their own foreign 
policy.  We cannot go on repeating the behaviour that happened in Kosovo; we cannot go on tolerating the sort 
of behaviour that happened over Iraq.  Not to say whether the war is right or wrong, which has nothing to do 
with it.  We cannot have member states behaving in one way and criticising the decision in a way, that, if I may 
say so, I think Chirac did.  I am a very strong Francophile but I really do believe that as head of state and member 
of the European community, to behave in the way Chirac did was totally wrong.  So the insistence in the new 
draft about the importance of pulling together is very important. We should insist on that.  

The European court has got a huge number of cases and of course they will increase with the ten extra 
states.  What I think is critical is that the European court should not try to sit as 25, except on major 
constitutional issues like the one you raised over there about the arrogation of power to the community.  It 
should sit in groups of five or seven, or whatever it is that it is going to be.  What is important is we should 
transfer as much jurisdiction as possible to the court of first instance. That is now 25 members.  There is no 
reason why it shouldn’t have 50 members.  They will never sit together.  It was not intended that they should 
sit together.  They will sit in chambers of three or five.  We should sweep as much as we can into the court of 
first instance, with chambers of three or five getting through the cases more quickly than they can at the 
moment.  There would the right to appeal but I think this is the solution - to have more courts at the level of 
first instance, and then to have a system of appeal. 

The American lady, I didn’t answer her question, I owe her a drink afterwards…  

Baroness Hooper CMG, Chairman E-AG 

I think you did indirectly.  Thank you very much.  I do recognise that there were other people who wished to 
raise questions but unfortunately time doesn’t allow.  I think that in itself is a tribute not only to our speaker, 
but the topic, which he has discussed with us.  At any event, this is the moment at which I am going to call upon 
our President, the President of the European-Atlantic Group, who as I have already said is my distinguished and 
exemplary predecessor as Chairman, but now as President, the successor of our much beloved Lord Limerick.  

Sir Michael Burton, KCVO, CMG, President of E-AG, Formerly H.M. Ambassador to the Czech Republic 

We have had a very learned discussion.  I’m supposed to be from the rive droit which means that I am not 
approaching this from a legal point of view.  Anyway, I’m not a lawyer and this faces me with a slight 
disadvantage.  For example, I listened with great care between the distinction between constitution and a 
constitutional treaty and I have to confess I don’t fully understand it.  John Gouriet over there on the left hand 
side, he and I defended the boundaries of the empire together forty years ago in the Persian Gulf and therefore 
we have a certain amount in common.  But we don’t exactly approach this question from the same angle.  He 
treated the draft European convention and the draft European constitution as if it was the end of civilisation 
and approached it with horror.  I approach it with horror for a different reason and that is that it is very difficult 
for most normal people to get their heads around it.  (laughter)  Where does one start?  I think where we should 
start is in trying to distinguish the real issues from the synthetic issues.  There are a number of very real issues 
out there.  For example, the workability of the new enlarged Union.  How does it work?  Can it work?  And in 
this box comes the question of the extension of qualified majority voting and the size of the commission and so 
on.  There is a whole range of problems there.  There is the question of the single voice.  Henry Kissinger’s 
famous question, ‘When you ring up Europe, who are you supposed to get on the other end of the line?’  That 
encapsulates a very real issue. There has been talk about a foreign minister.  There may not be a European 
foreign minister at the end of the day.  It is actually a question which is linked to the question of there being a 
permanent President of the council, the present position being that the council changes presidency every six 
months which can be chaotic and therefore there is a strong push including from this country for there to be a 
permanent President of the council.  If that is agreed, and it is not at all sure whether that will be agreed, we 
probably won’t need a foreign minister as well.  So there are a lot of very unclear issues out there.  And then 
there are the questions which Lord Slynn drew attention to, such as the question of the charter of human 
rights.  Those I think are very real issues.  Then there are the synthetic issues.  I have to say that I consider the 
extension of federalism and whether we are heading towards a European super state as synthetic issues.  We 
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are not going towards a European super state.  There is no way this country is going to be involved in a European 
super state.  Nor is France.  It is not going to happen.  We can stop worrying about it, we can sleep easy.  

So where are we now?  We are at the end of the drafting stage of the constitution, the draft has been handed 
over by Giscard D’Estaing and we now come to the real part which is the horse trading in the inter-governmental 
conference.  And do not forget that our government has laid down lines in the sand, beyond which it will not 
go.  There will not be the extension of qualified majority voting to issues of foreign and security policy. There 
will not be extensions of QMB to taxation or to immigration issues.  These are our government’s lines in the 
sand.  There again, I think we can rely and trust them.  Those things will not happen.  So, in this group, we are 
I think at the beginning of a discussion of this enormously important matter and we will have no doubt other 
meetings and other speakers who will also address them.  I think we have been enormously privileged and lucky 
to have Lord Slynn of Hadley to set us off along this road today.  Because he has broached all these issues with 
such authority and such reason and from his brilliant intellect but also from such a fund of common sense.  We 
are extremely glad that we have had him this evening to start us off on this long discussion.  Thank you very 
much Lord Slynn.  

Baroness Hooper, CMG, Chairman of E-AG 

Thank you.  If I may now wrap up proceedings by saying what I should have said at the onset, which is to 

extend a very warm welcome to all of the members of the European Atlantic Group and their guests.  To that I 

can add my thanks to you for all being such excellent dining companions and for raising such interesting and 

important questions and comments in the course of the discussion.  And in particular, I want to thank the two 

Sir Michael Burton’s.  The rive gauche for opening the discussion and the rive droite for closing the 

discussion.  I think it has been a splendid evening altogether. Thanks also must go to the special sponsors this 

evening, Janet and Peter Bolting.  We hope to see a lot more of you both at our meetings. Thank you very 

much.  Another part of the proceedings is the ceremony of the gift.  Lord Slynn is a vice President of the 

European-Atlantic Group but as a speaker, he comes in for the special gift, which is a tie.  Lord Slynn, you are 

now the holder of the tie of merit of the European-Atlantic Group.  With that goes our very warm thanks and 

gratitude for being here this evening.  Thank you all very much, and safe journeys home. 
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ADMIRAL SIR MARK STANHOPE KCB OBE:  Neville thank you much.  

 

I have three appointments, with NATO and Allied Command Transformation in my 

rear view mirror and the challenges of Commander and Chief Fleet ahead. There are 

however many connections with these two jobs. First is the ‘constant change’ agenda of our 

own armed forces, where the navy can profess to being the vanguard but also in my next 

appointment, a dual-hatted piece, where I will pick up a new role of Commander Allied 

Maritime Component Forces in Northwood.  
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Life as an allied officer makes you look at an alliance very differently than when 

representing your individual, national point of view. All the advantages of collective training: 

procurement, procedures, doctoring, tactics, planning etc… stare you in the face collectively 

as an alliance. You have invited me to address you whilst I’m still captured by this viewpoint 

which undoubtedly will wear off very quickly. 

 

Now, having served in NATO for the past three years as the Deputy Supreme Allied 

Commander Transformation, I want to explain to you what we have been trying to do - to 

transform, alter, change and adapt NATO - and what I think this means for NATO as an 

enduring alliance; an enduring transatlantic alliance.  

 

I came to this for a number of reasons.  What NATO, now 26 nations, is all about in 

its transformational journey affects all of us.  It is important to remember that NATO is an 

alliance, not a coalition of the willing, and there are profound differences between those two 

in terms of how long it endures and what it stands for.  I think you should be interested in this 

insider viewpoint seen from a truly international standpoint. I also believe that a real 

understanding of the challenges that NATO faces is a vital enabler for the future success of 

NATO’s transformational journey. The general population - the man on the top of the 

omnibus, as it were – as well as the decision-makers and member nations of NATO have to 

reach an appreciation of what we’re all about. We are trying to modernize ourselves. Unless 

there is understanding of what the advantages to an alliance membership are, then the 

future actually is, frankly, rather dark as regards the maintenance of a true, credible, 

interoperable force, working as a true alliance.  

 

Much of people’s understanding of what NATO is all about their perceptions - what 

they think they know about NATO - rather than what they actually do know about NATO.  It 

reminds me of the story of an occasion when a Foreign Secretary had probably drunk a little 

more than he should have done. The music struck up and across the room he espied this 

very glamorous person. He went over and said “Madam, will you dance?” This person said 

“No sir, for three reasons: The first is that you’re drunk, the second is that they’re playing the 

national anthem, and the third is that I’m the Bishop of London!” (Laughter) It’s all about 

perception - and you can get it wrong. To understand NATO business forms the first part of 

what I’m going to talk about today. 

 

 Let me start with some background. The reasons for NATO’s creation are very well 

understood by an audience like this and I don’t wish to cover that ground tonight. However, I 

do wish to underline what I’m going to say here relates to the tenets of the Washington treaty 

of 1949, a truly remarkable document. Nearly 60 years later, this document still underpins 

NATO’s existence. Remember (to paraphrase greatly) those three tenets were (1) keep the 

Americans in Europe, (2) keep the Russians out, and (3) keep the Europeans from fighting 

each other. Whilst the Russian piece may have moved on though in the light of current 

muscle flexing by Mr. Putin some questions remain, the other two parts remain fundamental 
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drivers of the transformation agenda. As we move forward in NATO we must always 

remember those two: keeping the Americans in Europe and indeed making sure that we, in 

Europe, remain friends and not enemies.  

 

Let me fast forward to modern history. Allied Command Transformation, ACT, was 

conceived at the Prague NATO summit in 2002. It was a sharp prod by the US for NATO to 

smarten up its act and to do more by way of sharing the military burden. Kosovo proved that 

few NATO nations were able to operate alongside the US. As an alliance, we were unable to 

deliver a truly unified force to deal with expected challenges of the future. Political decision 

making also needed significant surgery. A replacement for Allied Command Atlantic, ACT, 

was therefore born in Norfolk, Virginia, USA, just over four years ago.  

 

Allied command Atlantic was a maritime-based supreme headquarters constructed in 

1951 to be the centre of the naval operational focus so as to make sure that we could 

transport across the Atlantic the mission’s military, naval, air, land and marine forces that the 

USA would contribute to the war in Europe. It still was conducting maritime operational tasks 

in 2001 and 2002 but the actual thrust of its business was significantly finished. Therefore it 

felt an obvious step to remove that operational focus from a separate and single command 

and put it all into one operational command, which is now the Supreme Allied Command of 

Europe, Allied Command Operations in Mons, Belgium, and convert the headquarters that 

was the Supreme Allied Command Atlantic into Allied Command Transformation.  

 

This in some respects was a neat piece of NATO compromise but there are some 

good reasons why you put a transformational command in America. The first one is that 

without Allied Command Transformation there would be no NATO strategic flag flying on US 

soil. Where you have a nation that has little focus in its main population and indeed even its 

military, on NATO as an entity, it is important to have at least one NATO flag flying on its 

soil. Secondly, it placed Allied Command Transformation alongside joint forces command, 

which is a US headquarters, focused on the transformation in a joint army, air force, navy 

and marine sense on making changes and producing a transformational focus for US forces. 

Two commands came together.  Lance Smith - whose kind words about me have been 

quoted here tonight - the General was head of both of those organizations, ran both 

commands, and that synergy is very powerful for NATO.  

 

It is fair to say, though, four years later, it is still argued over as to whether having a 

transformational headquarters in the United States is a good thing and some in Europe 

strongly believe that would be better focused in Europe. They argue, and there is point to 

their argument, that it does, by being in the United States, give opportunities for US industry 

that can’t be matched by European industry and the support that is provided to 

headquarters, and also it gives a lot of influence to the United States, in terms of a 

transformation agenda, the change agenda, that NATO may wish to create. 
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This in turn is tied in with Rumsfeld and his view that transformation is all about high 

tech. solutions to current problems. I call this by another phrase: enlightened change. I will 

say why this is not just transformation of NATO and transformation of our forces. It is not just 

about having smarter technical solutions to solve our problems. It is also about much wider 

issues such as training, procedures, tactics and doctrines all of which can make us use of 

our forces more wisely than we have in the past.  

  

In 2002 at Prague, all the nations of NATO enthusiastically signed up for this 

transformational approach. Regrettably, they did not have a common understanding of what 

they were enthusiastic about.  I’ll come back to this.  

 

I want to make sure up front that I nail my colours to the mast. I am indeed a very 

strong supporter of the NATO alliance. You would expect me to say that after three years. I 

do strongly believe that it is very, very important for the United States, for Europe, and for 

the member nations that form the alliance.  NATO is a very different alliance now in 2007 

then it was in 1989. Just look at the enormous changes that have taken place since when its 

singular focus, in 1989, was the Soviet Bloc.  Now we have forces operating in Afghanistan, 

in Iraq; we send forces to Pakistan, and we even send forces to Africa. Our focus is entirely 

different than previously and indeed we have created some significant transformational 

change to the way we actually deliver business. So there has been enormous change 

already in what NATO has achieved. I also believe that NATO is fundamentally important to 

Europe, as stated, as a key enabler, but it is the only real defence and security package that 

can deliver force of scale to any crisis of the future. It is also very important to the health of 

transatlantic relationship, which of course is a significant focus. There are many issues at the 

moment associated with NATO and how it is moving forward but it is, as I indicated, the only 

true credible, international response force to deal with crisis management of any significant 

scale. It can and does do exceptional business on behalf of the broad international as well 

as member nations. 

  

Therefore, it is very important to have an organization focused on the alliance forces’ 

military development, looking at their common future requirements. The problem in having 

an organization like this is that, outside of crisis management, the nations of NATO cannot 

fully agree as to what NATO is really responsible for. When agreement is reached, and when 

there is no common consensus, who in NATO is responsible for taking forward some of 

those issues?  For example, we are looking at what future military requirements are in NATO 

but we can’t decide in NATO when that future actually starts. Is it now? Is it tomorrow? 

Affecting forces in Afghanistan? Or is it two years time? When do we allow the business of 

current development and forces to be nations’ responsibility or indeed the responsibility of 

operational command? This is not simple semantics. It is all about who actually delivers the 

products, who is actually is responsible for delivering solutions, and there is still a debate in 

NATO about where it actually sits.  
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Equally challenging in what we do for the 26 nations is what actually do we agree 

upon in terms of what the future looks like? What are national responsibilities and what are 

NATO responsibilities? We at Allied Transformation have done much work in terms of trying 

to package what we think, collectively, 26 nations all believe the future might look like in 20 

years time. It is a virtually impossible task, in an alliance, to reach a consensus and get 

everyone to agree to exactly what they’re signing up for. A consequence is that ACT really 

has yet to establish its place in the NATO machine. It’s still, if you like, an ongoing 

experiment that has never really been given a clearly defining mission. The nations are 

certainly not prepared to allow Allied Command Transformation to determine future needs of 

the alliance itself even though after four years it is really starting to understand and place its 

efforts in areas which are going to make a difference. Let me be more specific.  

 

The military requirements to modernize our forces hinge around three fundamental 

issues: inter-operability, deployability and sustainability. What I mean by that is that, before 

1989, when the forces of NATO were lined up against a singular threat of the Soviet Union 

along borders, each of the forces on land was allocated a particular section: the Brits would 

be alongside Americans alongside the Belgians alongside the French alongside the Italians 

all along a border; each nation, individually was responsible for holding that particular piece 

of that border. That didn’t drive a great deal of inter-operability between the individual forces. 

That meant that the national forces themselves, had to be trained ready to fight in that area, 

but it was only on the boundaries, between those forces that you had to have some 

exchange of information, some exchange of tactics to make sure that the seam was tight. 

The Soviets knew that and were going to attack straight down those borders because inter-

operability was a weakness of the NATO structure. We can’t have that sort of structure when 

the same forces are operating in the same battle space in Afghanistan, and where you have 

Canadian, British, Dutch and US forces fighting along side each other. You’ve got to be fully 

interoperable. This is now something we have to concentrate on.  

 

Few of the nations of NATO were deployable. They had their forces defending their 

own national borders, or the borders of Northern Germany, but they couldn’t deploy any 

further than that. Now the British forces and the French forces and the American forces did 

have a history of deployability but we are in the minority. If you are going to deploy forces for 

Afghanistan or elsewhere than you’ve got to make sure that you can deploy them, NATO 

wasn’t ready for that. If you’re going to deploy them at such a range, you’ve got to sustain 

them. You’ve got to keep them there. You’ve got to feed them and you’ve got to supply them 

with bullets. That sustainability piece wasn’t part of the construct of many, indeed the 

majority, of NATO forces. If we are talking about a NATO in the future that can do business 

outside of the confines of the NATO borders then it has got to have those three capabilities. 

Very few nations have those capabilities. Therefore we are trying to drive the modernisation 

of NATO along those lines. Given that understanding of what we are trying to do, the 

challenge we face is in the scope of the transformational requirements of each nation - in 

simple terms, the differing demands of each nation, and the breadth and the depth of this 

need.  
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The breadth of the transformational requirement; we have the United States at one 

end, pretty deployable, interoperable maybe, sustainable certainly, but high-tech and moving 

down the line where it has the money to spend on developing forces to make the very best 

use of what technology has got to offer. At the other end of the spectrum are nations which 

are still trying to convert themselves from being Soviet based structures to Western based 

structures, from nations who are trying to reorganise their command of control to be able to 

deal - in a national sense - in a joint context, with a army navy air force working together, 

and then to take that burden and make them combine so they can act in an interoperable 

sense to other nations.  This is very challenging, indeed this breadth of requirement is 

massive. You can put the Brits somewhere probably at the left end but somewhere behind 

the Americans.  

 

All those nations require something slightly different from Allied Command 

Transformation in terms of what we’re trying to do.  

 

Then the depth of transformation: should we be dealing with transformation changes, 

modernisation requirements, new tactics, procedures, equipment, for NATO’s requirements 

in Afghanistan, in the immediate term? They need them. Or should we be looking further 

down the road and making sure that the equipment that nations are building and providing 

will ultimately be part of the NATO infrastructure. Are they right?  They take years to build 

and we should make sure that they’re building things that not only they nationally require but 

that the alliance requires, and concentrating on areas of shortages. So they are very 

different challenges. We have this breadth and depth requirement which makes our job quite 

challenging.  

 

We try to be ‘customer focused’ in Allied Command Transformation.  We did try to 

concentrate on what we thought were our customers. And that initially we thought was going 

to be under the aegis (sic) of the Operational Commander but very swiftly - about 18 months 

into my time there - we saw it was nations that were by far the more important customer, and 

we swung our focus more toward concentrating on them. 

 

I would like to mention one other challenge or problem associated with the 

transformational piece. There’s the problem that the Transformational philosophy is banded 

around in both a political and military sense and treated separately, that we will transform the 

military and then we’ll have a go at transforming the political piece of NATO. I think that there 

should be no separation between the focus of transformation within NATO and regrettably 

this is not the case. Both are needed for the process of modernisation to be successful. 

NATO headquarters needs structural and procedural changes to bring it up to speed with the 

demands of the modern requirements of NATO. It is hard to do this. I’ll come back to that at 

the end. 
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NATO needs to be able to deal with the military, and other leaders of power, that are 

required for success. 

 

Change of course, and that’s what transformation, is really all about, is very 

unpopular. Somebody told me the other day that the only individual that likes change is a 

wet baby (laughter) and that struck a chord with me because I’ve felt often in this job that I’ve 

been dealing with a lot of such types but …they didn’t seem to be responding to my change. 

 

Key to this change agenda, and key to a transformational drive, is that you have to 

have a champion. You have to have somebody that pushes and stands up and deals with 

this as a 24/7 requirement. You can’t have a change agenda be the bottom part of your end-

tray as something you’ll deal with when you get around to it, and that is the piece that Allied 

Command Transformation has brought to NATO. 

  

Forgive my referring here to notes. That reminds me of a story about two retired 

Admirals who were out on a Sunday afternoon, driving with their wives. They were sitting in 

the front of the car and the wives were sitting in the back of the car and the driver turned 

around to his colleague and said, “Jim I was out last night and I had the very best meal I’ve 

ever had at a restaurant.” He said, “The menu was superb, the wine was particularly special, 

the venue was top notch and the waitresses were particularly attractive.” His colleague said, 

“What was the name of the restaurant?” He said, “What’s the name of those flowers that 

grow in an English country garden?” His colleague replied ”Er, they’re forget-me-nots.” He 

said, “No, no, the long green stems, with barbs on them. They’ve many colours but red and 

white are the common colours.” He said, “Rose!” The response was “Rose, of course, Rose.” 

He turned to the back of the car and said,” Rose what was the name of that restaurant we 

went to the other night?” (Much laughter). 

 

To return to this transformational business:  how do we try to achieve this in NATO? I 

harp back to those fundamental requirements: inter-operability, sustainability and 

deployability. Now, the NATO response force has 25,000 military personnel. It is a joint 

army, navy and air force that is in waiting to act in five to thirty days notice, to react 

anywhere in the world at the North Atlantic council’s behest which was set up also at the 

Prague conference. This was not only going to be a readily available force for NATO to use 

in crisis management but was also going to be a vehicle for trying to drive this 

transformational, this modernisation approach, into our armed forces. Now the concept was 

very good and indeed like so much in NATO, the idea that struck everybody as an excellent 

way of getting ready forces and a driving structural change. Unfortunately the mechanisms 

hit political reality very quickly. It is an issue that is still plaguing NATO in terms of how it can 

deliver the particular force. How often should each nation be in the frame to deliver these 

forces? How often should it be lined up to be part of the force? What is fair and equal in 
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terms of its profile? Who pays for these forces being delivered? If NATO decides to send 

these forces and you are the unlucky or lucky nation that is in the frame, then you as a 

nation have to pay, whilst the other nations who aren’t in the frame can say “Yes we will 

send the forces”. Its a political issue. How can you make up this force of 25,000, and make 

sure that 25 nations are all involved with equal contributions scaled to their particular country 

size? It is very difficult. It brings into focus the question of how multinational can you make a 

force and how effective can that force be when you make it very multi-national.  

 

Some nations like the idea of putting forces into the NATO response force because 

they can be used in crisis. Others like the idea of putting the forces into the NATO response 

force but don’t want to see it used. If it is used then they have to pay for it being used. We 

have a sort of “use it or lose it” brigade, and we in the UK are one, and those that are “use it 

but don’t use it” approach, of which other nations can be noted as being particular 

advocates. The filling of the forces therefore, numbers that go into it, is a constant challenge; 

and the funding is a constant challenge. But, and let me put a positive note here, it has 

significantly changed some of the aspects of the military forces that are going into it. It has 

raised the readiness of forces in many of the nations, forces that were not ready at five to 

thirty days notice. Most of the nations of NATO are now lined up in the frame for that sort of 

notice. The communications, the command and control piece of the jig-saw, making sure 

they can communicate and liaise with other nations, has grown enormously.  

 

The training of the forces is very much better than it used to be. We at Allied 

Command Transformation are responsible for this training piece. The Joint Warfare Centre, 

which is based in Stavanger (sic) in Norway, which is one of the things I was responsible for, 

is all about training the forces to deliver them to these operations. All of the forces that go 

into Afghanistan, NATO forces, are trained in this entity. So training is just as much a part of 

what transformation is all about as opposed to the high-tech piece.  

 

We should not forget that enduring operations are part of the transformational 

agenda as well; not just those forces standing by are to be used but forces that are actually 

being used .Exercise Steadfast Jaguar was the exercise where we actually deployed an 

NRF to see that it was ready and on the basis of that exercise we declared it as now ready 

for NATO use. That was last year, an exercise that took place in the Cape Verdean islands. 

But there are other operations that also contribute. Operation Active Endeavour which is the 

operation in the Mediterranean, a naval operation conducted on a 24 hours a day seven 

days a week basis, which is there to police the Western and Eastern Mediterranean 

(principally the Eastern) for weapons of mass destruction transportation, and other areas. It 

is an ongoing mission. That has radically changed the way NATO does business, and has 

helped transform it. Indeed the Russians and the Ukrainians are now part of that operation 

and whilst the flexing of President Putin’s muscles may well have changed some of the 

politics of NATO toward Russia, the Russians are still part of that enduring operation which 

is very important. So in one sense that operation has transformed NATO.  
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Kosovo is a working environment where we can do much work to try and get NATO 

to think more clearly and radically about some of the issues. It is a bit of an experimentation 

playground where we can look to see how we can do joint intelligence better and do joint 

logistics better. So we use Kosovo and Iraq, which is of course ‘that operation we don’t talk 

about much’ in NATO but we are there and NATO is part of the training piece of Iraqi armed 

forces and continues to this day doing so.  

 

But Afghanistan changed everything for NATO.  Afghanistan is NATO’s number one 

priority. It really is a transformational theatre. It is where we are looking to do business better 

everyday to make sure that we can deal with the threats that are Afghanistan. If it goes 

wrong, regardless of whose fault it is, I fear NATO will get the blame. But it is indeed an 

international community that is out there. There are 36 nations, NATO has 26 of them, 

involved in trying to resolve Afghanistan. I think it is important to recognise the challenges 

that NATO faces in terms of Afghanistan.  

 

Something that isn’t well appreciated is that NATO went into Bosnia; NATO went into 

Kosovo and NATO went into Pakistan, although that’s a humanitarian piece, on a downward 

slope in terms of crisis. It went in at the top of the crisis and helped secure a resolution to the 

crisis. It has stayed in places like Kosovo, policing. In Afghanistan the slope has gone the 

other way. NATO went into Afghanistan as part of the peace and security forces to maintain 

the peace environment in Afghanistan, to maintain security in Afghanistan, and has found 

itself in a situation where the crisis has escalated, so nations have found themselves having 

NATO context, to make decisions based on a baseline that they didn’t go into in the first 

place. This is challenging and all of the issues associated with nations involved in 

Afghanistan stem, I believe, from this different crisis curve of involvement.  

 

I visited Afghanistan some four or five months ago and I believe, and it’s a personal 

belief, that we can win, absolutely win. But only if we get the politics right and that is a 

complete different matter to making sure we can maintain the security.  The solution in 

Afghanistan has to be a comprehensive one, so although the military plays its part, it is this 

comprehensive approach that is required and that nations need to sign up to and to 

resource. The Bonn Accord of 2001 recognised this, but it has in fact, in my personal 

opinion, failed to appreciate the scale and the coordination challenge of actually delivering a 

comprehensive approach.  

 

What do I mean about this comprehensive approach? It’s something indeed that 

Allied Command Transformation has been a vehicle of pushing forward in NATO and in fact 

our success has been to fight a military argument from what we wanted ‘from the bottom’, 

and then get the politics to join it from the top, and have a sensible debate. What I mean 

about comprehensive approach is that, in Afghanistan, all the military can do is secure or 

help secure an environment upon which the other leaders of national state building can 

come to play. The economic leader, the civilian support leader, the political leader all must 
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be part of the solution Creating police forces, creating banking systems, creating an industry 

base, creating sound government, creating a legal structure, the eradication of drugs, all of 

these things are part of the solution in Afghanistan. A group like the European-Atlantic 

Group, I’m sure fully understands that. But you have to coordinate all of that activity to make 

sure the bit NATO is responsible for, which is simply the military and security piece, is 

coordinated with these other levers so as to make sure that each is working in unison with 

the other. It is very difficult to get that coordination right and there has to be someone 

coordinating all those activities.  

 

NATO is a military alliance, a political-military alliance. There are nations in NATO 

that don’t want it to be anything more than that. If you make it bigger than that there’s a sort 

of super-national piece that people think might come along and they worry about it. Some in 

Europe, quite frankly, are not happy with. the American approach. So coordination is what 

we talk about and frankly that needs to be done. But to get the structures right to do that is 

very difficult and we have moved forward in terms of work being done on. 

  

Let me just pick up a few points on Afghanistan, other issues I spoke about. The 

difficulties nations have in being in Afghanistan, the caveats placed on their forces, where 

the commander in Afghanistan has all these forces but can only use them under certain 

rules and regulations - written rules of engagement, if you will - are very difficult. I’m willing to 

expand on that if asked. Provisional reconstruction teams that are nationally led are 

independent entities all over Afghanistan and are principally responsible to their own 

governments and responsible for the development of that comprehensive approach piece in 

their local areas and regions. It is very difficult to get some standardised approach there.  

 

The way the military are trying to build the Afghan military is to put liaison officers into 

each of the Afghan forces, to put an American alongside an Afghan general to advise them 

on how to do things, and this has been a very successful construction in the past when the 

Americans have led this in Afghanistan. NATO is trying to take over this, what we call OMLT, 

or operational mentoring and liaison teams. We are finding it very difficult to get nations to 

sign up to deliver people to these conditions. 

  

Actually, the Afghan national army is developing very well indeed and is one of the 

great success stories in terms of numbers. What is a challenge to Afghanistan now is to 

build their police force to get a credible police force and much of the effort in Afghanistan 

now, military effort, is being swung from the military forces to try and help in terms of 

constructing viable police forces.  

 

I will mention here briefly one of the other enablers for transformation, which is 

research and technology. We would all agree that the equipment edge that we have today is 

a function of yesterday’s research and development. We are where we are, and we’ve got 
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what we’ve got, and are delivering to the front line in this country and in other countries in 

NATO up to date, modern pieces of equipment because we have remained ahead of the 

R&D curve and made use of what we did 20 years ago. I think we as a nation and NATO as 

a collection of nations, like minded nations indeed, are falling behind, principally as a 

consequence of lack of investment. We should worry about this a lot; I have worried about 

this a lot in a NATO context. It’s definitely this distant piece that Allied Command 

Transformation was responsible for.  

 

As an alliance our consensus approach has created a fob, I think, that has made it 

very difficult to determine what responsibility NATO has for research and development. The 

politics of national industrial prestige have blinded us to the intellectual and financial 

advantages of collective R&D and permitted the challenge of information sharing, both 

between nations and industry (i.e. technology transfer between individual countries) to, and I 

don’t use the word lightly, castrate NATO as a meaningful facilitator of R&D business to 

bring it all together, to coordinate the activities of 26 nations so we can collectively move 

forward. The economics of this makes evident sense. The advantages make evident sense. 

The politics is very, very difficult. It is indeed a key enabler to the way we’re going to be able 

to deliver business in the future and as I’ve said I’ve banged the drum on this a lot in the past 

and I haven’t got very far.  

 

NATO-EU relationships - you’ll wish me to say a few words about those - I’ll rush 

through because the time for this address is coming to an end.  I was concerned when I 

arrived at my post that NATO and the EU weren’t talking to each other. Three years later I 

can confirm that they’re not talking to each other. But, it’s not all gloomy. There are 

mechanisms that ensure that in capability development roads, we are running on parallel 

tracks. Now this is all done informally. This is done because nations of NATO, in fact 21 of 

the 26 nations of NATO are in the EU, and they are not going to allow NATO to go one way 

and EU to go another way in terms of developing particular equipment. The rationale of that 

ensures that there is parallel development. There is duplication, without question, and this 

should be a worry in terms of economics. But I can confirm that in terms of making sure 

we’re all going in the right direction, ensuring the same forces, and they’re all the same 

forces, are moving in the right direction, I can be positive about that - but for all the wrong 

reasons. 

 

To sum up: 

  

Returning to allied command transformation, I strongly believe that we have made a 

difference. Now, popularity is not a measure of our success and we’ve been pretty damn 

unpopular in the NATO context and indeed in the international context as we’ve invited 

nations to do things that they don’t really want to do. So popularity has not been a measure 

of our success although I do think we have actually made a difference. 
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 It is not universally felt and the jury is still out about what it is that we have 

contributed to NATO and how we’re going to cement ourselves better into NATO - but we 

have delivered in many areas. We haven’t delivered what I think nations anticipated four 

years ago. They thought that there was going to be a big bang and all was going to happen 

and suddenly Allied Command Transformation was going to take charge and everybody 

would drive down the right route. It was never going to happen.  In a 26 nation consensus 

alliance, these things don’t happen like that. It has however placed a focus on change, on 

transformation, that is important. This goes to my views of NATO as a whole. This enhanced 

focus that is necessary to stimulate change, which as I’ve said is unpopular, has been a 

benefit to NATO.  

 

Change in the political arena: if it is difficult militarily, it’s especially difficult in the 

political arena where consensus is the only way you can drive decisions forward. On a 

positive note, nations are all in agreement on the need for structural and procedural changes 

in NATO but, that said, agreement on the scale of the changes needed is something that 

may vary 26 times. Unfortunately, there are no mechanisms nor champion for the change 

within the old fashioned bureaucratic structures of NATO headquarters other than the 

secretary general himself  so I think it is time for nations to look seriously at a new 

mechanism to drive such structural procedural change. I’m not alone in this area; Secretary 

General Jaap de Hoop Scheffer will fully understand what I’m saying. It’s very difficult. It 

does need some determination to do it. 

 

It is usually politically expensive but my personal view is that to keep NATO relevant, 

we have to move down this particular route. The vehicle to do this may be the revision of this 

treaty concept, the lynch-pin for what NATO does. I won’t to go over that now but it should 

be up for debate. 

 

               NATO is important as a structure in being, like a fleet in being; it’s there to be used 

when the balloon goes up. But some would say that the balloon has already gone up and 

Afghanistan. The balloon is going up and yet, we don’t seem to have rallied the fleet round 

collectively together and focused ourselves singularly on that particular area. To go back to 

the Washington Treaty: it gives a clear simple raison d’être for NATO. We currently have 

many tasks to engage in: terrorism, weapons of mass destruction, failed states, all in which 

we are getting ourselves actively involved in. But these do not really distil into a truly 

collective and unified purpose for the alliance. It is not that bottom line of base rocks that we 

had out of the Washington Treaty.  Such a collective purpose would 

motivate the transformational agenda. It is important. I think to recognise that we need that 

purpose to get that motivation.  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_resistance_to_apartheid
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ENHANCING  EUROPEAN  SECURITY  THROUGH EUROPEAN 

DIPLOMACY 

by 

 Senator Frank Swaelen 

President of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly 

  

  

I have been so imprudent as to announce my talk about the activities of the OSCE parliamentarians 

as an exercise in parliamentary diplomacy. That is, of course, a misnomer. According to most 

constitutions, including that of my own country, international relations and treaty making are the 

exclusive preserve of Government. 
  
Ever since Montesquieu, we have learned to draw the line between the powers of the executive, 

the legislative and the judicial branches of state power. Governments negotiate and conclude 

agreements and treaties; parliaments control, discuss and ratify (or reject) these. 

  

There is another reason why parliament and diplomacy are two words which do not go together 

well. "A diplomat, Sir Henry Wotton said three hundred years ago, is an honest man sent abroad 

to lie for his country". Now, that is a definition which does not apply at all to parliamentarians. All 

of us know perfectly well that parliamentarians never lie. 

  

Yet, there is something to the notion of parliamentary diplomacy. As the world becomes a global 

village in which all nations - even the large ones - become interdependent, what happens in one 

country may have a profound impact on others. Governments, therefore, tend to seek more and 

more a solution to the problems at hand in a multilateral way. The alphabet soup of international 
Organisations is there to remind us. 

  

What is important, in the context of this discussion, is that many of these international organisations 

have a parliamentary branch, For a country like Belgium, that adds up to quite a few, We send 

delegations to the parliamentary assemblies of Benelux, NATO, the Western European Union, the 

Council of Europe, and OSCE. A case apart is the European Parliament because it is directly 

elected and has legislative and control functions increasingly similar to those of traditional 

parliaments. Another case apart is the Inter-Parliamentary Union. This is not only the oldest, still 

existing international organisation, but it is different in that it is not (or not yet) formally linked to 

a governmental counterpart. 
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IPU, of course, has always considered itself to be the United Nations of Parliaments and, as you 

know, it is seeking an association agreement with the UN which might turn it -- de facto -- into its 

parliamentary branch. 

  

This brief summary shows that parliaments, whether they like it or not, are bound to go 

international. Parliamentarians have to occupy themselves with matters of international trade, 

defence and security, not only in the traditional sense of controlling the policies of their 

governments, but also as independent players themselves, When a few weeks ago, the 

Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe voted massively in favour of Russian admission 

to the Council, this was basically a diplomatic act. Members had carefully weighed the arguments 

pro and contra Russian membership and eventually had come to the conclusion that for the overall 

relationship between Russia and the West -- and for the respect of human rights and the rule of law 

in Russia itself -- it was probably better to have Russia in, whatever the feelings about Chechnya 

might be. 

                       

By voting as they did, the members of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe did 

in fact tie the hands of their governments. While these have the final word in this matter it is hard 

to imagine that they will decide against the outspoken will of a large majority in the Assembly. 

  

Something similar happened earlier this year in the Belgian Parliament which adopted, almost 

unanimously, a resolution condemning French nuclear tests. When it came to a vote in the UN 

General Assembly, the Belgian Government could not but follow the line adopted by parliament. 

  

These examples show that both in an international and in a national setting, parliamentarians often 

cannot avoid to take a position on certain issues which goes beyond their task of controlling the 

Executive. By anticipating government action, to a large degree they condition or determine it and 

become -- de facto -- diplomatic actors themselves. 

  

Let me now turn to the OSCE. This institution is at the very heart of our common concern to 

maintain a close link between North America and Europe, taken as a whole. OSCE is' the only 

institution in which the US and Canada meet on an equal footing with all European countries, 

including Russia and the other countries of the CIS. Because of this equality in status, OSCE 

provides a unique form for dialogue and co-operation. We all need to support and strengthen it 

  

When talking about the role of the parliament assembly of the OSCE, one must bear in mind that 

its position vis-à-vis the government side -- as compared with the parliamentary assemblies of the 

Council of Europe and the Western European Union - differs on two counts. First, the OSCE 

Assembly is not an official part of the organisation but has to prove its usefulness and to earn its 

recognition by the quality of what it produces. The lack of official status entails a second big 

difference  there is no obligation for the government side to engage in a structured dialogue with 
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the assembly nor is it required to ask for a preliminary advice -- as is the case in the Council of 

Europe - for the admission of new members for example. 

  

The parliamentary assembly of the OSCE, it will be recalled, was created almost as an afterthought 
at the Paris Conference of 1990 when the CSCE adapted itself to the new conditions prevailing on 

the Continent. 

  

Until the end of the Cold War, the CSCE was not the organisation it now is but a conference - in 

reality, a diplomatic process which had acquired some form of continuity through its regular 

follow-up conferences. Once the Cold War was over, the Conference began a slow process of 

institutionalisation which was finalised at the Budapest Summit of December 1994 when it became 

officially the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe. 

  

The creation of the Assembly was but a foretaste to this institutionalisation and - in line with other 
international organisations - an expression of its democratisation. The Assembly was meant to 

bring security and co-operation concerns closer to the public while at the same time being a vehicle 

for airing the views of national parliaments and, ultimately, public opinion in the participating 

states. 
  
During the past four years the Assembly has acquitted itself of this double task. Both in preparation 

to the Annual July sessions and afterwards, debates have been held in national parliaments, 

generally focused on the themes that were touched upon in the final resolutions. 

  

OSCE governments can hardly be dissatisfied with the way national delegations to the 

Parliamentary Assembly have put OSCE concerns on the agenda of their parliaments and, in so 

doing brought them to the attention of the public at large. 

  

But these same governments may have found less reason for satisfaction when they carefully read 

the Assembly's final resolutions. Indeed, these resolutions very often reflect the impatience of the 

public with the slow and rather inefficient way the OSCE deals with conflicts and crises. Especially 

the Yugoslav crisis has been a revealing factor, coming, as it did, immediately after the Gulf War 

and the rather grandiose schemes of a new world order that were then being circulated. 

  

As it turned out, neither the CSCE - which had given itself a new lease of life in Paris - nor the 

European Union - which had extended its powers at Maastricht to the domain of foreign policy and 

security - were able to do anything to keep Yugoslavia from sliding into all-out, Civil War. 
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In the Assembly's 1993 Helsinki Declaration, to which as rapporteur for the Political Committee I 

have contributed in a modest way, attention was drawn to a number of structural deficiencies of 

the CSCE. The most important, the Assembly felt, was the decision-making process with its 

requirement of consensus which gives a veto power to any single participant. With a large majority, 
a proposal was adopted to do away with the consensus rule and to replace it with something more 

workable. 
  
A second, more controversial proposal was to add to the CSCE machinery a security committee 

responsible for all matters dealing with peace keeping and peace enforcement. Since the preceding 

ministerial council, in December 1992, had declared the CSCE to be a regional arrangement under 

Chapter VIII of the UN Charter, it was thought to be useful to streamline the OSCE institutions 

with those of the UN. Especially an institution like the Security Council -- which made the essential 

difference between the UN and the League of Nations -- should be introduced in the CSCE. But in 

order to preclude any supremacy of a group of states, it was proposed to rotate its membership on 
a yearly basis between two big powers, three medium powers and four small powers, in which no 

one would have a veto. 
  
While none of these proposals have been realised, it is nevertheless gratifying to see that 

governments have reacted to them, sometimes in a rather positive way. In the preparations leading 

up to the Budapest Summit of December 1994, for example, the German and Dutch Foreign 

Ministers Kinkel and Kooijmans had proposed to amplify the consensus-minus-one rule into a 

consensus-minus-two or even a consensus minus the concerned parties. Eventually, against the 

backdrop of deteriorating relations between Russia and the West and Yeltsin's talk about a "cold 
peace". Virtually nothing was achieved at Budapest, except, of course, the decision to enhance 

contacts and dialogue with the Parliamentary Assembly. One of the ideas that were shelved, was 

the Kinkel-Koojimans proposal but it seems to me that the idea may be taken up for discussion 

again in the next few years 

  

In everyday practice, however, the consensus rule is increasingly being bypassed. Everybody 

agrees that when it comes to norms and principles, the consensus rule should be maintained. We 

can hardly talk about a community of values if some of these values are being forced by a majority 

upon one or several unwilling members. But when it comes to operational requirements, the 

Chairman-in-office has the power to sense what a consensus might be without the need of trying 
to reach one. 

  

The Chairman-in-office has the freedom of choice with regard to the timing and especially the kind 

of consultations he may wish to have. In a first stage, he may wish to consult the official "troika" 

(i.e. the present, the former and the future chairman-in-office, always a western, a neutral and a 

former communist country). In a second stage he may consult the informal troika (i.e. the US, the 

European Union and Russia) and, finally, he may consult the countries directly involved in a 

conflict. 
  
With this practice, grown during the Italian and Hungarian presidencies, but also with de facto 
groups created for specific problems such as the Minsk group for Nagorno-Karabach or the Contact 

group for the former Yugoslavia, the OSCE is in fact working along the lines suggested in the 

Assembly's resolution of 1993. 
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It may not come to the formal creation of an OSCE body similar to the UN Security Council - 

indeed the Assembly itself said in its Vienna Declaration of 1994 that "under the present 

circumstances it is not necessary to reproduce UN structures in Europe". But with informal, ad hoc 

groups such as the Minsk group or the Contact group, the essential aim is reached, that is to say 
involving the countries that matter and giving them special responsibility for resolving a particular 

conflict. 

  

Besides the resolutions it adopts at the end of each yearly session, the Parliamentary Assembly has 

other means for trying to influence events and to weigh on the decision-makers. One of them is 

election monitoring. It is a field in which the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly has increasingly been 

taking the lead and in which it has established itself as the major player During the past two or 

three years, elections have been monitored in Russia, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, 

Croatia, Latvia, Armenia and Macedonia. The reports and conclusions that are published 

afterwards can be seen as important roadsigns for the progress these countries have made on their 
way towards parliamentary democracy. 

  

The expertise of the Parliamentary Assembly in the domain of elections is so great that the 

Assembly has been asked to assist the Provisional Election Commission in its task to prepare 

elections in Bosnia-Herzegovina. 

  

In agreement with Ambassador Frowick, Head of the OSCE mission to Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, Sir Peter Emery will organise and lead a Parliamentary Advisory Group which will 

include also representatives from the North Atlantic Assembly, the Parliamentary Assembly of the 
Council of Europe and the' Inter-Parliamentary Union. The first task of the Advisory Group will 

be', to examine the draft laws and regulations produced by the provisional Election Commission. 

A second task will be to co-ordinate parliamentary participation in the actual observation of 

elections. A third task could be - we're still looking into the possibilities - to co-ordinate 

parliamentary training programmes in which national parliaments could invite -  prior to the 

elections -  candidates for training and information on parliamentary and electoral practices. 
  
A third, and final way for OSCE parliamentarians to engage in international politics, is to be part 

of fact-finding or goodwill missions. Three such missions have been sent out during the past three 

years : two to Serbia and one to Turkey. 
  
The mission to Turkey took place in May of last year and was headed by Bundestag member Willy 

Wimmer. Its main objective was to discuss the situation of the Kurds as well as Turkish military 

operations in Kurdistan (both in Turkish Kurdistan and in Northern Iraq). The delegation met with 

a wide range of representatives from the Turkish parliament and government including the Speaker 

of Parliament and Prime Minister Tansu Ciller. 

  

The delegation did more than fact-finding. It also appealed to Turkish authorities on behalf of seven 

imprisoned parliamentarians from the Democratic Party These MP's were convicted in 1994 on 

charges relating to their speeches, writings or alleged co-operation with PKK (the forbidden 
Kurdish Party) and sentenced up to 15 years in prison. The delegation expressed to the 
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Government, but also on national television, the resolve of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly that 

these parliamentarians should be freed. Finally, the delegation used the opportunity to discuss and 

gain information on legislative initiatives that would bring Turkish labour and electoral laws in 

line with international standards. 

  

In response to similar concerns about the Albanian and other minorities in the Republic of Serbia, 

the Parliamentary Assembly of the 0SCE has sent two parliamentary missions to that country, one 

in 1993, led by Mrs. Björregaard and a second in 1994, led by me. 

  

On both occasions, it was noticed that there were serious grounds for concern about human rights 

abuses in Kosovo, Sandjak and Vojvodina and that it was important for the 0SCE to be present on 

the spot. Such presence was felt to be necessary both for preventing the conflict in Croatia and 

Bosnia-Herzegovina to spill over into other areas and for preventing latent tension in Kosovo to 

escalate into open conflict. 
  
Serb leadership consider the possibility of allowing OSCE parliamentary missions, with a 

permanent antenna in Pristina, in return for low-key Yugoslav participation in borne activities of 

the OSCE Assembly ? What I had in mind was the creation of an ad hoc committee on Yugoslav 

affairs, whose meetings Yugoslav parliamentarians would be invited to attend. 
  
Bozovic found it a good idea but clearly did not have the power to formally accept it. He invited 

me for a return visit to Belgrade a few weeks later, apparently on the understanding that the real 

boss, Mr Milosevic, would be the one to conclude such a deal. As it turned out, Mr. Bozovic proved 
unable, and Mr Milosevic unwilling to deliver so that I came back empty-handed from Belgrade. 

  

As a member of an international parliamentary assembly, I never came closer to what could be 

called parliamentary diplomacy. I still won't call it diplomacy because Parliaments are not meant 

and were not initially made for conducting foreign policy. Montequieu's separation of powers is 

still a sound principle. And there is no worse system than le "gouvernement d'assemblée" as it 

existed during the French Fourth Republic 

  

On the other hand, foreign policy - like other aspects of government - has become more and more 

democratised. Public opinion, the electorate, the NGO’s, the media and not in the least Parliament 
itself have a growing impact on foreign policy. Parliament certainly has a direct influence on 

government’s decisions before they are made. Governments have to take into account their 

Parliaments' Opinion before they decide how far they can go in international negotiations. 

  

That is why the activities of parliamentarians in international bodies such as the OSCE are not only 

useful but, from a democratic point of view; necessary. Without active parliamentary involvement 

in international affairs, no national parliament, let alone an international parliamentary assembly, 

can any longer fulfill its tasks. But if this international activity wants to be credible, it should be 

complementary, never contradictory to official diplomacy. 
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From an address in a Committee Room of the House of Commons to the European-Atlantic Group 

on February 26th 1996. 
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Speech by 

H.E. Mr David Tatham, CMG 

Governor of the Falkland Islands 

 

On:  THE FALKLANDS TODAY AND TOMORROW 

 

Delivered to the European-Atlantic Group on July 31st 1994 
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Speech by 

The Rt. Hon. Lord Thomson of Monifieth, Kt 

Former Chairman of the Independent Broadcasting Authority 

 

On: THE FUTURE OF TELEVISION 

 

Delivered to the European-Atlantic Group on June 12th 1989 
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Speeches by 

Derek Tonkin, CMG 

Former H. M. Ambassador to Thailand and Vietnam 

Chairman, Network Myanmar 

And 

Bo Aung Din 

Chairman, Parliamentary Democracy Party of Burma 

And 

Stephen Thomas 

Parliamentary Democracy Party (Burma) 

In Association with 

Clemens Nathan ,  Chairman, Clemens Nathan Research Centre 

And 

Michael Rackower,  Representative, CCJO RenéCassin 

On: 'MYANMAR OR BURMA: CAN THE WEST HELP?' 

Delivered to the European-Atlantic Group1 and the Clemens Nathan Research Centre  

on 20th October 2008 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

FOLLOWED BY 

Speeches and Comments from 

Clemens Nathan 

Saul Zadka (Director International Forum) 

And Bo Aung Din 

 

On:  FROM THE JUNGLE TO LONDON 

Delivered to the International Forum and the European-Atlantic Group on 14th June 2012  

 
1 E-AG Guest List of 2008 is at the end  
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Speeches at THE INTERNATIONAL FORUM IN HAMPSTEAD 

 

FROM THE JUNGLE TO LONDON! 

 

At: Fellowship House, 136 Willfield Way, London NW11 6YD  

On: 14June 2012 19.30 

 

 

Speakers: 1. Clemens Nathan   

  2. Saul Zadka (Director International Forum) 

                             3. Bo Aung Din (Chairman of the Parliamentary Democracy Party) 

                             4. Justin Glass (Moderator) 

 

  

Clemens Nathan:   I was privileged to invite Bo Aung Din to lunch at The Athenaeum three years ago 

with a few of his colleagues to discuss the possibility of helping to get better conditions in Burma.  We 

had a long, sincere conversation about a subject I know very little about albeit I have always been 

fascinated by the incredible history of this small but important country with its recorded history from 

200 B.C. when the Pyu city states were there through to the different Mon kingdoms.  The Mongol 

invasions of 1277 to the upper Burma period of different warring states and the Myinsfing Pinya 

(1313), Sagaing (1364), Ava and Prome through to the Toungoo Empire in 1510 right through to the 

different periods until the Anglo-Burmese wars of 1825-1885 ending in the British colonial period in 

1948.  We should not forget the nationalist movements from 1900-1948 followed by the tragic 

Japanese occupation in 1942-1945.  The real State of Burma began in 1943 with the union of Burma 

into a Socialist Republic and then the union of Myanmar until 2010.  The Republic of the Union of 

Myanmar as it is today is from 2010.  Its history through these complex different eras is remarkable.  
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Even before the periods I mentioned, archaeological excavations existed in close proximity to the 

Irrawaddy River, dating back 13000 years!    

 

The skills of the people in the early ages were already quite remarkable.  Trade with China it is believed 

goes back to 500 B.C. Today the political position of the Government is extremely difficult in that it 

has China on the one side, anxious to have a port onto the Bay of Bengal and India, on the other side, 

with its wish for the oil and other mineral resources of Myanmar.   The Generals in their own way have 

tried to keep the diverse country unified.  Their lack of freedom for the individual is very well-known.  

When I was at the UN several times in 2010 and 2011, no-one had heard of Bo Aung Din and I became 

slightly frustrated that the work which we had done in London would have been of no avail but this 

was not true. Our first meeting was in the largest Committee Room of the House of Commons to which 

many members of the All Party Human Rights Group came, together with many other organisations 

like the Burma Campaign, the South East Asia Information Centre and the International Development 

Section of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office.  The Committee Room was packed.  We followed this 

with a major Dinner where several important people made an address. People cared and did 

something about it. Later, I asked some of the UN officials in New York what they thought about the 

views Bo Aung Din.   They felt that the elections which were about to take place at that time, although 

they would be rigged, would be a good sign that at least something was being done to improve 

conditions at last.    

 

Later, the release of Aung San Suu Kyi was a good sign.  She was, and is, a popular figure following 7 

years of incarceration in her home.  People went to listen to her lifting up one hand to cheer her and 

the other holding their recorders to record every word she spoke.  I am not in a position to judge but 

her popularity and her acceptance as a leader outside Myanmar is well-known to most of us. It must, 
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however, be remembered that the  Freedom Film Festival was much more liberal than one could have 

imagined.  Aung San Suu Kyi chaired the Festival.  Films were not submitted to the Censorship Board 

in advance and films on sensitive topics such as censorship processes and life in prison were shown 

openly.   This was an improvement.      

 

Much of the reporting from there to the UN came through Tomas Ogea Quintana who was allowed to 

visit the country since our meeting.  Our Foreign Secretary William Hague’s visit was important, as was 

that of Kofi Annan, but what they can do is limited.  I do not wish to dwell on what has been done 

which is relatively small according to what information I have received but things in other areas are 

still very unsatisfactory.   

 

Prison conditions, civilians in conflict areas, forced labour and freedom of association, accountability 

for human  rights abuses, the right and freedom of ethnic minorities, media support and freedom for 

democratic reform including support for political parties and civil society do not exist.     The President 

of Myanmar, Thein Sein, promised William Hague that he would release all political prisoners and hold 

fair Elections for national reconciliation.  It’s true that in January last year a significant number of 

political prisoners including 88 activists and ethnic leaders were released although still a great number 

of political prisoners remain imprisoned.   All political and news journals are still submitted for advance 

censorship.   Direct criticism of the Government and references to historical events are heavily 

censored.    

 

Activists working in Rachin State to raise awareness of the Kyauk Phyu Port project have continued to 

be harassed by the authorities and have been prevented from speaking freely on this matter.  A 
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protest in downtown Rangoon against land confiscations was broken up by Police.  Several leaders 

were detained for questioning.     

 

Although prison conditions for political prisoners have slightly improved they are far away from 

international standards including the harsh interrogation techniques, solitary confinement, prisoners 

held in cells intended for military dogs and overcrowding.  The prisoners are deliberately held miles 

away from their families.   The International Red Cross (ICRC) has been denied access to detainees in 

prison.  They were allowed into three prisons for technical assessments of water sanitation systems 

but were forbidden to meet prisoners.   Judges and other officials often have limited knowledge of the 

Law and corruption remains a major problem.  Many criminal cases are held behind closed doors.   

Arbitrary revocation of lawyers’ licences continues.   

 

In March 2011, the Burmese Army moved into areas of Shan State held by ethnic armed forces.  Seven 

villages were razed to the ground and civilians indiscrimately targeted.  It is estimated that 30,000 

people had to flee from their homes.   

 

In Kachin State, a 17-year ceasefire was broken in June last year.   Human Rights abuses targeting 

civilians were reported, including torture, rape and unverified reports of murder.  The Kachin 

Independence Army was also used, using forced labour and child soldiers.  Landmines laid by both 

sides remain a serious issue.  At the end of last year hostilities continued and nearly 50,000 people 

had been internally displaced from Kachin State.   
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The Karin National Union in Eastern Burma had clashed with the military.   Refugees continued to flow 

and many have moved into Thailand. 

 

The 2008 Constitution and Election Laws enacted in 2010 forbid the abuse of religion for political 

purposes and forbid members of religious orders from running for public office, from voting and 

joining political parties.   In November, attacks by the military on Christian Churches and restrictions 

placed on religious gatherings in Kachin State took place.   The former Archbishop of Canterbury, Lord 

Carey, met with Burmese Ministers of Religious Affairs.  Women’s Rights were being examined by the 

Government to try to improve them.  What about the future for the Monks? 

 

In the Universal Periodic Review at the UN at CERD the Myanmar Government was urged to end 

impunity for human rights violations, appealing to the Government to take urgent measures re 

targeting of civilians in military operations, rape and other forms of sexual violence.  It remains to be 

seen to what extent their Parliament’s legislative authority can act.  It has not even yet been given 

State-level budgets.    

 

The Chief Ministers are all appointed centrally by the President and there is deep disappointment  at 

the lack of opportunity for debate in their Parliament.    

 

The Rohingya minority remain of  real concern.  This is not included as one of Burma’s National Races 

under the 1982 Citizenship Laws.  They continue to be denied basic civil and political rights with 

restrictions on freedom of movement, limited access to education, permission required to marry and 

widespread social discrimination.    
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Children still receive inadequate education, healthcare and social protection.   Children among the 

internally displaced population in particular lack any access to services.   Fewer than 60% of the 

children completed primary education.   There is no Code of Conduct to protect working children or a 

Law how children are treated within the Police Justice system.   There is a plan from the DFID 

operational organisation for 2011-2015 to support more than 200,000 children through primary 

schools in Burma.  Let us see what happens. 

 

The Burmese Government did announce the establishment of a Fifty-Member National Human Rights 

Commission of all ex-Government employees, diplomats and academics.  The Commission which 

began accepting complaints in early October has said that it intends to cooperate with international 

organisations and operate in line with international human rights principles.  It announced in public 

statements calling for release of so-called political prisoners to send a delegation to Kachin State and 

to co-ordinate humanitarian aid.  It is difficult to know how it can operate impartially and its appetite 

to investigate serious abuses remains to be seen.  At the end of the year, minority rights remain a 

challenge. 

 

The 48 members of the Parliament who were Ministers previously had to resign from Parliament to 

remain as Ministers and their places were taken by other delegates.   This meant the separation of 

ministerial power from Parliament which, of course, makes the whole structure virtually unworkable 

unless we are mistaken? 
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Can these problems be resolved?  Can the situation for more democracy without civil war be achieved?  

The Army is very powerful. Bo Aung Din’s sensitive approach when we first met in 2010 was to slowly 

persuade people to move away from the existing system and hopefully gain  their support.  He is a 

devout Buddhist and I believe him but whether he can achieve this in such a complex society is not 

easy to judge.  He has mustered a lot of people to be aware of the problems in Myanmar and my 

organisation has now re-published our small booklet on the situation there today, together with the 

proceedings of our conference in 2009.  I thought you might find this helpful if you wish to know more 

details of the positive and negative sides of what has been achieved, including the UN and Foreign & 

Commonwealth Office Report from April of this year. 

 

I concluded our talk in the House of Commons Committee Room by asserting that I would never 

support Bo Aung Din’s Party if he did not wipe out capital punishment and I maintain this stance.   He 

did promise that this would not be a problem and I would like to hear  from him today if the matter is 

on his agenda and when? 

 

I am grateful to the rapporteurs from the UN and the EU as well as the British Ambassadors who have 

done so much to try to help the terribly sad conditions in this ancient, wonderful country.  The Monks 

play an important role and it is difficult to know whether the ban on them from being in politics can 

work.      There are so many major problems such as the aftermath of the Cyclone Nargis which, as you 

know, devastated the country in 2008 killing nearly 130,000 people and bringing disaster for many 

others, including serious epidemics of malaria in the worst affected areas, which the Government has 

also to deal with.  We are all sympathetic for their enormous problems and conscious that not 

everything can be done quickly.  There is deep affection from so many, from Laura Bush and the State 

Department under Obama to this country and the UN who try to help as well as Israel who will always 
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remember Burma’s vote at the UN in 1948 which supported its creation.  The hearts of most Jews will 

never forget this moment. 

 

Nearly every country in the world is confronted with the problems of political, economic and social 

unrest at times.  It is possible sometimes to avoid civil war if you have a horrible, tough, cruel and 

often brutal regime.  It can sometimes be efficient short term.  Democracy is inefficient but it takes in 

all the strands of a complex society and weaves them into a harmonious fabric, hopefully avoiding the 

sad alternative situation of a dictatorship or military regime which, in any case, breaks down sooner 

or later. 
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Monday 20 October 2008 

6.00pm to 7.30pm followed by 7.40pm for 8pm till 10.30pm 

MYANMAR or BURMA:  Can the West help? 

Discussion,  Reception  and Dinner-Debate 

Grand  Committee Room, HOUSE OF COMMONS 

Followed by 

THE  JOLLY  GROUP  ST. ERMINS  HOTEL, Caxton Street, SW1 

DEREK  TONKIN  CMG 
Chairman, Network Myanmar 

        Former H. M. Ambassador to Thailand and Vietnam 

   BO  AUNG  DIN 

Chairman, the Parliamentary Democracy Party of Burma 

Also on Platform:  STEPHEN  THOMAS of the PDP 

*** 

Sponsor of House of Commons Meeting: GEOFFREY  CLIFTON  BROWN, MP 

Chairman of House of Commons Meeting:  JOHN  PUGH, MP 

Opening Discussion:  MARK  FARMANER 

Vote of Thanks:  LORD  JUDD OF  PORTSEA 

Chairman of Dinner-Debate:  LORD  DYKES 

With the Assistance of the 

CLEMENS  NATHAN  RESEARCH  CENTRE 
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*  - Attending House of Commons meeting 

 

 

Seat Place                                                 

Number                                               LIST  OF  PARTICIPANTS 

                                                     

A 1 

 

LORD  DYKES 

 

President, E-AG; Foreign Affairs Policy Team, Liberal 

Democrats     

B 1 

 

Mr  GEOFFREY  CLIFTON  BROWN, MP 

  

Vice Chairman, E-AG;  Shadow Minister for 

International Trade and Development   

A 3 Mr  JOHN  PUGH, MP  

A 2 BO  AUNG  DIN  Guest of Honour   

B 8 Mr  DEREK  TONKIN, CMG Guest of Honour   

 * LORD  JUDD  OF  PORTSEA  Past President and Vice-President, E-AG  

A 5 Mr  MALCOLM  BRUCE, MP  

 * Mr  MARK  FARMANER  Director, The Burma Campaign   

A 

4 Mr  STEPHEN  THOMAS 

The PDP 

 

 

DIPLOMATS 

    

A 8 H. E.  Mr  VYGAUDAS  UŠACKAS   Ambassador of Lithuania 

--- 

 * Mr  DUONG  HAI  HUNG  Vietnam Embassy  

C 1 Ms  KLARA  KRIEPSHEIM  KADLECOVA    Czech Embassy  

A 6 Mr  JAWAHIR  MOHAMMED   Good Will Ambassador for Somaliland 
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 * Mr  DANIEL  McNICHOLAS  U.S. Embassy  

B 4 Ms  SIRIVILAI  ROJPRASITPORN  Royal Thai Embassy  

 * TBA    Lithuanian Embassy  

 * TBA    Vietnam Embassy  

    

COUNCIL  and  COMMITTEES 

    

 - Mr  BORIS  ANDONOV   Financial Director, E-AG 

 * 

 

PRINCESS  HELENA   

      GAGARIN-MOUTAFIAN, MBE 

Trustee, E-AG; Patron, Commonwealth Countries 

League   

B 7 Mr  JUSTIN  GLASS  Director, E-AG 

J 6 Mrs  CATHERINE GLASS  Member of E-AG   

 * 

 

THE  VISCOUNT  MONTGOMERY  OF  

          ALAMEIN, CMG, CBE Past President and Vice President, E-AG  

 * Mr  G. D. SMITH  Council, E-AG 

    

THE  PARLIAMENTARY  DEMOCRACY  PARTY 

    

J 2 Mr  LEWIS  CHILTERN  

J 7 Mr  ROBERT  GRAINGER  

B 3 Mr  MARTIN  KAZUBA  

H 8 Ms  NADIA  MINORS  

    

    

THE  CLEMENS  NATHAN  CENTRE  and THE  ROMNEY  STREET  GROUP 
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 - Mr  RICHARD  BORCHARD  Chairman, Shipping company; Guest of Mr Nathan  

 * PROFESSOR  MAURICE  CRAFT     

 * Mrs  ALMA  CRAFT     

 * Mrs  G. GROVES     

 * Guest of Mrs GROVES  

 * Mr  DAVID  LEWIS   

 * Mrs  ELIZABETH  LEWIS   

A 7 Mr  CLEMENS  NATHAN  Member of E-AG   

 * RABBI  SHIRE     

 * Mrs  SHIRE     

 

E-AG MEMBERS and GUESTS 

    

 * Dr  DAVID  AYRES    Member of E-AG   

 * 

 

 

Mrs  SONIA  AYRES    

 

 

Member of E-AG; Vice-Chair, Harpenden UN 

Association; Chair, Hitchen & Harpenden, Labour 

Party 

 - Mr  PETER  BEAUMONT  Assistant to E-AG 

 * Mr  MARK  BICKNELL  Member of E-AG   

 * 

 

THE  HON. SIR  CLIVE  BOSSOM, Bt 

 

Member of E-AG; Vice President,  

Anglo-Netherlands Society  

H 2 Mr  LUCA  BRANDO  Assistant to E-AG; International Law Student   

C 5 

 

Dr  JAMES  BROWN 

 

Member-elect of E-AG; Deputy Head, Brentwood 

School; Major (Rtd) Royal Anglian Regimen 
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 * LADY  BUTTERWORTH     

J 1 Dr  ANDY  CHAKRABARTI   Guest of Mr Kazuba 

H 4 Mr  DEVKUMAR  CHAKRAVARTI   Member of E-AG; UBS    

C 2 

 

Mr  SAROJ  CHAKRAVARTI  

 

Member of E-AG; Formerly James McNaughton 

Paper Group   

H 1 Ms  LANA  CHICHINA  Guest of Prince Schwebomin of Burma (not present) 

 * Mrs  ROSEMARIE  COCKAYNE Member of E-AG; Artist 

E 3 

 

Mr  JOHN  COLEMAN  

   

Member of E-AG;  Editor, ‘World Review’; New 

European Publications  (Visit www.eag.org.uk)   

 * Mr  DAVID  MONTAGU  CORRY Guest of Mr Glass 

F 8 Mrs  JO  COTTRELL  Member of E-AG; Moderator/Examiner   

 * Ms  HELEN  COUCHMAN  Artist; Guest of Mr Glass   

 * Mr  ROLLA  COUCHMAN Publisher; Guest of Mr Glass 

 * Mrs  HEATHER  COUCHMAN Guest of Mr Glass 

C 6 

 

Mr  GAVIN  CROUCH 

 

Co-Founder and Director, Ecosocial; Guest of  

Ms Nystrom 

J 5 BARON  DE  PIRO  Member of E-AG   

 * 

 

COUNTESS  ILONA  ESTERHAZY    

 

Member of E-AG; Hon. Secretary,  

British-Hungarian Society   

G 2 Mrs  E.  MARIE  EVANS  Member of E-AG   

F 7 

 

 

Mrs  MARIVERE  W. FURNEAUX 

 

 

Member of E-AG; Barrister; Managing Director, 

Crown Yard Properties Ltd;  Formerly Commission 

Liaison Officer, European Union of Women 

F 2 Mr  RAYMOND  GEORGE    Assistant to E-AG; Actor; Interior Decorator   

 * Mrs  SIMA  GINSBERG Member of E-AG 
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D 2 

 

Ms  ANJA  GOHDE 

 

Director of Finance, Film Producer, New Film 

Productions (NFP), Berlin; Guest of Ms Nystrom 

 * Mr  RAYMOND  GREENBURGH  Guest of Lady Butterworth  

D 4 Mrs  LYDIA  GREER  Member of E-AG   

D 7 Mr  JAMES  GREER  Guest of Mrs Greer   

 * Mrs  CHARMIAN  GRIFFITHS    Linguist; Travel Guide       

D 8 COUNTESS  ISABELLE  GROTE  Member of E-AG   

F 5 

 

Ms  JANE  GULLY   

 

Member of E-AG; FANY (The Princess Royal's 

Volunteer Corps)  

 * Ms  LAURA  HAIGH  Myanmar Team, Amnesty International  

J 4 Ms  CAITLYN  HAINES  Assistant to E-AG   

D 3 Mr  MARK  HALSEY  Member of E-AG; Barrister  

F 3 Ms  JANE  HILL  Member of E-AG   

 * LADY  HILL  Assistant to E-AG   

D 6 Ms  LOUISA  HUTCHINSON  Member of E-AG; Property Developer; Artist      

D 1 Mr  DAVID  ISAACS   Member of E-AG; David Isaacs, Solicitors   

J 3 

 

 

Mr  GRAHAM  JARVIS   

 

 

Member of E-AG; Editor, Chartered Institute of 

Marketing’s Technology Group; Media Services 

Consultant  

 * Ms  KATERINA  JEFFREY Member of E-AG 

H 6 

 

Mr  ALEX  JUST   

 

Former President, Oxford Union; Guest of  

Mr Kazuba 

C 8 Mr  THOMAS  KAHRL  Member of E-AG; Director, Ikonica Ltd    

 * Mr  HAIDER  KIKABHOY  Myanmar Team, Amnesty International  

J 3 Mr  SERAPHIM  LEONIDAS  I.T. Consultant to E-AG   
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 * Ms SUSAN  LLOYD  Member of E-AG   

E 1 Mr  SIEGI  MANDELBAUM  Member of E-AG   

H 7 

 

Ms  GLORIA  MARTIN    

 

Member of E-AG; European Foundation; Heritage 

Foundation, Washington DC   

G 5 M.  PHILLIPPE  MASSON    Guest of Ms Solari  

G 4 Mrs  MARJORIE  MATTAR  Member of E-AG   

 - Mr  DAVID  McCLEOD   Formerly Threshers     

C 7 Ms  AMY  McKEOWN    Member-elect of E-AG; Xanthis Ltd, 

E 6 Mrs  DULCIBEL  McKENZIE Member of E-AG; Authoress; Barrister 

H 5 Ms  TATJANA  MITINA  Guest of Prince Schwebomin of Burma (not present)   

E 5 Mr  DAVID  MORFILL  Guest of Lady Newsam  

 * Mr  LEONARD  MOSELEY Guest of Mrs  Ginsberg 

E 2 JOY, LADY  NEWSAM  Member of E-AG   

C 3 Ms  AMBER  NYSTROM Guest of Mr Glass 

F 1 Mrs  ANGELA  HARWOOD  POSTIGLIONE Member of E-AG 

 * MARGARET, LADY  RHODES      

E 7 Mr  BEVIS  SANFORD  Member of E-AG   

E 4 Ms  YASMIN  SCHULTE  Member-elect of E-AG; Barrister and Solicitor   

 * Ms  NANG  SENG Parliamentary Officer, The Burma Campaign 

G 7 Dr  MOHAMED  SEYD Guest of Mr Simpson 

B 5 Mrs  LILLY  SIGALL  Member of E-AG   

B 6 Mr  DAVID  SIMPSON  Senior Adviser, United Afghan Tribes   

 * Mr  and Mrs HARJINDER  SINGH  Journeys Through Asia  

G 6 

 

Ms  GIOVANNA  SOLARI    

 

Member of E-AG; Corporate Accounts Director, 

Danwood Group  
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G 8 Mrs  JENNY  SOUTHWELL  Guest of Mr Simpson  

G 1 

 

Mr  JOHN  HALL  SPENCER  

 

Member of E-AG; Author, Hitler and the King - 

Winner of Elma Dangerfield Prize   

 * 

 

Mr  HUGH  BARRINGTON  STEWART  

 

Member of E-AG; Managing Director, Joseph Miller 

& Sons     

D 5 Mr  KEITH  SUTHERLAND  Director, Imprint Academic; Guest of Mr Coleman   

 *   

H 3 Ms  TANIA  TOMOEVA  Guest of Mr Jarvis  

E 8 Mrs  D. TORRINGTON-PETRIE  Guest of Mr Sandford 

F 6 Mr  MARK  UPTON  Member-elect of E-AG; Solicitor   

 * Mr  U.  UTTRA International Burmese Monks Association 

C 4 

 

Mr  JOE  VARASSO 

 

Environmental Technology Strategist, Microsoft; 

Guest of Ms Nystrom 

G 3 Mr  RENGER  VERHAGEN  Member of E-AG   

B 2 SIR  HAROLD  WALKER, KCMG   Chairman, Royal Society for Asian Affairs  

J 8 Mrs  DOREEN  WILLIS-BAILEY Member of E-AG;  Formerly U.S. Embassy 

F 4 COLONEL  RAYMOND  WINDMILL   Member of E-AG    
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Speech by 

 

OMAR  TURBI 

Long-term dissident in Libya and Human Rights activist 

 

On:  A VISION FOR LIBYA 

 

 

Delivered to the European-Atlantic Group on September 19th 2011 
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A vision for Libya 

 

Speech to members of the British Parliament and diplomatic core 

 

London - UK September 19th, 2011 

 

Omar Turbi 

 

 

Ladies & Gentlemen, 

 

I am honored to appear before your distinguished gathering. 

 

As a Libyan I feel a tremendous sense of pride. We have finally been able to remove a terrible dictator and a 

menace to the world. 

 

On behalf of myself and the Libyan people I would like to express our gratitude to the British people for their 

support. 

 

The UK took the lead very early on and rallied the USA, France and the world for intervention to save lives.  

There is no doubt in anyone’s mind that the mission has been purely humanitarian.  

 

Had we not acted on Saturday March 19th, I am sure Qaddafi would have leveled the city of Benghazi and 

massacred hundreds of thousands of helpless Libyan civilians.  

 

This megalomaniac, psychopath, would have used the arsenal of weapons of mass destruction (WMDs) he had 

in his possession on the Libyan people if the UK and the USA had not removed them only a few years ago.  

 

This is truly a moment in history where we can say with confidence that Western, Libyan, Arab and Muslim 

interests have converged in the most profound way.  
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Many people wonder, whether what happened in Tunis and Egypt gave rise to the Libyan revolution. I am 

happy for the Tunisian and Egyptian people.  I am sure no one here has any doubt, the Libyan people have 

suffered for 42 years and reasons to rise against the Qaddafi dictatorship have been many.   

 

In my talk today I will share with you some facts, which have not been publicly and widely known.      

 

The year 1999 marks a very important turning point in Libya's history.  Libya, and the Libyan people were in a 

very bad shape in every imaginative way.  Sanctions took their toll at every Level.  Quality of life was one of 

worst in the region. Libya was in a very dismal state.  Hope and faith by the Libyan people in the exiled Libyan 

community to rescue them was marked with hopelessness and helplessness.   

 

Libyans like myself came to the ultimate conclusion that, "regime change can only happen by stepping on the 

inside, and creating the right set of conditions for the Libyan people to rise."  

 

“But how?” was the big question. Qaddafi's grip was tighter than ever. 

 

We knew it would take a long time, patience and hard work. 

 

We had to start somewhere... 

 

I am proud to have committed a great portion of my life to such mission. 

 

In 1999 I began to wonder if there is a rare chance that constructive political engagement deployed by the UK 

with the Libyan regime could provide a way for an opening for the Libyans to embark on change. 

 

Can I initiate such approach on my own?  

 

I have always admired the UK's doctrine of political engagement with its enemies.  

 

It took the lead in 1999 and reopened its embassy in Tripoli. 
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Deep down in my heart and mind, I had a tremendous amount of hesitation. I had fear not only from the brutal 

Qaddafi regime but the potential loss of a decade of human rights activism through Libyan Human Rights 

Commission. Can I risk relations with the exiled community?  Common sense and boldness told me; openness 

of Libya and the Libyan people to the world will inevitably result in the demise of the Qaddafi regime. This 

became my motto for the next 10 years.  

 

After the UK took the initiative in 1999, sooner or later, I figured the USA would follow. 

 

In July 1999 I delivered my first promotion of constructive engagement between the U.S.A and Libya in a 

testimony to the U.S Congress, House Committee on Foreign Relations. 

http://www.omarturbi.org/househearings99.pdf  

 

In the testimony, I made two appeals: (1) The release of all political prisoners in Libya; (2) Resumption of 

normalization of relations between the USA and Libya, outlining mutual interests for the USA and the Libyan 

people.    

 

Taking a bold initiative, and calling on the USA to resume relations with the Libyan regime took many people in 

Washington and Libyans everywhere by surprise.  Frankly, it was a hard road that paid off at the end. 

 

The toughest choice for me then was engaging a dictatorial regime that killed and imprisoned members of my 

family and friends for many years.  

 

After sixty days of my July 22, 1999 testimony to congress, I received a call from a family member. “The Libyan 

embassy in London wants to talk to you about your imprisoned brother”.  I responded through the same 

messenger, “It is simple, release Dr. Omran Turbi and all political prisoners, I will in return keep pushing the 

USA to normalize relations with the Libyan regime. Further proof - If you do so I will arrange for a U.S envoy to 

travel to Libya.” 

 

At the time of my congressional testimony, Senior Congressman Ed Royce sent a letter to Muamar Qaddafi 

soliciting his assistance in the release of Dr. Turbi. Royce was prepared to travel to Libya on my behalf.   

 

For the next two years, I had indirect dialogue with the Libyan regime through the Libyan embassy in London 

and later with its UN envoy to the UN with a consistent message: "If you release political prisoners, and my 

brother who had served by then 17 years, I will arrange for an important U.S envoy to travel to Libya"   

 

Sir Eldon Griffiths who is here with us tonight received an invitation to travel to Libya, I arranged for him 

through Libyaʼs Ambassador to the UN Abuzade Dorda.  Dorda was authorized by the Libyan regime to confirm 
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that a U.S envoy would indeed travel to Libya, while doing so Dorda worked on the Libya side to win the 

release of Dr. Omran Turbi from prison. I told Dorda in May of the year 2000, the arrangement is on only if all 

political prisoners are released.   My contact with Ambassador Dorda was facilitated by Ahmad Al-Mageni, a 

prominent member of the National Front for the Salvation of Libya NFSL.  

 

My friendship with Sir Eldon Griffiths started in 1990, when he was commissioned by the World Affairs 

Councils of America (WACA) based in Washington, DC, with 82 branches in the USA, as its Chairman, he sought 

out Arab nationalist who have interest in the Arab Israel peace process.  We became best of friends; we 

traveled on delegation missions to Lebanon and other Arab countries.  It is shear coincidence that Griffiths was 

a member of the British parliament representing a district in the UK where U.S fighter jets flew from to hit the 

barracks of Bab-Al-Azayzia in April 1986.   

 

Sr. Eldon Griffiths agreed to meet with Dorda in New York, early 2001 and receive a letter on my behalf from 

my brother Dr. Omran Turbi who was still in AbuSleem prison. The letter was dispatched to me through Dorda. 

Griffiths had to either reject the invitation to travel to Libya and meet Muamar Qaddafi in June 2002 or 

relinquish his powerful post as the Chairman of WACA at the request of WACAʼs board.   He reluctantly elected 

the latter, as I worked on persuading to take the trip. 

 

When Griffiths went to Libya for 8 days, he was received like a head of state. He carried two messages; the 1st 

was a written letter from me to Qaddafi: a thank you note for releasing Dr. Turbi who was in prison for 17 

years, and other political prisoners. I also appealed to him to allow Libyan exiles to have a safe passage and 

return to Libya.  The 2nd one, was a verbal message Sr. Eldon Griffiths apparently carried from the U.S 

government, which I was not aware of until it was published in the media later which was, "if you want a 

relationship with the USA, you must give up your weapons of mass destruction (WMD) ambitions." 

 

Throughout the next eight years I traveled to Libya as a U.S citizen until 18 months preceding the February 

17th revolution. The Libyan regime denied me a visa. I received no cooperation from Tripoli nor its 

Ambassador in Washington, DC with respect to my visa.  The tactics of the Libyan regime and its Ambassador 

was to force me to accept a Libyan passport failed.  The regime and its Ambassador in Washington, DC went as 

far as accusing me of being a CIA agent. Why? (1). They were puzzled why I was not aggressively chasing 

business deals in Libya.  (2). I encouraged U.S businesses, and educational institutions to bring knowledge and 

know-how at my own expense without a monetary reward. For example, implementing a Libyan national 

master plan for water and wastewater and solid waste management system.  I simply could not find a way to 

do business without engaging in corruption.   

 

Constructive Engagement continued: 

 

Between 2003 to 2008, we began to realize tangible successes: 
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(1). The successful dismantling of the arsenal of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), which Qaddafi would 

have used on Libyans this year.  

 

(2). I won the release of over 400 political prisoners. 

 

During the filming of Running thee Sahara, thee documentary film I produced with Matt Damon in 2007 there 

were two attempts on my life by Qaddafi’s security forces. 

 

(3) Through my frequent travels, for the next 8 years, I secured more concessions from the Libyan regime to 

allow members of the exiled community to come back, and be allowed a safe passage. The process of 

normalization between the U.S and Libya stretched from 2003 to August 2008.  To the credit of the U.S 

government there were calls for improving human rights in Libya.   

 

(4). Over time further confidence building measures between the Qaddafi regime and the UK, and the USA 

took place.  The more secure the Qaddafi regime felt over the past 10 years the more open it had become.  

Allowing some level of descent. I believe the culmination of the above constructive engagement helped the 

Libyan people to rise on February 17th, 2011. 

 

Libya has great potential to become a vibrant economy, a positive regional player, and a prosperous nation. It 

has excellent natural resources, cash reserves, and more than $700b of foreign investments, and a fantastic 

geo location  

 

The greatest challenge we face today is creating jobs and empowering a huge and a growing young Libyan 

population.  

 

80% of Libyans are under the age of 35.  60% of which are under the age of 25. The unemployment rate in 

Libya is at 25%. It has been at this rate for years.  

 

Libya's GDP per capita is less than $12000.  Do you believe that over 20% of the Libyan population or 1.3m 

people of 5.5 million people are at poverty level? 

 

Much of the direct foreign investment (FDI) in the past 8 years from oil to infrastructure companies failed to 

improve employment.  In fact in the past 4 to 5 years alone, many Libyan engineers who worked at NOC fled to 

the Gulf States for higher wages. You can also find Libyan pilots, medical doctors and professors that work in 

the Gulf States.   
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Recent estimates by World Bank put the average annual growth in the productivity of labor in the non-oil 

sector at minus 2%. 

 

The Libyan business environment requires significant improvement ranked 109th in the world. Only Albania 

and Paraguay rank lower. 

 

Perhaps the biggest fear I have post the Qaddafi regime that people's time will be most spent trying to capture 

a greater share of the windfalls rather than engaging in productive employment or enterprise. 

 

Here are some of what needs to be done: 

 

In the near term we need to address the fundamental aspirations of the Libyan people: 

 

(a). Redefine relations between the state and the people.   Adopt a constitution that reflects the aspirations 

and the sentiments of the Libyan people.  This will give birth to a new governance built on a rock solid system 

of qualified representation, transparency, and accountability. These are the tenants of democracy. 

 

(b). We must make reducing unemployment to less than 7% in 48 months a top priority by embarking on the 

following: 

 

I had a glimpse of hope when the National Economic Development Board (NEDB) was established in 2006 at 

the recommendation of the Monitor Group, which is affiliated with Harvard University.   It was to be an 

emulation of the Singapore, and Irish EDB's. Instead it was retiled with corruption, inflated salaries and a 

conduit of millions of dollars for liberation socialist political movements around the world at the direction of 

Qaddafi and his son Saif.  In more than 3 years it did not help reduce unemployment, nor bring any foreign 

investment. 

 

In order to reach our goals in reducing unemployment: 

 

(1). We have to re-establish the mission and goals of the NEDB. When foreign direct investment (FDI) is sought, 

it must be based on employing Libyans, and partnering with Libyans. That is common sense. NEDB must 

provide the proper industrial, and hospitable climate for foreign investors to build and manufacture goods in 

Libya.  
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(2). We must start to implement confidence-building measures in international contracts: (i). Carefully 

evaluate existing contracts and root out those that have bribery built into them. (ii). Affirm the rules of the 

International Arbitration Association with respect to arbitration locations, and prevailing languages. And 

allow the English language to be interpreted side-by-side with Arabic.  

 

(3). We will need to establish watchdog organizations to assure transparency, accountability, and a corruption 

free business environment. 

 

(4). We must immediately start an application to the World Trade Organization (WTO) and quickly secure a 

credit rating.  

 

(5). We must employ the best means, legal and otherwise to trace and repatriate Libyan state assets 

worldwide and those hidden under the Qaddafi family’s name.  

 

Libyan foreign assets are estimated at more than  $700B. We should hope to make them more efficient and 

better income producing assets.  

 

(6). We must build human capacity to create a productive skilled work force.  

 

(7). Libyans are very confident and hospitable people, and can easily absorb and adapt to working with highly 

skilled immigrants.  However, a sound immigration policy must be adopted.  

 

(8). We must create an economy that is fully integrated with global markets. 

 

(9). We must build a world-class infrastructure and start with a National Water Waste Water Master plan and a 

solid waste management master plan. 

 

(10). Improve telephone and Internet communications to be state-of-the-art equal or better to those in 

Europe. 

 

(11). Build a world-class airliner flagship, connecting Africa, Europe, the Middle East and beyond. 

 

(12). Ramp up tourism, and allow tourists easy or no visa process from around the world.   
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(13). Strengthen cooperation between Libyan educational institutions and industry and encourage research 

and partnerships with leading westerns universities. 

 

(14). Increase educational exchanges, work internships and missions for Libyan youth with well-developed 

nations.  

 

And now I turn to Libyan Foreign Relations: 

 

(a). Libya’s relations with the rest of the world must be based on mutual respect and international law. 

 

(b). Libya respects and appreciates NATO members’ commitment and help in saving  

Libyan lives. I recommend that a trust fund be established with Libyan money to repay NATO members for a 

portion of the cost of the execution of the war.  This will eliminate any doubt, about a NATO member’s future 

relations with Libya and any perception of exploitation or undue influence.  

 

(c). I look to our Libyan Ambassadors and embassies to be a model–well connected in the environment they 

operate – Must have great knowledge of local languages, culture, education, business, economics and politics. 

 

(d). Libya must have secure borders and the means to control illegal immigration, flow of drugs, terrorism and 

weapons. 

 

How can the UK play a role? 

 

We look to the UK to continue to play a constructive role for the success of the new Libya. For decades Libyans 

frequented the UK more than any country in Europe. There are thousands of Libyans living in the UK. 

 

We must recognize our cultural and religious differences as healthy.  Libya is an Arab and a Muslim country, 

and derives its core values from Islam, and will always stand for the rights of the Palestinian people. 

 

The British and Libyan people have a golden opportunity to become closer partners: 
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(1). We need the UK to ease on entry visas for Libyans, seeking knowledge, work internships, conducting 

business and tourism.  

 

(2). We need British businesses to partner with Libyans and promote transparency and accountability when 

doing business in Libya and help us fight corruption. 

 

(3).  We need your help in providing us with the best accounting of Libyan assets in the UK including those 

under members of the Qaddafi regime and the Qaddafi family.  

 

Thank you for being a great audience. 

 

 

*** 

 

 

 

As a long-term dissident, Omar Turbi has gained a formidable reputation in exile for his work on human rights, 

the return of democracy and since the start of the Libyan revolution; he has continuously lobbied the US and EU 

governments for intervention to save his fellow civilians and the removal of the Qaddafi regime. He helped 

draft Congressional Resolution HR188 and pushed relentlessly for recognition of the interim NTC as the 

legitimate representative of the Libyan people. He frequently appears on the BBC, CNN, Al-Jazeera and other TV 

and radio networks 
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Speech by 

John Tusa 

Managing Director, World Service, BBC 

 

On:  BROADCASTING AFTER GLASNOST 

 

Delivered to the European-Atlantic Group on April 20th 1988 
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Speech by 

Mr Peter Unwin CMG 

President, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

 

Europe In Ferment:  Effects on the Commonwealth’ 

 

Delivered to the European-Atlantic Group on January 24th 1990  

 

 

 

 

The House of Commons:  Sir Antony Buck is on the right of Peter Unwin and Lord Bessborough is on 

his left 
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Notes on Speech by 

Yanis Varoufakis 

Professor of Economics, University of Athens; later Finance Minister of Greece 

 

On:  EUROPEAN AND GLOBAL RECOVERY: WHAT WILL IT TAKE? 

 

Delivered to the European-Atlantic Group on October 29th 2012  
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Yanis Varoufakis: The fundamental problem of the International Monetary System: The absence of 

a Global Surplus Recycling Mechanism. How to address it.  

1. What went wrong in 2008? 

2. Why the global economy finds it so hard to recover? What can be done? 

First phase 

• 1944: Bretton Woods. New International Monetary System without the pitfalls of the Gold 

Standard. The restoration of the Gold Standard during the interwar period had been 

acknowledged by the architects of the new regime as the main cause of the economic 

collapse that brought the Great Depression of the 1930s.  

• The feature that was missing from the Gold Standard and was put in place in 1944 was an 

effective surplus recycling (credit-creating) mechanism. (Eg the surplus recycling mechanism 

within the US) 

• A shock absorbing system that ensures in times of recession that the burden of adjustment 

is not being placed on the deficit countries since they cannot bear this burden particularly 

because of their economically weak position. 

• The US were willing to take the role of the shock absorber by creating the demand primarily 

in Europe and Japan for American surpluses (goods) to be regenerated. 

Second phase 

• Eventually the US became a deficit country by the mid-1960s and by 1971 the Bretton 

Woods system collapsed with the US taking the dollar off gold. 

• In the new international monetary system the US deficits have been an essential tool for 

maintaining world aggregate demand by recycling net exports and foreign capital inflows 

(surpluses) mainly of Germany, Japan, Oil-exporting countries  and later of China. 

• So when billions of dollars were daily flowed to Wall Street, financial institutions discovered 

new financial instruments to create growth. The largest the capital inflows (surpluses) to 

Wall Street the more complex and obscure financial instruments became. 

Break-down 

• Experts tend to blame –rightly – financialisation for the 2008 crisis. But this special feature of 

the global surplus recycling mechanism explains why financialisation occurred. 

• Under the weight of these pyramids of toxic private money (complex and obscure financial 

instruments that underpriced risk) it was inevitable that the global financial system would 

collapse. (as it did in 2008) 

• Even if banks were saved, Wall Street never managed to regain its capacity to recycle foreign 

surpluses in a way that keeps demand coming from the US for foreign net exports to 

continue to come to the US in order to carry on the global economic reproduction. 

• The global recycling mechanism broke down in 2008 and has not mended yet. 

 

Eurozone Crisis  
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• The euro was created on the presumption that the global surplus recycling mechanism (Wall 

Street and Walmart) would be there to support it. 

• The United States on the pre-2008 era were created so much demand for net exporters 

(including Germany) that the Eurozone (and its bubbles, eg real estate bubble in Ireland, 

public sector bubble in Greece) could be maintained. 

• Eurozone’s path towards disintegration was determined after 2008. Unless we fix this 

istitutional flaw of the euro, it will be history.  

• The Modest Proposal aims at the creation of a surplus recycling mechanism within Eurozone 

through a) a Banking Union b) the mobilisation of idle investments through the European 

Investment Bank and c) the mediation of ECB in order to service the Maastricht compliant 

public debt of member states. 

On the global scale, Yanis would comment on the debate of the reform of the international 

monetary system that would create a more effective global surplus recycling mechanism. 

• Zhou Xioachuan, the Governor of the Chinese Central Bank in March 2009 came out in 

favour of Keynes’s idea for a supra-national global reserve currency. 

• Nicolas Sarcozy in Sep 2008, then French President and President of the European Union, 

stated “We must rethink the financial system from scratch, as at Bretton Woods.” 

• Dominique Strauss Kahn, the former IMF director, and Joseph Stiglitz, Nobel-Prize have 

favoured a wider role of IMF’s Special Drawing Rights and a longer-term reform of the 

international monetary system according to Keynes’s lines.  
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Speech (Speaking notes) by 

Dr  W. F. van Eekelen 

Secretary-General of the W.E.U. 

 

On:  W.E.U. AT THE CROSSROADS 

 

Delivered to the European-Atlantic Group on 23rd April 1991 
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Speech by 

H. E. Herr Gebhard von Moltke  

The German Ambassador 

 

On:   GERMANY’S PRESIDENCY OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 

 

Delivered to the European-Atlantic Group on June 29th 1999 
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                                  H. E. Herr Gebhard von Moltke 

                            "Germany's Presidency of the European Union" 

29 June 1999 

                                      Speech to the European-Atlantic Group 

 

It is always a mixed blessing to speak to such a select audience at such a late hour and after 

dinner, after such an opulent meal. When I am in the audience, I understand the problem! But 

I have realised that the British audience is well trained by tradition for this exercise of 

endurance. Anthony Burgess has given us good advice for such occasions: "Laugh and the 

world laughs with you. Snore and you sleep alone!" I like talking about Europe, with or 

without the EU Presidency. It is a good subject for a British audience with an attitude of us 

and them on the continent. 

Sometimes I get the impression that many in this country are not aware of the fact that Britain 

has been a member of the European Union for the last 26 years and part of the single 

European market since its inception 12 years ago. 

From your visits to museums you may recall the many pictures painted since Greek 

and Roman times of Europe. I like very much to see this beautiful - depending on the skills 

of the painter - half-dressed lady Europe carried away on the back of a bull. I leave it to 

your imagination whether that bull might be a symbol of the EU Presidency. 

Germany has been in charge of the EU Presidency for the last six months and for the 11th 

time. 

Despite all the previous experience, it is always a big challenge for a Government to run the 

Union's affairs by presiding over a complex, highly political process. This presidency was a 

particular challenge for a Government which had come into office only two months before, 

after 16 years in opposition and as a red-green coalition. You certainly have read todays' 

account of the German presidency in the Financial Times. What else can I tell you? 

I am reminded of a story by Mullah Nasredin Hodscha, a well known Turkish religious 

leader... (story) 

What else? 
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You may want to hear that the European Union is in a miserable state, that the Agenda 2000 

is flawed, that the German presidency did not meet its tasks. 

I am sorry, I will not do you this favour. I will rather disappoint you with more positive news. 

I do not understand why some papers were so critical in their reviews. 

The task of the presidency has been, in the first place, to carry forward the Union's agenda, 

not to pursue a national agenda. 

During the German Presidency a vast agenda was successfully dealt with, and this against 

unforeseen odds such as the sudden resignation of the EU Commission at a delicate moment 

in the Agenda 2000 final debate and the Kosovo conflict, neither of which was - as you could 

well imagine - on the expected agenda and kept the Presidency very busy in establishing and 

defending EU policies and positions. 

Germany has also in the last six months simultaneously held the Presidency of the EU, WEU 

and G8. This has meant 13 summit meetings and 16 meetings of foreign ministers. An 

absolute record for an EU Presidency. You can imagine that quite a few people in Bonn are 

contemplating tomorrow's final date with particular relish. But in the end, it is not the sheer 

quantity of the workload that counts, but events and results. The past six months were rich in 

both. 

 

There could surely be no more inspiring start to the German EU Presidency than the 

successful introduction of the Euro. On 1 January 1999, Europe took a historic, indeed, 

perhaps a revolutionary step which will lend a new dimension to the project of European 

integration. 

For the second time in the history of the European integration process, an important part of 

national sovereignty was transferred to a European institution. Such pooling of sovereignty is 

considered not as a loss, but as a collective gain for the EU (Strauss-Kahn). The European 

single market has finally been complemented by a single currency, at least for 11 countries of 

the EU. Others will follow. 

In Germany, enthusiasm for the Euro was, before its launch, somewhat tempered by 

emotional attachment to the Deutsch Mark. However, public acceptance has increased since. 

I could imagine that a similar development could be witnessed in Britain over time, or once it 

has become a member of EMU. I maintain this view in spite of the present strong feelings 

against the Euro here in Britain, fed by a fervent anti-Euro campaign. In my view - and many 

financial analysts share it - the strength of the Euro cannot solely be measured in terms of its 

exchange rates. This is a very onesided view. A quick look at the bond markets conveys a 

very different picture altogether. Furthermore, 65% of the trade of these 11 countries takes 

place among themselves and therefore within the single-currency framework. 

The task of the Presidency is to steer European policy in a way that is both forward-looking 

and equitable. It has to take into account the often very divergent interests of the different 

member states. 
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As we saw at the important meeting of the European Council in March in Berlin, to be 

successful, it is not enough just to try to find a sort of middle course between opposite views. 

Unremitting effort was needed to come up with creative solutions which can take the 

European process forward. 

Thus the Agenda 2000 package was successfully brokered in a way which found overall 

consent. The deal concluded in Berlin decided the financial framework for the European 

Union from 2000 to 2006. It is one of the most important and far-reaching reforms in EU 

policy in the last decade. It has paved the way for the accession of new candidates to the EU. 

Though not all objectives in agricultural reform could be achieved, it has been possible to 

stabilise both agricultural costs (at 40.5 bn Euro a year) and overall expenditure. Actual 

expenditure up till 2006 will, at 1.13% of EU GDP, be well below the adopted ceiling of 1.27 

EU GDP. Structural policy will henceforth be concentrated on those regions most in need of 

structural aid. Steps towards fairer burden-sharing have been taken, though they could have 

been bolder; and thus European cohesion has been strengthened. 

All the member states expressed satisfaction with the outcome, which is quite something in 

view of the very divergent interests in play at the start of the negotiations. The so-

called "Club Med countries" (Portugal, Spain, Greece and to a certain extent Ireland) feared 

the loss of the cohesion fund, France for the loss of her substantial agricultural benefits and 

Britain for the loss of her rebate. They all showed satisfaction with the result, though 

everybody had to give something. In the final analysis, Germany may have, once again, put 

her own interests last in order to assure a successful outcome. 

"La presidence paie", as the old Brussels saying goes. In the end it was more important for 

the Presidency and for the future course of the Union to achieve a result. 

To have achieved agreement on the financial package at the Berlin summit of 24/25 

March was, I think I may say, quite a success for Chancellor Schroder and the new 

German government, hardly half a year in office. 

The presidency's resolute and quick handling of the crisis after the resignation of the 

EU Commission, resulting in the nomination of Romano Prodi as the new EU President, 

has been equally well received and has established new confidence in the EU institutions. 

Between the key summits in Berlin and Cologne, Kosovo - as you can imagine - was very 

much at the centre of all EU activities. The first NATO planes took up their mission in 

Kosovo on the day the Berlin EU summit started on 26 March. On Friday, 4 June 1999, the 

last day of the final EU Council meeting in Cologne, President Ahtisaari flew in from 

Belgrade with the news that President Milosevic had given in to the NATO demands. 

The German support - political and military - for the Kosovo operation has been very strong. 

We were part of the air campaign and today we have 8500 troops in Kosovo besides 4500 in 

Bosnia. I am happy that Germany has finally been able to fully join ranks with her Allies. 
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During the Kosovo conflict, the German presidency has focused on keeping a unified EU 

position supporting the NATO strategy and offering strong and effective support for the G8 

conditions. Keeping close contact with London, the German presidency has played a very 

strong role in the search for a diplomatic solution. 

Through the German Kosovo Initiative ("the Fischer Plan"), Germany expressed the 

conviction that such a solution could only be achieved under UN auspices and by including 

Russia. The German Government made special efforts to bring Russia on board the Western 

peace effort. 

At an early stage. Chancellor Schroder and Foreign Minister Fischer developed a 

comprehensive plan for economic and political development of the post-war Balkans in the 

whole. This so-called "Stability Pact" was adopted by all Foreign Ministers at a special 

meeting on 10 June. 1999 in Cologne. 

It provides the basis for the rebuilding of Kosovo and neighbouring countries in economic 

and political terms and helping build good neighbourly relations with a long-term perspective 

of joining the European and Euro-Atlantic communities. 

The Cologne Summit on 3 and 4 June 1999, originally planned to deal with a set of 

longstanding EU issues, was turned by events into a Kosovo summit. But notwithstanding the 

focus on Kosovo, far-reaching decisions were taken on a number of important issues. 

These included, first and foremost: The agreement on NATO Secretary-General Javier Solana 

as future High Representative for Common Foreign and Security Policy and the French 

Permanent Representative to the EU, Pierre de Boisseu, as his deputy; this augurs well for the 

future of a cohesive CFSP, for the EU's ability to act in the foreign policy domain. And the 

agreement on effective  

EU-led crisis management within the framework of the Common Foreign and Security 

Policy (CFSP). In order to realize a Common Foreign and security policy, a European 

Security and Defence policy is needed which enables us to mount an operation 

independently when our transatlantic partners do not want to be involved. This is a clear 

lesson of the Kosovo conflict. PM Blair in October 1998 gave new impetus for developing 

stronger European security operations in the field of crisis management, building on the 

European Security and Defence Initiative (ESDI), agreed at NATO's Berlin summit 1995. 

Finally Europe has come up with an answer to Kissinger's famous quip: "Who 

is Mr. Europe? Give me his telephone number." 

Now we have the man - an outstanding senior politician with experience in bringing 

countries to consensus decisions - and the telephone number. The High Representative will 

be asssisted by a Council of Political-Military experts and a Policy Planning Unit. 

In Cologne a decision was also taken on a Common Strategy on Russia. The concept of 

common strategy, created by the Treaty of Amsterdam, allows the use of majority voting in 

the implementation of policies decided by previous consensus amongst member states. It is 

definitely not a coincidence that the first Common Strategy is devoted to Russia, a crucial 

player in Europe and in the world at large. Other strategies still in the making are Ukraine, 

Mediterranean and Western Balkans. 
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The German Presidency has also taken enlargement forward by provisionally concluding 

negotiations with the six candidate countries in a number of areas and advancing others. 

Germany attaches greatest importance to this enlargement process. We want to see these 

countries and others to join as soon as possible. Economic prosperity and democratic stability 

were the fruits of southern enlargement for the countries which joined and the EU as well. 

The EU must repeat this success with eastern enlargement; this is in our interest and we have 

a moral obligation, after having overcome the division of Europe, to include them within the 

EU.                                                          

The events in the western Balkans have brought home to us once again the 

importance of political and economic stability in the rest of Europe. 

The Cologne meeting decided as well to prepare an Intergovernmental Conference (IGC) on 

institutional reforms, the so-called "left-overs from Amsterdam" with guidelines on 

procedures and timetables: preparations under Finnish Presidency, start under Portuguese 

Presidency and conclusion at the end of 2000 under French Presidency. 

Very important questions such as the size of the Commission, the weighting of votes and the 

extension of the majority principle will have to be addressed there, before the entry of new 

candidates can take place. 

The European Employment Pact agreed in Cologne aims to build on the work of the previous 

Councils in Cardiff and Luxemburg through coordination of policy and improved interaction 

between wage trends and monetary, budgetary and fiscal policy in order to enable strong and 

sustained non-inflationary growth (the Cologne dialogue). 

The Cologne Council meeting also emphasized the need to combat harmful tax competition 

and to to make tax systems in Europe more employment-friendly. 

Taking up a German initiative, the Council decided to develop a Charter of Basic Rights for 

the European Union citizen. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

Regarding transatlantic relations there is good news as well. The looming trade war between 

the United States and the European Union on beef and bananas was averted at the Cologne 

summit between the EU and the United States on Monday last week. President Clinton 

declared: 

 

‘We decided not to have unresolved trade disputes define our relationship" and 

was echoed in this sentiment by Jacques Santer, who insisted that in the light of 

the close cooperation between the US and the EU in Kosovo these trade 

squabbles should be seen in their proper perspective. 

These all together are results, we think, we can be satisfied with. The EU has definitely made 

important steps forward. The Kosovo conflict, no doubt, a great challenge - also for many 

years to come - has brought EU-countries also closer together on Foreign and Security policy. 
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The eleventh German presidency was not just a business-like presidency dealing with a 

day-to-day agenda. Far from it, it was a highly dramatic six months' period with an 

enormous workload, brought to a successful conclusion. 

Let me conclude on a different note: on Britain, and then on Germany. 

The decision of the British Government last year to play a leading role within the 

European Union was good news for Europe. The important role of the British voice in the 

European concert has become obvious to everyone during the successful British 

presidency in the first half of 1998 and the initiative by the Prime Minister to enhance 

security cooperation. 

PM Tony Blair said in Aachen last month - when he was awarded the Charlemagne Prize 

-that he wants to bring to an end British ambivalence towards Europe. That is 

encouraging (though it would have been more so, had he stressed that at home). 

We Germans have always maintained that just as the European Union needs the 

contribution of Britain, Great Britain needs the continent. 

Without the proverbial British common sense, pragmatism and fair play, openess and 

centuries' old experience of democracy Europe would lack something. And -that is why 

we Germans are today among those who derive the most pleasure from Britain's more 

outward looking attitude and commitment towards the European Union. And we hope that 

- before too long - Britain will become part of the EURO which is to give Europe and its 

member countries its weight in a more and more globalizing world. 

Let me end by saying, we have since October a new government in Germany. It represents 

a new generation. This government is as committed as previous ones to the European 

integration process. It is considered the best, the only viable course for Europe. After 

unification 9 years ago we are moving this year our government and our parliament to 

Berlin. This will in no way change German politics, but it will help to integrate better East 

Germany and to bring the East-European countries closer to the European process. Las 

month we have elected a new President in the newly rebuilt former Reichstag. 

While Britain is building a millenium dome in London, the move to Berlin is our 

millenium project. And we will have a British dome on our new parliament. 
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I know that some of you have to get away very promptly so I think we had better begin 
before you’ve finished your pudding and had a look at your coffee cups. It gives me 
very great pleasure indeed to introduce Lord Watson. For many many years he has 
been the Guiding spirit and driving force of the English Speaking Union. I am the first 
and perhaps the last person who has actually been expelled from the English speaking 
Union though I had the best intentions. The English speaking Union was sponsoring 
a large exchange program for teachers between Great Britain and the United States 
and as a very young member of Parliament I thought 50 years ago that it would be a 
good idea to send a questionnaire to the teachers who had been on this program and 
find out what they thought about the program and what their experiences were. I sent 
out a great questionnaire and the answers came that all the British teachers who had 
been to America enjoyed the trip and thought that the schools were excellent and had 
learned a lot. Virtually all of the Americans who came over here thought that the 
schools that they went to were dreadful and had a horrid time and so I fear that I put 
all this into a pamphlet and when the English speaking Union headquarters received 
a copy they pointed out that this was probably sabotage of the exchange teacher 
program and that I would no longer be welcome at any hereto meeting or on any hereto 
premises. Well, I’m happy to say that times have changed. The old teacher exchange 
program was, in fact, scrapped and there are now bigger and better programs in their 
place and I’m sure that all those who take part in them are extremely happy. Meanwhile 
of course in Lord Watson’s interest, I’ll expand far wider than the English speaking 
union. He has been president of the Liberal party and certainly when it comes to East 
England is concerned he has been president of an organization that commands even 
more support which is the East Rail Association for the control of Aircraft noise. But 
whatever his many interests are he has expanded all of them with great eloquence 
and it gives me great pleasure to introduce Lord Watson. 

  

Lord Watson: 

Well, Sir Phillip, let me start as Chairman, International Chairman Emeritus of the 
English Speaking Union; I grant you absolution. (Laughter) Its’ all in the past worry 
not. 

Well, my Lords, Ladies and gentlemen it’s a great pleasure to be here. I see there is 
an uncertainty about headwear. I see some of you are in festive moods and are 
wearing caps. I have to tell you that Sir Robert and I, as co-chairs of the British 
Jamestown Committee, we share a certificate of commendation from the governor in 
Virginia, but I got the headdress and Bob feels quite seriously about this so next time 
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we appear we will both appear in the suitable headdress. Well, you’ve given me an 
enormous subject and we don’t have very much time so let me start with three 
vignettes which maybe tell something about the transatlantic relationship. Now the first 
actually does relate to the anniversary in May this year of the 400th anniversary of the 
founding of Jamestown, which I remind you was the first permanent English settlement 
in the New World thirteen years before the pilgrims followed. Her majesty the queen 
went out to celebrate this and made a wonderful impression. Incidentally the training 
of being head of the Commonwealth pays huge dividends I noticed because when she 
got to the capital in Richmond, Virginia there were the 13 tribes, I think there were 13. 
Of course they all have challenging names, both the individual chiefs and the individual 
tribes, and the queen without a second hesitation went and greeted each of them by 
name and got it all right. It made a huge impression and incidentally those tribes which 
were there when the English first arrived are still in a treaty relationship with the British 
crown which is quite an interesting aspect. Anyway I’m not here to talk about 
Jamestown but I brought my extremely good valued book called Jamestown the 
voyage of the English because the fact is when the English settlers landed in 1607 
there were roughly 3 and a half million people in the world who spoke English, here 
and in the West Indies, and by the end of this decade two billion people will be using 
English. So the voyage of English from that first precarious transatlantic journey to its 
present position as the working language of the global world is really the subject of the 
book and if anybody wants to buy it afterwards I’ll be very happy to sign it. Now to the 
vignettes. 

The first was actually not in May but in November because we had the conference of 
the ESU in northern America in the United States and I flew into Dulles and stood in 
the queue for the immigration and had my fingerprints taken and all the rest of it and I 
gave the immigration officer my passport which has a House of Lords accreditation on 
the front of it and being a perceptive young man he looked at the passport and 
said “are you a member of the house of Lords?” I said, “Yes indeed. As a matter of 
fact there are two other members of the house of lords on the flight from Heathrow this 
afternoon.” There were three of us. He said, “Let me have that again. Three members 
of the House of Lords on one flight into Washington DC? What’s with you guys you 
want to take the place back?” 

So I thought that was quite interesting. And Bob and I, actually during the meeting, 
when the queen visited we had two extraordinary moments like that. One was I had to 
introduce the members of the British Jamestown committee to Her Majesty the Queen 
which I did and then a gentleman suddenly stood in front of me with his dark classes 
and a bulge under his arm and a thing in his ear and he said “Lord Watson I’d like you 
to introduce the members of your Committee to the Vice President, Mr. Cheney, Mr. 
Cheney, Mr. Cheney is here!” I could tell he was here because there was a sort of 
gunship hovering above his head and we were all relieved that he wasn’t carrying one 
of his shotguns. I said “Mr. Vice President may I have the honour to announce the 
members of the British Jamestown Committee?” “The British Jamestown 
Committee?” I said, “Yes, Mr. Vice President.” “Why the British Jamestown 
Committee?” So I was directing chant over the neo-con philosophy. And I said well 
we’re celebrating, Mr. Vice President, 150 years of colonial history and he smiled. But 
after the event we were interviewed by U.S. television, one of the networks, and they 
said, and it was an interesting question, “seriously now what are you celebrating you 
lost the colonies?” And of course the answer was we were celebrating the birthday of 
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America but not of the United States because that came much later and we were 
celebrating the voyage of England to its present political status. So that’s the first 
vignette. 

The second vignette came in 2004 after the Iraq invasion and I was travelling around 
the United States and I was boarding one of those horrible little feeder aircraft, in this 
case going from Richmond, Virginia to Dulles and my luggage had been opened and 
examined 4 times. Now they said that this, of course, had nothing to do with me not 
being an American but it did seem to me a coincidence too far. And so when I finally 
boarded the plane and this enormous man who was armed like a platoon said open 
your bags I was really irritated and I put my House of Lords passport on the case and 
I said you know this is the 4th time my luggage has been examined in this small airport 
to board this extremely small aircraft and I think it’s a pity because after all we’re your 
main ally and I’m a British Parliamentarian. “Spread your legs,” he said.  laughter:. So 
I did that and then something extraordinary and uniquely American took place. When 
he had gone through all of my luggage he stepped back, and they were all looking 
from the aircraft because we were just on the steps boarding the aircraft. “Sir! I’d just 
like to say, Sir, how much we appreciate the fact that you’re our ally in Iraq, Sir!” Now, 
explain that. 

And then the final vignette I want to share with you takes place in 1976. I had just gone 
to work for the European Commission, for Roy Jenkins. My passport expired and there 
were no European passports in those days so I was issued a passport by the British 
embassy in Brussels and it had on it ‘Member of the Staff of the European 
Commission’ and I arrived in Kennedy about two weeks later. I landed, at my body 
time, 2:30 in the morning and you know what a very existential moment that is. I got 
up to the immigration officer and he looked at my passport and he saw this European 
Communities thing, by now it is 3:30 in the morning. “What’s that? What’s that?” So I 
said right, well if you really want to know it started in 1956 with the Conference of 
_______. I took him through the whole thing and he glazed over a bit and we were 
approaching 4 o’clock and he handed me back my passport and he said, “Sir, it sounds 
like a mighty big company to me.” 

I share those vignettes with you because they all illustrate the shared complexity of 
European Atlantic Relations. So in the time that I have I just want to share two 
fundamental observations with you about this relationship. The first is that the United 
States has been extraordinarily slow to awaken to the real impact of the European 
Union. Now there are all sorts of reasons for this. I would say the former Soviet Union, 
for example, would never recognize the European Union at all, it only talked to it’s 
constituent parts but there has been something of the same instinct on the American 
side and Henry Kissinger’s excuse that he never knew who he was to telephone is 
really rather a weak excuse. Actually they’ve been very slow to get the plot. Now there 
are partly ideological reasons for that and I was just looking the other day at Jeremy 
Redkin, I think, the Neo-Con from Cornell University, his book The Case for 
Sovereignty, and he says that the European Union is projecting its aims into the larger 
world independent of the United States and often in direct opposition to it and he 
quotes Kyoto and Human Rights legislation and a whole raft of other things. And it is 
quite interesting that one of the reasons why the profile of the European Union is now 
rising dramatically in the United states is because it is becoming increasingly obvious 
to the regulators and to the legislators in Washington and also New York that Europe 
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is increasingly setting the rules on a whole host of things from environmental standards 
through to accountancy centres and they have to deal with this. 

Now the argument also of course got hugely blurred at the beginning of the Iraq War 
when you remember that there was this basically rather silly nonsense about Venus 
verses mars. Venus was European soft power and Mars was American hard power 
and that was the moment if you remember when French fries were replaced by 
freedom fries and there was this wonderful delicious moment of this American investor 
in Paris who was asked aggressively at a press conference by an American 
journalist, “in the present circumstances are you getting rid of your French wines?” to 
which he replied, “yes of course one at a time.” .:laughter:. Now most of that silliness 
is at an end but the fact is there’s a long way to go in terms of the real importance of 
the awareness of the European Union on the American side and you’ll have to see 
what happens with the next administration. I would like to see a democratic 
administration in Washington but I’m also well aware that democrats have a more 
robust tradition of protectionism than the republicans and we may find that the early 
reactions, if the democrats do win, to Europe could be stiffened by that. On the 
European side we have been very slow to acknowledge the centrality of our 
relationship with the United States. I’m not talking about the British so called special 
relationship. I’m talking about the fact that nearly one third of world trade is between 
the two sides of the Atlantic, that the economic importance and weight of this 
relationship is unprecedented. 

Now it is partly, I’m afraid, irritation with George W and there’s no getting away from 
that. I looked at the German Marshall Fund Survey in September this year which found 
that 58% of all Europeans in the EU view U.S. leadership in the world as positively 
undesirable. And Maury, sitting here, in the UK favourability toward the United States 
81%, favourability for George W. Bush 25% and falling. Now, we all know that. What 
is interesting given the tardiness or alertness on both sides of the Atlantic is there 
something really changing in the undergrowth at the moment? Well I think there is and 
I think it’s very important. First we have this extraordinary conjunction in Europe of 
Sarkozy, Merkel, and indeed god bless him, Brown and that’s just pause on that 
because I cant think going back quite a long time when the leaders of the big three 
countries in Europe have all been instinctively atlantics it’s somewhat new and 
Sarkozy produced one sentence which I think goes to the heart of this and is true to 
France when he said three months ago that Europe can not be great without France, 
no surprise there, but then he said France cannot be great without Europe and that’s 
basically a feeling that Sarkozy and Brown and Merkel all share. 

I mean the Mr. Bean factor comes into it of course with Mr. Brown. The truth is that 
that’s really where brown is and it’s certainly where merkel is. I want to pause for a 
moment, I was privileged last month to go to a dinner at the American Academy in 
Berlin and the speaker was Angela merkel and of course she’s on a high because she 
riding high in the polls the sep basically cant pull an opposition candidate together and 
there’s no rival in the CSU so she’s heading for a second term. But she spoke vividly 
at this dinner and she was celebrating the 60th anniversary of the Marshall plan which 
is this year and she said on both sides of the Atlantic we have to face the fact that we 
have to proactively protect our affluence, not our alliance, our affluence, because our 
affluence produces huge envy and sometimes dismay in the rest of the world but it is 
a characteristic that these two sides, these two economic giants share. And secondly 
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she said, if we look at the immediate future, she sketched out all the economic 
priorities, to recognize the potential of the economic relationship, what she means 
regulatory conversions between the EU and the us and I believe that’s going to happen 
and that will be not just in accountancy but in many other things and it will release a 
great deal of the potential of one third of the world’s trade. 

  

Secondly, the environment because we have to discuss the successor to Kyoto and it 
has to be done jointly between the two sides of the Atlantic. The security agenda, 
where we are dealing not only with the state of Iran but the terror potential of individuals 
committed to suicide in pursuit of their efforts, which is something we haven’t had 
before. This is what you call the new global architecture. On the new global 
architecture she ended like this we have faith, we Europe and the United States. We 
must shape the 21st century around our values. “Around our values, why because 
there is no alternative”. You see we can talk about the new commonality of material 
interests between china and the U.S. and Europe and its real but there is not a 
commonality of values. We can talk about the whole Brit phenomenon but there is no 
commonality yet of values. Winston Churchill said, speaking of the Anglo-American 
relationship, at the end of the 2nd World War, We must have a union of hearts based 
on common convictions and common ideals and we have to find whatever the next 
administration in the United States is going to be and whatever the formation of our 
leadership in the European Union. Over the next 5-6 years we have to revisit common 
convictions and common ideals. If we find, ladies and gentlemen, that we don’t have 
them there are indeed trouble. If we find that we still do have them and they are active 
and we can build on them, frankly the door is wide open. 

Chairman Sir Philip Goodhart: 

To ask the first question and to open the discussion I’m going to ask Lord Worcester 
and can I say that after him priority will be given to those people who are wearing funny 
hats. 

Robert Worcester: 

Thank you Sir Philip. My Lord, or as I’m instructed to call you, Silver Fox, your sachem 
told me that I must from now on call you silver fox. You see he got a head dress he 
got a paw wow he even got a certificate. I got the certificate. O well. 

Alan, it seems to be that one significant threat that the North Atlantic alliance, that the 
E.U., the north American alliance is the media because it seems to me that so much 
of the media in this country in Germany and to some degree in the us although the 
queen transcended that when we were there last may because she was not just the 
main news she was about the only new in the Washington post and other newspapers 
during her visit there. But what can we do to explain to the media in this country for 
instance, you didn’t speak specifically about the special relationship but every time the 
special relationship seems to be used the British media make the point that o you ask 
Americans and they wouldn’t even know what the special relationship was and who it 
was with that isn’t the point of it. The point of it is that the senior people in the military, 
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and the ministry of defense, the intelligence establishment, the congress of the United 
States, they certainly know what the special relationship is. Your prescription my Lord? 

Well that’s a very difficult question to have to answer shortly. I think that we’re dealing, 
specifically in the United States and the United Kingdom, with media who perceive the 
primary objective, as being to sell papers or to hold television and radio audiences and 
this has become an increasingly perilous mission for them because if you look at the 
figures are in steep decline and there is no sign that this is going to stop so you are 
dealing with a lot of media organizations which are battling for a shrinking market and 
that makes them increasingly ruthless in terms of just creating the stories which they 
think will sell. And what is disturbing if you look at the pattern is how these stories are 
becoming more and more insular. We used to laugh in this country about the ignorance 
of the American mid west the fact that they never knew what was going on in the rest 
of the world I wonder how much we really know what’s going on in the rest of the world 
any longer in the UK and we can really look to the main news bulletins, a lot of it is 
trivia a lot of it is sensation a lot of it is- if you can get somebody who cried live on 
television that’s worth a great deal more than any degree of analysis on what’s 
happening in Iraq or Afghanistan. Now, that’s harsh and I know that there lots of 
exceptions but the truth is that there is less and less space given in terms of mass 
media to any real kind of analysis and real weight given to the importance of the things 
I have tried to talk about briefly today. How many people actually think that there is a 
real challenge in terms of United States European relationships over the next 5 years. 
Everybody here knows that there is but it’s not an issue. It’s not discussed, it’s not 
talked about. Our politics has become, on the one hand, increasingly a matter 
of  micro-management, managerial, and the media has become increasingly 
sensational and simply geared to selling its product. Now, in that very difficult 
arrangement, it is extremely important that those of us who have better information 
and are motivated by a sense of urgency that we don’t shut up and that we do our best 
to lay our platforms and work very hard at it which is why a gathering such as this and 
an organization such as this really matters and I think they’re going to matter more 
and more over the next 5 years. 

(Unknown female speaker): 

I’m a member of the E-AG. I really love what you said about the BBC, the triviality of 
it. What I really wanted to comment upon was you were talking about merkel and 
Sarkozy and Merkel’s speech and you said ‘do we share the same values as America?’ 
and one person you didn’t mention, I know he’s been sort of airbrushed out of history, 
was Tony Blair, who actually did say these things in all of his major speeches which 
weren’t really reported by the BBC thoroughly especially his speech in LA and I don’t 
really know whether Brown is on the same level as Merkel or Sarkozy but I wondered 
why you left Tony Blair out because I felt he was one person who, whether you liked 
him or not or agreed with him or not, understood about the bigger picture and the 
shared values. 

Lord Watson: 

Well I think there’s a lot in that. It may well be that there has to be a reappraisal of 
Blair. It’s already becoming easier to put certain things into perspective because what 
has happened since he left. To Gordon Brown the job may have seemed simple but it 
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wasn’t once he moved from number 11 to number 10. I think Tony Blair had three 
singular pieces or personalities of misfortune in him. First of all, I know he was 
absolutely genuine about really trying to put the relationship with Berlin at the centre 
of a lot of what he was doing. Unfortunately he encountered Schroeder and Schroeder 
forgive my language was a bullshitter of the first order. He was the Harold Wilson of 
German politics and I’m afraid he wasn’t a partner fit for …. Then of Crouse he had 
the misfortune of having to deal with Chirac and if you look at the defence agreement 
which this country, under Blair, made with France, it was extraordinarily important but 
Chirac went off on a different trajectory. Third, he met George W and that was also 
unfortunate because it wasn’t just the toothpaste, there was some sort of other 
relationship at work there, maybe religious, whatever, which he simply wasn’t able to 
express and he wasn’t able to share with either parliament or the people in the united 
kingdom, hence much of the misunderstand over and around the Iraq war. So I think 
he had three personal misfortunes but another thing and I don’t mean this in a partisan 
way at all. Blair found as many Prime Ministers found before that it’s much easier to 
be pro-European when you’re on the European continent then when you’re in the 
British Isles. By and large if you look at the speeches that he made about Europe or 
indeed the speeches he made about the Atlantic relationship, the most important were 
made either in Europe or America now towards the end of his time as prime minister 
he blamed the media for that I think there was  a more fundamental problem which 
was all to do with his relationship with Gordon brown and somehow he managed to 
allow critical areas of the European relationship including what our position would be 
about the euro, he succeeded them in a way and that was a big mistake and that was 
thought in continental Europe that he wasn’t really trying. Having said all of those 
things which are points of misfortune and maybe points of miscalculation what I think 
we will come to appreciate with Blair was that he had a world view and that he had a 
wider view and that he understood that democracy to survive has to be proactive and 
we’re all going to have to relearn that and it’s all about bringing the troops back and 
all the rest of it but the fact is there will be other interventions and they will have to 
occur and we will have to have them on the basis of real agreement between Europe 
and the United States. 

(Unknown male speaker): 

I’m a colonel in the British army and I’m retiring in 40 days time having served for 37 
years. My question is about the war on terror. I’ve been to war 6 times.  The second 
time, in 1978, I was shot down in a helicopter, my commanding officer was killed, and 
the pilot was killed and. I served with the United Nations in Yugoslavia, I’ve served in 
Afghanistan, and I’ve served in Argentina. We never saw the Americans. We were 
highly criticized by the Americans when we served in the United Nations. When I had 
my accident we were shot down by an American M-60. The IRA was totally funded by 
(????). When I was in Afghanistan last year the Taliban had been trained and 
equipped by the CIA. My question is about the future. How do you see, and you were 
talking about a democratic America but how do you see a democratic foreign policy, 
particularly in regard to the war on terror? 

Speaker Lord Watson: 

I’m told that George Bush sees himself as a wartime president and if that is indeed 
true it tells you a great deal about what we are now encountered with. There is no 
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doubt that every incident of friendly fire every accident that happens get huge and very 
bitter coverage but I have to say that my impression is the bottom line is that we have 
to raise the level of our alliance with the United States to an alliance between us and 
our European partners and the United States. Many of the problems that have 
emerged in the Anglo-American relationship really stem from the simple fact that it’s a 
special but a fundamentally unequal relationship. The relationship in the future 
decades, between Europe and the United States has to become an equal one. In a 
funny sort of way that’s probably going to be easier to achieve now than at any 
previous time. Because in Washington the view going back to Venus and mars was 
that soft power was nonsense and nation building was for wimps and the real stuff was 
the real stuff. You have to look hard and deep in Washington to find that view being 
held anymore. The truth is that the American power has been humiliated by its inability 
to understand soft power in addition to hard power and the truth is that if we are going 
to be effective in dealing with the war on terror and the war on terror is real, in the 
future, its probably going to get much worse than any better, I’m not an optimist about 
this, we will have to bring together hard power and soft power which means that the 
Americans are going to have to learn a lot more about softer power and Europeans 
are going to have to commit to a lot more hard power. 

I would like to come back to a point made by both Sir Watson and Sir Robert about 
the special relationship which Bill Clinton said meant a lot. Inaudible… 

  

Lord Watson: 

I don’t agree with you because I think we have gone beyond the point of speaking in 
terms of reliance in quite that sort of way. If at this point in Europe we feel we can’t 
rely, in a broad sense, on the European Union then we are in deep deep trouble. And 
if the United States doesn’t feel like it can rely on the European Union they are in deep 
deep trouble. And if we feel we can’t rely on the United States we’re all in deep trouble. 
The point about reliance is reliance has to be based upon experience and it has to be 
based on painstaking trouble and the truth is, I went as a member of the house or lords 
select committee on Europe, to Washington two months before the Iraq War and I sat 
at a dinner next to Richard Pearl and several neo-con senators and they said we don’t 
believe in Europe, we don’t believe in objective advice, we believe in loyalty and you’re 
either for us or you’re against us. Now trust is not bred by that sort of exchange so we 
have to learn to level with each other in a painstaking and difficult way but one thing 
I’m absolutely certain of, Winston Churchill, as you know, believed always, that Britain 
to survive and prosper has to be at the intersection between three circles. The empire, 
which now you could loosely translate into the English speaking world, which is of 
course the vast English success of the 20th century, the circle which is the special 
relationship- the transatlantic, third circle Europe. Britain must never be in a position 
where it believes is has to choose between those three circles. It is not in our interest 
to choose. It is in our interest to choose all three. We have a huge vested interest in 
the English speaking world. We have a huge vested interest in the special relationship. 
And we have a huge vested interest in the success of Europe. We must make all three 
circles work. 

Countess Ilona Esterhazy, member of the E-AG: 
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Lord Watson, Ilona Esterhazy, member of the group. You mentioned the word 
standards. We live in a day when we seem to be compromising here and there to be 
popular and making no reference to any particular prime minister. I leave that for the 
audience and yourself to decide. I think it’s a danger that if we all seem to be 
compromising that this could be seen as an area of weakness and I would like to think 
that we could hold fast as it says in the biblical text, in my copy of the Koran, to hold 
fast to that which is good. The question is what is the good? And in your judgment sir, 
what is the good and should we compromise to be popular or otherwise? Thank you. 

Lord Watson: 

I don’t know how many people were watching the Andrew Maher program on BBC 
television yesterday morning when the Archbishop of York, live on television, took of 
his dog collar and tore it into pieces and he said he will not wear his dog collar again 
until the dictatorship in Zimbabwe comes to an end and he said, for example, the black 
culture has for too long been willing to excuse dictatorship and outrage in black Africa 
on the grounds that the fault lies with colonial powers from half a century ago. The 
same Archbishop of York came into the chamber in the house of Lords last 
Wednesday when Hugh Dykes and I were speaking and we have a device in the 
House of Lords called a gap which is at the end of a formal debate there’s a gap of 15 
minutes when somebody who hasn’t put their name down can get up and speak for 
two or three minutes and the archbishop of York got up and he in one moment 
destroyed a lot of the moral dishonesty of UCIP, UCIP peers and  the people who were 
arguing from that perspective and he stated his own position which was in time, in 
terms of making the old process of making the European Union work. Now you ask 
me, “What are values?” I think the courage to speak out. I think the ability to cut 
through the rhetoric to some essential points and to remind us all as Merkel said so 
clearly at that dinner that I went to that we ought to shape the 21st century on these 
values, because if we don’t we’re lost. And I am very impressed by the moral 
leadership of the Archbishop of York and I’m very impressed by people who are able 
to cut to the point in that sort of way and if we don’t continue to retain that ability we 
are in deep loss. So let’s be, as we approach Christmas, let’s be a little optimistic about 
it all and not just wear the hat but carry the values too 

Chairman Goodhart: 

Lord Watson, can I thank you for one of the most enjoyable and informative meetings 
that we have had for a very long time. 
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BRITAIN AND EUROPE: 

BEYOND AMSTERDAM TO 2000 

By 

SIR STEPHEN WALL, KCMG 

United Kingdom Permanent Representative to the European Union 

 
 
It must be a salutary exercise for any politician, as it is for any bureaucrat, to ask yourself the question 
“What would I have done if it had been my responsibility to decide or to advise?” on any of the great 
issues of the day. 

There are two historical instances that are often in my mind and brought to mind by two books. The first 
is Andrew Robert’s book “The Holy Fox” about Lord Halifax, which has a graphic account of the way 
decisions were taken, and why, during the policy of appeasement. Munich was a popular triumph at 
the time. I am of a generation that regarded it as a disaster and a national shame. My parents to their 
dying day believed that it was justified because it had “bought us time”. 

If you read Andrew Robert’s book you are led, of course, to the conclusion that Halifax and Chamberlain 
were wrong. But I found it much harder to say to myself at the end of that book than at the beginning 
that, if I had been a senior civil servant advising ministers, I would have advised them to do the brave 
thing, as opposed to what at the time seemed to be the safe thing. Not safe, in the sense of ‘least 
brave.’ Safe, in the sense of the only thing which would prevent the literal destruction of the United 
Kingdom. 

Similar thoughts go through my mind when I read and re-read a book by the journalist Michael Chariton 
called ‘Price’ which is based on a series of radio interviews with those involved in British decision-
making on the European Community in the post-war years. 

The truth of the matter is, few were those who foresaw the success of the Schumann Plan, the Common 
Market and the Treaty of Rome. Caution represented the prevailing wisdom of the time. Among the 
more cautious were some officials who became enthusiastic for the European Community in later years. 
What is also clear is that many of us find ourselves in a similar Position now. Important decisions. We 
have to advise. 

Churchill said that studying history was important because it was only by studying history that we could 
make intelligent guesses about the future. Churchill was probably better at it than anyone else. I should 
like to give you a quote: “I must admit that my thoughts rest primarily on Europe, in the revival of the 
glory of Europe, the parent continent of modern nations and of civilisation. 

Hard as it is to say now, I trust that the European family may act unitedly as one. I hope to see the 
economy of Europe studied as a whole.” That was Churchill writing to Eden, amazingly enough, just 
two days before the Battle of El Alamein. But even Churchill did not sustain that thinking through to its 
logical consequences in his final period of office. This was the period when Halifax, one of the 
exponents of appeasement and Churchill’s main rival for the Premiership in 1940, was sent by the 
elders of the Tory party to advise Churchill that the time had come to go. “My Dear Edward, I have 
made it a rule of my life never to leave the pub before closing time.” 

Today we are having to ask ourselves questions which are just as vital for the future of our own country. 
Is EMU going to happen? Are we headed inevitably towards a federal Europe? Does our future as an 
independent nation state require us to say ‘no’? Does our future as a premier country require us to say 
‘yes’. 
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On the political question, everyone will have their own view. Everyone has in their own mind a notion 
of what does and does not constitute the essence of a nation state. To some that threshold will be the 
adoption of a single currency because of its implications for the conduct of monetary policy and of fiscal 
policy. For others it will be the issue of majority voting in foreign policy, on the basis that the ability to 
determine your own foreign policy is the ultimate definition of an independent nation. For others the 
sense of national identity, cultural and linguistic, will be more important than these other tests. 

I do not believe that, in the European Union we live in today, we are witnessing some kind of con trick 
compared with the European Community to which we signed up. “Ever closer union” is in the Treaty of 
Rome. At a Summit in Paris at the end of 1972 the then British Prime Minister agreed with his colleagues 
to transform their relationships into an economic and political union by the end of the decade, ie by 
1980. If we thought that we were joining a common market and nothing else, we were kidding ourselves. 
We were not kidded by anybody else. 

In a series of speeches before the election, Malcolm Rifkind asked our Partners where the process of 
integration would end.  He did not get an answer because most of our Partners do not have an answer 
or see the need to have an answer to that question. 

Most of them believe in the bicycle theory: that if you stop peddling, you topple over. Nor, on the whole, 
do they believe in putting your foot down and stopping from time to time. This is not the place to analyse 
the different reasons for their approach. Nor am I arguing that our Partners are governed by altruism 
while we have been governed by self-interest. Their perception of their interests, collective and 
individual, has, however, been different from ours. 

History of UK negotiations 

Can we say: “I want my money back”? 

What of the ‘Single Market’ campaign? 

Count Sforza said, “There are times at the opera when you should enjoy the music, and not worry about 
the words.” 

This is one reason why we have sometimes found ourselves in the uncomfortable position of justifying 
European decisions not because we were part of the vanguard, but because of an assessment of the 
damage to our own interests if we had stayed outside. 

So imagine now that you are the Prime Minister, the Chancellor, the Foreign Secretary having to make 
judgements about Britain’s role in the European Union. I am sitting opposite you at the Cabinet table in 
Downing Street trying to answer your questions. 

First question. Will EMU happen? Answer. Yes. Don’t under estimate the sacrifices our Partners have 
already made to make it happen or the costs which they perceive, economic and political, if it were not 
now to happen. 

 Secondly. If it happens, will it work? Much harder to answer. It is a unique experiment. All one can 
say is that, if it goes ahead, and with the overwhelming majority of EU Members, they will have a very 
strong interest indeed in making it work. They may even be ruthless in making it work. And the 
Commission will find it hard to be a neutral referee in these circumstances. They too will see the 
overall interest of the EU as being predominantly with the success of EMU. 

Third question. Will Britain’s interests suffer if we stay outside? This begs lots of questions, including 
the fundamental political question of where Britain’s ultimate interest lies. But assuming that the 
government of the day has said, as the Government have said, that this is a practical, more than 
ideological issue, then I believe that we will have to reckon on the potential damage to our interests of 
not being part of a grouping likely to include a majority of our Partners, likely, therefore, to protect 
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their interests as they see them, and likely, increasingly, to co-ordinate their policies over a whole 
range of issues. 

The extent of that is hard to predict, but I do not think that the creation of a single currency adhered to 
by the majority of our Partners will not fail to have significant political, economic and institutional 
consequences for the Union, and, therefore, for us if we are outside EMU. 

The biggest potential flaw is that lack of convergence imposes strains (lower pay or higher 
unemployment) unsustainable in a democracy. Will EMU impose the market reforms which are vital to 
its success’? I think probably ‘yes’. Thanks to the deal which was done at Maastricht, we have time to 
weigh those consequences. Which means that, if a British government goes to the British people on a 
referendum on a single currency, it will not be asking them to buy a pig in a poke. 

It ought to be able to go to the British people and put to them choices based on an informed 

assessment of the significance of a single currency and of its impact on our interests. I might add that 

the single currency has inspired humour as well as speculation. A recent edition of the New Yorker 

magazine took up the theme of unification, and looked for other areas where it might apply. They 

reported that great strides had been made in creating the Single European Joke, but the drafting of its 

punch line collapsed after Chancellor Kohl mistakenly ate the chicken before it crossed the road 

It must be a salutary exercise for any politician, as it is for any bureaucrat, to ask yourself the question 
“What would I have done if it had been my responsibility to decide or to advise?” on any of the great 
issues of the day. 

There are two historical instances that are often in my mind and brought to mind by two books. The first 
is Andrew Robert’s book “The Holy Fox” about Lord Halifax, which has a graphic account of the way 
decisions were taken, and why, during the policy of appeasement. Munich was a popular triumph at 
the time. I am of a generation that regarded it as a disaster and a national shame. My parents to their 
dying day believed that it was justified because it had “bought us time”. 

If you read Andrew Robert’s book you are led, of course, to the conclusion that Halifax and Chamberlain 
were wrong. But I found it much harder to say to myself at the end of that book than at the beginning 
that, if I had been a senior civil servant advising ministers, I would have advised them to do the brave 
thing, as opposed to what at the time seemed to be the safe thing. Not safe, in the sense of ‘least 
brave.’ Safe, in the sense of the only thing which would prevent the literal destruction of the United 
Kingdom. 

Similar thoughts go through my mind when I read and re-read a book by the journalist Michael Chariton 
called ‘Price’ which is based on a series of radio interviews with those involved in British decision-
making on the European Community in the post-war years. 

The truth of the matter is, few were those who foresaw the success of the Schumann Plan, the Common 
Market and the Treaty of Rome. Caution represented the prevailing wisdom of the time. Among the 
more cautious were some officials who became enthusiastic for the European Community in later years. 
What is also clear is that many of us find ourselves in a similar Position now. Important decisions. We 
have to advise. 

Churchill said that studying history was important because it was only by studying history that we could 
make intelligent guesses about the future. Churchill was probably better at it than anyone else. I should 
like to give you a quote: “I must admit that my thoughts rest primarily on Europe, in the revival of the 
glory of Europe, the parent continent of modern nations and of civilisation. 

Hard as it is to say now, I trust that the European family may act unitedly as one. I hope to see the 
economy of Europe studied as a whole.” That was Churchill writing to Eden, amazingly enough, just 
two days before the Battle of El Alamein. But even Churchill did not sustain that thinking through to its 
logical consequences in his final period of office. This was the period when Halifax, one of the 
exponents of appeasement and Churchill’s main rival for the Premiership in 1940, was sent by the 
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elders of the Tory party to advise Churchill that the time had come to go. “My Dear Edward, I have 
made it a rule of my life never to leave the pub before closing time.” 

Today we are having to ask ourselves questions which are just as vital for the future of our own country. 
Is EMU going to happen? Are we headed inevitably towards a federal Europe? Does our future as an 
independent nation state require us to say ‘no’? Does our future as a premier country require us to say 
‘yes’. 

On the political question, everyone will have their own view. Everyone has in their own mind a notion 
of what does and does not constitute the essence of a nation state. To some that threshold will be the 
adoption of a single currency because of its implications for the conduct of monetary policy and of fiscal 
policy. For others it will be the issue of majority voting in foreign policy, on the basis that the ability to 
determine your own foreign policy is the ultimate definition of an independent nation. For others the 
sense of national identity, cultural and linguistic, will be more important than these other tests. 

I do not believe that, in the European Union we live in today, we are witnessing some kind of con trick 
compared with the European Community to which we signed up. “Ever closer union” is in the Treaty of 
Rome. At a Summit in Paris at the end of 1972 the then British Prime Minister agreed with his colleagues 
to transform their relationships into an economic and political union by the end of the decade, ie by 
1980. If we thought that we were joining a common market and nothing else, we were kidding ourselves. 
We were not kidded by anybody else. 

In a series of speeches before the election, Malcolm Rifkind asked our Partners where the process of 
integration would end.  He did not get an answer because most of our Partners do not have an answer 
or see the need to have an answer to that question. 

Most of them believe in the bicycle theory: that if you stop peddling, you topple over. Nor, on the whole, 
do they believe in putting your foot down and stopping from time to time. This is not the place to analyse 
the different reasons for their approach. Nor am I arguing that our Partners are governed by altruism 
while we have been governed by self-interest. Their perception of their interests, collective and 
individual, has, however, been different from ours. 

History of UK negotiations 

Can we say: “I want my money back”? 

What of the ‘Single Market’ campaign? 

Count Sforza said, “There are times at the opera when you should enjoy the music, and not worry about 
the words.” 

This is one reason why we have sometimes found ourselves in the uncomfortable position of justifying 
European decisions not because we were part of the vanguard, but because of an assessment of the 
damage to our own interests if we had stayed outside. 

So imagine now that you are the Prime Minister, the Chancellor, the Foreign Secretary having to make 
judgements about Britain’s role in the European Union. I am sitting opposite you at the Cabinet table in 
Downing Street trying to answer your questions. 

First question. Will EMU happen? Answer. Yes. Don’t under estimate the sacrifices our Partners have 
already made to make it happen or the costs which they perceive, economic and political, if it were not 
now to happen. 

  Secondly. If it happens, will it work? Much harder to answer. It is a unique experiment. All one can 
say is that, if it goes ahead, and with the overwhelming majority of EU Members, they will have a very 
strong interest indeed in making it work. They may even be ruthless in making it work. And the 
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Commission will find it hard to be a neutral referee in these circumstances. They too will see the 
overall interest of the EU as being predominantly with the success of EMU. 

Third question. Will Britain’s interests suffer if we stay outside? This begs lots of questions, including 
the fundamental political question of where Britain’s ultimate interest lies. But assuming that the 
government of the day has said, as the Government have said, that this is a practical, more than 
ideological issue, then I believe that we will have to reckon on the potential damage to our interests of 
not being part of a grouping likely to include a majority of our Partners, likely, therefore, to protect 
their interests as they see them, and likely, increasingly, to co-ordinate their policies over a whole 
range of issues. 

The extent of that is hard to predict, but I do not think that the creation of a single currency adhered to 
by the majority of our Partners will not fail to have significant political, economic and institutional 
consequences for the Union, and, therefore, for us if we are outside EMU. 

The biggest potential flaw is that lack of convergence imposes strains (lower pay or higher 
unemployment) unsustainable in a democracy. Will EMU impose the market reforms which are vital to 
its success’? I think probably ‘yes’. Thanks to the deal which was done at Maastricht, we have time to 
weigh those consequences. Which means that, if a British government goes to the British people on a 
referendum on a single currency, it will not be asking them to buy a pig in a poke. 

It ought to be able to go to the British people and put to them choices based on an informed 

assessment of the significance of a single currency and of its impact on our interests. I might add that 

the single currency has inspired humour as well as speculation. A recent edition of the New Yorker 

magazine took up the theme of unification, and looked for other areas where it might apply. They 

reported that great strides had been made in creating the Single European Joke, but the drafting of its 

punch line collapsed after Chancellor Kohl mistakenly ate the chicken before it crossed the road 

We are all oxen tied to the same yoke. We can influence the direction of the cart. But we cannot pull it 
in the opposite direction from our fellows. The questions that we will have to address over the next few 
years are whether it is in our interests to exercise a leading role in the European Union. To which my 
answer would be ‘yes’. Whether we can exercise that leadership role if we are not part of core policies 
being pursued by a majority of other member states. And if the answer to that is ‘no’, where we strike 
the balance between British interests and Britishness. 

A final thought. You turn on your radio bleary eyed one morning, and you hear the following 
announcement: “At this fateful moment in the history of the modern world, the governments of the 
United Kingdom and of the French Republic make this declaration of indissoluble union. 

The two Governments declare that France and Great Britain shall no longer be two nations, but one 
Franco-British union”. Like latter day listeners to Orson Welles’ ‘War of the Worlds’, you probably reach 
for the Internet address of the Editor of The Times to lodge your protest, before you realise that this is 
not a new announcement of Government policy but a recording of the declaration proposed by Churchill 
to the French Government in 1940. 

Of course, it didn’t happen. But I do not believe Churchill was being cynical in making the proposal. 
And, of course, the French said ‘no’. But if they had said ‘yes’? If you ask yourself that question it puts 
into perspective some of the arguments we are now having about Britain’s place in Europe. 

Flexibility may be inevitable. And also risky. The Minority may not have a right to block. But the strength 
of EU has always been to provide stable framework of law and means whereby small could sit on equal 
terms with the large. 

What was evident to me when I lived in Lisbon was that European Union membership had not destroyed 
diversity. The same is true for other member States. At the end of his year spent playing in Italy, the 
footballer Ian Rush complained that being in Turin was like living in a foreign country. The European 
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Union will equally for the foreseeable future be a union of nations, however much or how little it may 
take on federal characteristics. 

I do not myself see the day when we would be judging British or French interests within the European 
Union in the same way one might judge the interests of Birmingham or Bordeaux within the nation state. 
But in judging our national interests, I do not believe that any political leader can say now, and for the 
next foreseeable period, that Britain’s interests, economic, commercial and security, can be pursued 
outside the framework of the European Union. 

 

 

From an Address at a Dinner-Discussion in the St. Ermin’s Hotel to The European-Atlantic Group on 

Thursday, February 12th 1998 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE GENERAL ELECTION 

By 

PROFESSOR  ROBERT  WORCESTER 
MORI/LSE 

On 

Thursday 24th May 2001 

(Text transcribed from a recording) 

It is a great pleasure to be here.  This is the usual way that a speaker begins a talk to the 

European-Atlantic Group but I must admit that I have some hesitancy in saying this tonight 

because, as a member of the European Atlantic Group, I have to come back next month and 

face people.  

You asked me to talk about the implications that surround the general election.  I will do so in 

two parts.  (1). The implications of the election and, (2) The implications of Britain’s role in 

Europe.  I believe that the two are in some degree intertwined.  

Let me speak first about the election and a bit of electoral history, psephological history if you 

will.  Four years ago on the 1st of May 1997, the Conservative Party had 31% of the popular 

vote. That was about 9.6 m votes, which was 4.4 million fewer than they had in 1992.   The 

Labour Party got 44% of popular vote; the Liberal Democrats 17% of the popular vote.  That 

equated in the first-past–the-post system of this country to the Conservative share of the House 

of Commons of 165 seats, the Labour Party with 415 seats, and 46 seats for the Liberal 

Democrats.  That is the base on which we are looking forward to on the 7th of June.  

I think it is probably 99.9% probable that the election will be on the 7th of June, now that the 

local government election is on the 7th of June because of the experience of the conservative 

party four years ago when in the shire counties of England they elected 2.100 Tory counselors 

- down from 4.000 four years ago down from 8.000 eight years ago.  So the Tory Party will be 

coming off that base and doing well. No prime minister would want to come off what will 

appear, in the absence of anything else, a local government triumph for the conservatives. 

That’s why these things have been locked together over the last several years and that is why I 

expected, and indeed was asked to speak, and agreed to what I thought was the general election 

because I was pretty sure the election was going to be on 3rd May because I knew the local 

government elections were going to be on the 3rd. 

The Tories falling 9.6% in 1997 from 1992 represented a switch of magnitude that we have 

never seen before in British politics. There were a number of Conservative ‘92 voters who 

voted for the Referendum party, probably no more than 400,000-500,000.  There were a 

number who voted tactically for the Liberal Democrats to get what they wanted without voting 

against their core values - to get the Conservative Party out of office and John Major 

replaced.  There were a number who actually crossed over to Labour, which was almost 

unprecedented in this country prior to 1992; and there were about 2 million that stayed home, 

just over 2m. 
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The core vote of the Labour Party is around 30%.  That was tested virtually beyond destruction 

in 1983 when Michael Foot was the least popular leader of the political party that had the least 

popular policies in history and the worst organisation.  They still got 28.5% of the vote.  

The core vote for the Conservative Party was tested nearly to destruction in 1997  - by the least 

popular Prime Minister in British polling history with unpopular issues and an appallingly bad 

organisation.  I thought it was the nadir of my experience in British politics when after calling 

a six-week election quite reasonably – he was far behind - John Major was swamped by two 

weeks of sleaze, at the end of which the grand strategist of the Conservative Party campaign 

sent a man dressed in a chicken suit out to peck at the heels of Tony Blair.  I had to go on TV, 

with my accent, and admit that this kind of thing is done in American politics.  I had to say that 

is what I moved here to get away from (laughter). 

The Liberal Democrats, the Greens, the UK Independent party the Referendum Party the 

Nationalists all bundled together an have a core vote of around 20% - tested to destruction in 

1989 in the European Parliament election, when the Greens, of all people, took 15% of the 

electoral vote because the Liberals and the SDP were falling out of bed that summer. 

So totting up the percentages: 30%, 30%, 20% adds up to 80%.  That leaves 20% of the 

electorate in this country who determine the outcome of the general election.  And not only the 

outcome, but the magnitude, whether it is 143 seats for Thatcher in 1983 or 179 for Blair in 

1997.  

Furthermore, in the first-past-the-post system of this country, the way votes are distributed, 

means that only about one constituency in five is a marginal constituency.  So 20% times 20%, 

20% of the constituencies and 20% of the electorate in those constituencies, determine the 

outcome of every general election. That is 4% of the electorate.  4% of 30 million, plus or 

minus a million or so, is roughly about a million people.  The first time I went through those 

numbers for my client of the day, the Labour Party, 15 years ago, in the shadow cabinet room 

- a darkened room with the slides on the wall - I was writing on acetate, and I wrote 30%, 30%, 

20%, 80% and 20% times 20% is 4% equals just over a million people.  A wee Scottish voice 

sounded out of the corner, that of the late Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer, John Smith, 

and it said “Why!  I could bribe that many people!” (laughter) 

So that is who determines the general elections in this country.  If you go back to the first of 

November and take all the opinion polls that have been done since then, the national opinion 

polls that you see in the paper or TV.  To take all of them, the outcome is likely to be in the 

order of 50% (plus or minus 3%) for Labour, 30% (plus or minus 3%) for the Tories and 14% 

(plus or minus 3%) for the Liberal Democrats.  Almost no change.   Run those through a 

mathematical model you find that they project to an average lead of the Labour Party in the 

House of Commons of 197 seats.  This is an increase on the Labour landslide of 1997.  Now I 

personally don't think for a minute that’s going to happen, but that is what they will project. 

If you take the survey we did in January toward the end of the month, before the Foot and 

Mouth crisis took place, and then the interviews we did in April when we were nearly two 

months into Foot and Mouth, Labour actually went up 2 or 3 points.  The Tories went down 

and the Liberal Democrats went down. 

If you put in your mind’s eye a three dimensional triangle - a tetrahedron.  It rests in this context 

on people’s values.  The 80% I told you about, being the people know how they are going to 
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vote, the way their parents voted, their brothers and sisters voted, most of their friends vote that 

way, they read the newspapers consonant with the way that they intend to vote.  Most people, 

80% as I say, know how they are going to vote on Election Day.  So we set those people aside, 

and say “What is it that determines how others are going to vote?"   You put on one side if that 

triangle, the issues; you put on the second side, party image; you put on the third side, leader 

image.  Those are the dimensions that we play with.  

To illustrate: You take this room as that tetrahedron, and you drop from that beautiful 

chandelier over there, a rope, and you put in the middle of that space, the swing voter. So you 

can pretend that you've got three facets that surround us.  That swing voter - floating voter, if 

you will - moves back and forth - repelled and attracted by one party or position, as he or she 

understand its, on the issues, on their feeling about the capability of the prime minister, or the 

leader of the opposition, the party, whether it is united or divided, whether it cares about the 

feelings of ordinary people, whether it is concerned about people in real need, and whether it 

has got its act together.  These are the various image dimensions that we measure.  Those are 

the ingredients.  The balance is around 40% issues, and 60% image.  The image splits more or 

less evenly between party image and leader image.  At the time of the Falklands Ware in 1993, 

Leader image counted for more. In other times party image counts more.  Then the triangle 

pulls in and out of shape it’s an isosceles triangle, as it were.  

But what are the most important issues? Health is ‘number one’ when you ask people “What 

is it that are the issues that are very important to you in determining how to vote?”  You look 

at the 20% who are the floating voters. About 65% say Health is one of the things that are very 

important them.  Just over half, 52%, say Education; it comes down then to Law and Order as 

an important issue to about 30%. Europe runs fifth place after taxation.  If you ask these people 

who think that’s an important issue, which party do they think has the best position on each of 

these issues, you get a very interesting response.  Issues don't bite an electorate in the way that 

every politician would have you believe.  This election should be about issues, we are told. 

This should be a debate not about personalities but about the position that they have. Why 

doesn't is only 40%?  Well, there are four reasons that issues don't ‘bite’. 

1.      The issue has to be salient to the voters.  If I don't care about transport because I live in 

on a farm in Wales and I am not concerned about ever leaving the farm, the best policy in 

the world about transport in London will not move my vote from one party to another.  Only 

2/3rds think health is important, so a 1/3rd said they discount it.  Nearly half discount 

education as an important aspect of the way their vote is determined, 2/3rds discount law 

and order and 3/4th discount Europe. 

2.      They have to discern the differences between the parties on the issues - and not very 

many people can, even on issues that are important to them. 

3.      They have to believe that the party if in power would do something about the issues and 

4.      That they could do something about the issues. 

Not very many issues go through that filter to the end of the day to help determine how someone 

votes for one party or another. 

Image today is more important than issues.  The Labour party went through the Peter 

Mandelson affair and the numbers didn't change at all.  But they then went through foot and 
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mouth and the Labour Party share increased; and yet satisfaction with the Prime minister, and 

satisfaction with the government, and satisfaction with specific performance measures, has 

fallen substantially over the last few months.  So why is Labour riding high in the 

polls?  Because there is no opposition.  

If you asked the British people whether they like or dislike Mr. Blair and Mr. Hague and if you 

asked them if they like Mr. Blair's policies or disliked them or liked Mr. Hague's policies or 

disliked them, you find a mirror image can be seen:  Tony Blair, like him dislike him?  Plus 

23% - 57% say they like him, 34% say they dislike him.  Mr. Hague, a mirror image: 31/53% 

minus 22%.  So Mr. Blair - a plus 23%, Mr. Hague a minus 22%. Policies:  Mr. Blair has a 

minus 5% - 43/48%, Mr. Hague has a minus 22%.  A big, big gap.  

The young people are not the strongest for the Labour.  The strongest for Labour are the 35-44 

year olds, even among the AB professional/managerial  20% of the electorate.  Labour has the 

lead.  They have got a 15 point lead among people who read the Financial Times.  That is how 

strong they are today.  And 66% lead among the Guardian readers - and that’s our big surprise. 

When I was doing private polling for Labour (which I did for 19 years) I was asked to go in 

and discuss strategy with the prospective Labour parliamentary candidates.  They were about 

a dozen or 15 from the home counties and 18 from Wales, and so forth.  I would always give 

them the same two questions at the beginning, and one at the end.  I would say ‘Hands up, all 

of you that read the Guardian’  All of their hands would go up.  I would say the first thing that 

I am going to have to teach you is that no one else in this country reads the Guardian!  It is the 

house newspaper of the Labour Party.  You want to read what your constituents are 

reading.  You should read the Sun or the Mirror because over half of the people that read any 

national paper read one or the other, and don't forget the third that don’t read at all. The only 

four papers that have a Tory balance are the Times, 6% Tory, the Daily Express 6% Tory (30% 

8-ten years ago), and the Daily Mail 22% and the Daily Telegraph 40%. 

Now what is going to keep Labour from the 200 or so majority that the current polls suggest? 

1.      Old Labour. Old Labour had to vote Labour last time because after 18 years in the 

wilderness they were damned if they were going to have another Tory government - and 

they were pretty disappointed that they got one (laughter).  They are disenchanted and they 

are unhappy and they are damned if they will this time give Blair another Landslide.  So 

there will be some abstainers. For the most part, they won’t count because they are in the 

80% of the constituencies that is Labour anyway.  So they won't matter much.  There are 

86 seats only where are as many as 25% of the electorate in those constituencies are in rural 

areas.  Only 86 seats.  56 seats are held by Conservatives already. Another 20 are held by 

Liberal Democrats and only 10 are Labour. Hence the Labour party’s apparent disregard 

for the rural voter of the country. 

2.      The second group are the Labour Idealists who thought on election night that after the 

big party at the festival Hall, Tony Blair would walk across the Thames to take office at 

No10 Downing Street.  He would come into No 10 and everything would be great.  But it 

hasn't been.  People are dissatisfied with education and they are dissatisfied with law and 

order and some are even dissatisfied with the management of the economy.  

3.      There are the Tactical Voters. The Liberal Democrats did very well in the last election 

in seats they really didn't deserve to win because they had Labour supporters coming over 
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to ensure that the Conservatives in those seats were defeated. They moved over in non 

Conservative seats and if they couldn't be Labour, they were Liberal Democrats, and they 

also got some of the votes.  They actually lost 300,000 votes from 4/5 years earlier 

4.      The 4th group:  The Shy Tories.  There are many Tories that I am not convinced will 

come back this time and vote for Mr. Hague because of the dissatisfaction with Mr. Hague. 

Europe 

Now what are the implications of this for Europe?  I believe that we have the most cautious 

and conservative prime minister in many a year. I believe that he will not call a referendum 

if he doesn't know ‘if’ and ‘when’.   As some of you know, I published a pamphlet for the 

Foreign Policy Centre last July that said that, in my opinion, the referendum will be held in 

2001 in late October or early November and it will be won narrowly for Britain going into 

Europe.  

After September when I saw the fragility of the 50% level of support for the Labour party 

and the double-whammy of firstly, the Dome and secondly, the petrol crisis, and they lost 

2/3rds of that support. Even so, when over one weekend our poll for the Mail on Sunday 

had a 4% Tory lead, Labour would still have 30 more seats than the Tories.  Even then 

Labour was safe, but the lead is fragile.  I think they lost the trust of the British people and 

the Prime Minister and the Chancellor over that period of time and I do not believe the 

referendum will be won without clear and absolute leadership from No 10 and No 11 in the 

way that in1975 worked with Mr. Wilson and Mr. Callaghan giving very strong support.  

The British public tell us that economists and bankers are important in their consideration 

on these issues and that government ministers are not trusted.  I think that if we take 

government ministers generally you have to differentiate them from the Prime Minister and 

the Chancellor because these are the people that are responsible for managing an economy.  

I think there are a number of people that have been persuaded.  To be sure, our polls say 

that 70% of the British public would vote to stay out of the Euro and 25% say they would 

vote to get in.  However, when you pose a more sophisticated question and give them four 

options, about 25% strongly oppose Britain’s joining, and 15% are strongly in favour of 

Britain's joining the single currency.  But around half the electorate, 44% at a minimum 

and 53% at the highest, that I measured, split more or less evenly. say either that ‘I am 

generally in favor of Britain's joining the single European Currency but I could be 

persuaded against if I thought it were in Britain's economic interest to do so’ or ‘I am 

generally opposed to Britain's joining the single European Currency but I could be 

persuaded if I thought it were in Britain's economic interest to do so’.  

In looking back to 1975, I saw a 22 point swing in the British Electorate in that six month 

period of January to June 1975.  It is not an central issue for most people and out of the 

quarter of electorate that say it is an important issue for them in determining how they are 

going to vote in the next election almost all of them do not fall in the 20% who are the 

swing voters but in the 80% whose minds are already made up.  This is why I think the 

Conservative Party is very misguided to be playing the Europe card.          
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Now as I've said, I will not hesitate to make a prediction or two, so let me make a prediction 

that the election will be on the 7th of June this year.  Let me say that I believe the outcome 

will not be 200 but a majority of a 100 to 120 for the Labour Party.  

I believe the Liberal Democrats will not do so well as the last election.  About 15 seats of 

theirs will go to mainly the Tories. This of course will not affect the overall majority that 

which Labour will have over all the other parties.  

I do not believe that there will be a referendum.  I believe the referendum in Europe will be 

in 2005 after the election after the next.  And, in the interim, you may well have in election 

in America.  It may well be won by Clinton – unless of course she changes her name back 

to ‘Rodham’.  (Laughter)  

So the UK election after this will be on the 5th of May 2005 and the Labour party will win 

the majority of between 20 and 50 and have an explicit or implicit coalition with the Liberal 

Democrats, the price for which will be the referendum on the Euro and a referendum on 

proportional representation.  Mr. Blair will see through the next Parliament. Gordon Brown 

will be still waiting, as well as Charles Kennedy as Leader of the Liberal Democrats. Mr. 

Portillo will replace William Hague.  

Who will then replace Mr. Portillo in the following election on the 7th of May 2009 when 

Mr. Brown will win as Prime Minister? Mr. Kennedy will be Deputy Prime Minister and 

Robert Worcester will retire. (Laughter 
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 CURRENT  DEVELOPMENT  IN  EUROPE 

by  

H.E. Leonid Zamyatin  

U.S.S.R. Ambassador in London 

April 26th 1990 

  

I recall how long I was in the Diplomatic Service and it may well be time to think 

what to do in the near future. I wish to explain to you the position of my 

Government on a number of questions, and in particular at this very important time 

in which we are living and working, and what has happened in the Soviet Union. 

But mostly I wish in my introductory words to express the position of my 

government in East European affairs, and then I am ready to answer any question 

of yours.  Any questions?  For many years, I have been the person who answered 

the questions of correspondents and that is why I said there are no difficult 

questions for me, there are difficult answers. 

First of all, our Meeting takes place at a crucial point in European Development. 

The Continent is witnessing positive and dynamic processes of restructuring of 

domestic and inter-state relations. The Cold War period is coming to an end. A 

transition to a new international order, based on a fundamentally different 

relationship between European States has begun. For the first time in the Post-war 

period, there is a realistic possibility of gradually dismantling the out-dated model 

of the European balance of force. That model took shape over the Cold War and 

was based on military confrontation. Instead, a new system of relations is to be 

established to ensure stability and security in Europe. To a large extent, all these 

positive developments became possible due to the new political thinking and 

foreign policy of the USSR. Its main element is an understanding of common 

threats facing the Continent, including the nuclear and continental arms race, 

economic problems, and looming ecological catastrophe. The new political 

thinking originated in our country and reflects the basis of perestroika in the 

USSR. One can say it is a reflection of perestroika in the outside world. Indeed, 

principles of openness and democratisation are gaining ground in more and more 

countries of our Continent. The countries of Eastern Europe have embarked on a 

phase of radical reforms. 

Sometimes such questions as the following are put forward:  What is behind the 

developments and what is the role of Soviet perestroika, or Restructuring, as you 

call it, in them?  No doubt there is a strong impact of our perestroika on the 

processes in Eastern Europe, and actually on a wider world.  But to limit our 
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analysis to only one of these factors would be insufficient.  Developments in the 

Eastern European countries which in our view have a positive nature, reflect the 

objective trends of their peoples for democratisation and renovation of 

their societies. In this respect, events in our country and in the rest of Eastern 

Europe are running in the same direction. Those situations, and the kind of reforms 

in each of these countries, differ from one another. 

At the same time, one should pay attention to the fact that changes in Europe are of 

such a great magnitude and rapid pace that they could have a destabilising effect. 

That is true especially of German affairs. As happened many times in the past, a 

solution of the German question becomes a key to European Security. The Soviet 

Union knows that by its' own experience perhaps better than anybody else. Besides 

the internal aspects of the reunification process, which will be resolved by the 

Germans themselves, there is a complex of issues. Solutions to them will have a 

crucial impact upon European Security as a whole. All European Nations, one way 

or another, will contribute to the settlement of a new Post-Unification Security 

order. But it goes without saying that the bulk of the responsibility rests upon the 

shoulders of the two German States and the Allied Powers. They bear their 

obligations under the four-power Agreements and decisions adopted during the 

War and the Post2War period. They have large contingents of their armed forces, 

equipped with nuclear weapons, still on German soil. These are the political and 

legal realities which cannot be ignored without jeopodising the existing order of 

things which for 40 years has ensured peace and security in Europe. Any hasty 

steps and decisions could prove to be disastrous for the future of our Continent. We 

think that today, prudence is the imperative ingredient of history. The Unification 

of Germany should be a stage by stage process without any artificially stepping up, 

in the so-called "Four-plus Two" talks where we have made considerable progress 

on the principal problem of borders. The safeguarding of the existing borders 

remains a necessary condition. They should be guaranteed by Treaty as far as 

another key issue is concerned, the inclusion of a United Germany in some 

European military structures, but there are still great differences in position to 

overcome. 

The West has proposed full-blooded Membership of the one Germany in NA TO. 

We do not agree with that. From the Soviet Union's view point, such a solution 

would upset the military and political balance which has taken shape in Europe, 

and which lies at the core of stability and security in the Continent. 

It is difficult for us to agree to the plans of a speedy unification of the German 

Democratic Republic by the West Germany, by separate parts or as a whole. 

Actually, that would lead us to a hasty integration into NATO, and would not 

properly address Soviet legitimate Security interests. Implementation of Article 23 

would not only determine a form of the unification process but would have a 

profound impact upon External Security matters. Furthermore, it was agreed in 

Ottawa that this Security issue must be resolved only within the "four plus two" 
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mechanism. In short, the peoples of the Soviet Union are entitled to know what any 

changes in Central Europe would mean for the future and their Security. One 

should not forget that we have paid the price of 20 million lives for existing 

European peace and security. 

Thus, what kind of solution should there be for a neutral Germany, belonging to 

both alliances? Actually we are open to thorough consideration of all possible 

options. But what we can say already with a great deal of certainty is that this 

option is interim. The final solution should be sought in the creation of a new 

structure of Security for all of Europe from the Atlantic to the Urals. The process 

of such a structure should be accelerated, and the reunification of Germany 

synchronised with it. 

In the meantime, a transitional stage is possible. During this period, the 

contradictions of the dual-transitional status of a United Germany will inevitably 

remain. And this problem still continues to be unsolved if confrontational 

mentality is not renounced. We should give up the block-to- block attitude and 

should create a new form of interstate and human relationships. They need to be 

based on mutual trust and mutual respect. One of the major events in European 

politics this year will be the all-European Summit. An idea of this meeting for the 

scheduled one in 1992 was proposed by the Soviet President, Gorbachev. The 

necessity is dictated by the whole dynamic process of events in Europe, and by the 

need to discuss them collectively. It is quite encouraging that a significant number 

of countries have already supported our proposal. Among them, the European 

Community countries, the United States, and some others. 

The Soviet side has already expressed some of its ideas for a possible foundation 

amongst them, for example by signing the Vienna Agreements on Conventional 

Armaments and confidence-building measures; determination of other ways to 

reduce military confrontation on the Continent; and agreement on a political 

agenda for the years to come. Next might be the outline of specific guidelines for 

the 1992 Helsinki Conference when the creation of permanent European structures 

or mechanism (including Committees of the Foreign Ministers, a Centre for 

reducing military threat and preventing surprise attack, a European Human Rights 

Institute, or a body for ecological and emergency situations). It is interesting that 

even at this stage some of our ideas coincide with the views of some of a number 

of other Helsinki participants. Recent negotiations in Moscow between the Soviet 

and British Foreign Ministers demonstrated that quite clearly, and in spite of some 

differences, both sides were convinced that the forthcoming Summit should 

become a major step in the development of the whole European process. The 

meeting should be crowned with a tangible political document reflecting the 

realities of present-day Europe. In any case, all European processes have an 

enormous potential. It can provide a basic framework for ending the divisions on 

the Continent. For the realisation of the concept of a common European Home, the 
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analysis of European development would not be completed without some reference 

to the state of Soviet-American relations. 

We are glad there is an agreement and a date for the next Summit. In Moscow, and 

Malta, the two sides began a dialogue on the concept of Security and Cooperation 

issues. It is now up to the Soviet-American meeting to produce concrete results. At 

the same time as the Meeting it is necessary to reach agreement on all basic 

provisions of a Treaty for the strategic offensive armaments of the USSR and the 

United States. So there is an opportunity to reach this agreement in the course of 

this year. 

The main obstacles that should be removed are connected with the air and sea-

launch Cruise Missiles. These problems are not simple but we are searching for 

compromises. Another important problem: negotiation on the sea-based tactical 

Nuclear Missile. It still remains on the Agenda, but there has not been any serious 

discussion on that, but several words on conventional arms talks in Vienna. 

Recently we have managed to solve some of the complicated issues there, 

including a number of Soviet and American troops stationed in Central Europe, but 

it is important to know all that so far has been achieved is due to our concessions. 

One should note that the Soviet Union will have outside its territories in Europe, 

195.000 troops, the United States 225.000, plus the troops of Britain and France. If 

all that would be considered together with the number of tanks and artillery, there 

is a question of whether a balance is not broken. Such questions are often put 

forward in our Parliament. So, in our opinion, the right way to proceed is to take 

into consideration the legitimate security interests of both sides to avoid 

destabilisation of the situation in Europe. 

I believe that one more topic which should be mentioned in this context is 

Lithuania. It causes much concern in our country and all over the world. Observing 

the processes in today's Europe, one could easily notice that the prevailing 

tendency is towards integration. A good example of that is the development of the 

European Community towards a Single Market, and Monetary and Political Union. 

In these conditions, separatist trends of the Lithuanian Nationalists are running 

counter of the mainstream of the main European political and economic life, 

jeopadising the integrity of the economic Nationalism of our country .The situation 

in the Lithuanian Republic is extremely complex, although the Soviet leadership 

on each side has been doing everything to prevent its artificial deterioration. The 

Lithuanian leadership is acting unreasonably. They even refused a personal 

invitation of Mr Gorbachev to participate in the recent session of the Soviet 

Federation. This is a body which wants to settle National questions in the Soviet 

Union under the leadership of the U.S.S.R. President. The problem is that the 

Lithuanian leadership has taken an irresponsible and anti-constitutional decision, 

without having any mandate of the Republic's population. There has been no 

Referendum, and one should note that only 25% of the population took part in the 

elections to the Supreme Soviet Parliament of the Republics, so that the majority in 
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the Parliament is now enjoyed by the people who received only 25% of the votes. 

Another aspect is that it is a multi-national Republic where, besides Lithuanians, 

there are Russians, Poles, Ukrainians, Byelorussians etc. Among these peoples 

there is a serious aspiration against separation from the Soviet Union, 

and Territorial issues are complex as well. After the war. Lithuania received a 

number of regions which in the past belonged to Byelorussians, now they are 

putting forward the question of getting these regions back. 

As far as the economic field is concerned, Lithuania is linked with the Soviet 

Union by numerous ties. There are more than 250 major industrial enterprises on 

each territory which are subordinated to the central authorities. Lithuanian needs in 

oil, gas and cotton are fully satisfied by other Republics of the Soviet Union, and 

they want to get their share of this cooperation. In these conditions, we believe the 

main instrument for normalising the situation is a dialogue and honest exchange of 

opinion with the people. The leadership of Lithuania should realise that adequate 

conditions should be fulfilled without destabilising the Union, and without 

negative international consequences. Everything should be done only within a 

Constitutional framework, with the proper interests of all sides involved. That is 

our position. I t is also very important to avoid conflicts between Nationalists, 

Extremists, and opponents of the present Lithuanian leadership, otherwise the 

consequences would be unpredictable. We should like to avoid this. I believe that 

in spite of all difficulties, the situation in Lithuania will normalise, and we will 

manage to settle things by ourselves through discussion. The main task today is to 

avoid conflict and to keep emotions under control.  

Summing up, I would say that this year promises to be a period of crucial 

decisions, shaping the future of our Continent and the whole world. Developments 

have reached a new stage which require the most responsible approach from the 

political leaders of the world, with due account being given to the legitimate 

interests of all sides. 
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